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The SPEAKER (Mr Thompson) took the
Chair at 2.15 p.m., and read prayers.

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT'S
INSTRUMENTALITIES

AND

Local Government Rates: Petition

MR PARKER (Fremantle) [2.17 p.m.]: I desire
to present a petition from certain residents of the
Fremantle area which reads as follows-

The Honorable the Speaker and Members
of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in
Parliament assembled.

We the undersigned citizens of Fremantle
in Western Australia believe that the
concentration of State Government property
and properties of Western Australian
statutory authorities in the City of Fremantle
constitutes a burden on the ratepayers and on
the finances of the City to a degree not
experienced by most municipalities in
Australia. We believe that the rate in the
dollar is 39 per cent higher because of the
non-payment of rates by the Commonwealth
and State Government and that the 1980/81
Western Australian Grants Commission
allocation to Fremantle of $460 000 does not
adequately compensate for an estimated
$900 000 loss of rate revenue. We therefore
request that the State Government and
Western Australian Statutory bodies be
liable for municipal rates thereby, re-
distributing the cost of servicing such
property to all taxpayers in the State.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray
that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty
bound will ever pray.

The petition conforms with the Standing Orders
of this House, and I have certified accordingly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be
brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No. 3 7.)
BILLS (8): INTRODUCION AND

FIRST READING
1.Workers' Compensation Supplementation

Fund Bill.

6.
7.
8.

I .
2.

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr
O'Connor (Minister for Labour and
Industry), and read a first time.

2. Environmental Protection Amendment
Bill.

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr
O'Connor (Deputy Premier), and read a
first lime.

3. Hire-Purchase Amendment Bill (No. 2).
Bill introduced, on motion by Mr

O'Connor (Minister for Labour and
Industry), and read a first time.

4. Perpetual Trustees W.A. Ltd.,
Amendment Bill.

Bill introduced, on motion by Sir Charles
Court (Treasurer), and read a first time.

5. Local Government Amendment Bill.
Bill introduced, on motion by Mrs Craig

(Minister for Local Government), and
read a first time.

Road Traffic Amendment Bill (No. 2).
Misuse of Drugs Bill.
Acts Amendment (Misuse of Drugs) Bill.
Bills introduced, on motions by Mr Hlassell

(Minister for Police and Traffic), and
read a first time.

BILLS (7 THIRD READING
Wildlife Conservation Amendment Bill.
National Companies and Securities

Commission (State Provisions) Bill.
3. Foreign Judgments (Reciprocal

Enforcement) Amendment Bill.
Bills read a third time, on motions by Mr

O'Connor (Deputy Premier), and
passed.

4. Western Australian Overseas Projects
Authority Amendment Bill.

5. Industrial Lands Development Authority
Amendment Bill.

Bills read a third time, on motions by Mr
MacKinnon (Honorary Minister
Assisting the Minister for Industrial
Development and Commerce), and
transmitted to the Council.

6. Stamp Amendment Bill.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Sir

Charles Court (Treasurer), and
transmitted to the Council.

7. Skeleton Weed (Eradication Fund)
Amendment Bill.
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Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr
Old (Minister for Agriculture), and
transmitted to the Council.

FUEL AND ENERGY: ELECTRICITY

Kalgoorlie Tariff, Motion
MR GRILL (Yilgarn-Dundas) [2.30 p.m.]: I

move-

That the Government be condemned for
allowing the S.E.C. to introduce a 2-year
interim tariff. grossly in excess of the tariff
pertaining in the State of Western Australia
generally, for electricity consumers in the
Kalgoorlie/ Boulder area, on the takeover of
the Town of Kalgoorlie electricity
undertaking on 10 September 1980.

Any State Government that blatantly and
knowingly discriminates against any reasonable
section of the community should be indicted; and
if that particular Government does that particular
act by means of a confidence trick, or by pulling a
"fastie", then it should be absolutely condemned.
I ask this House today to condemn the
Government, the Minister for Fuel and Energy,
and the State Energy Commission for having
done [bat very thing to the Town of Kalgoorlie,
the residents of the Town of Kalgoorlie and the
Shire of Boulder, and the commercial users of
power and electricity in the Town of Kalgoorlie
and the Shire of Boulder.

These people were discriminated against
blatantly and knowingly when the interim tariff
for power was brought down in that area on 9
September 1980. The interim tariff which has
applied in that area since 9 September 1980 is
6.9 5c a unit for domestic electricity with a fixed
charge of $3.07 a month. In the metropolitan
area-and this is where the discrimination
occurs-consumers are charged 5.42c a unit for
electricity with a fixed charge of $3.07c a month.
That same metropolitan tariff applies in most
country areas. As far as I am aware the only
areas in which it does not apply are the
Kalgoorlie- Boulder area just mentioned and in the
Gascoyne area around Carnarvon.

The interim tariff presently applying in the
Kalgoorlie-Boulder area appears to be
approximately 28.22 per cent higher than the
tariff in the rest of the State. That is a clear and
blatant discrimination against a significant
section of our population-a section which
probably has less ability to withstand such an
impost than have other sections of the
community.

I will now deal with the interim tariff for
commercial electricity in the respective areas. At
the present time in the Kalgoorlie-Boulder area
the interim tariff is as follows-

9.S8c a unit for the first I 000 units
9.33c a unit for the next 4 000 units
7.86c a unit for the next 45 000 units
6.99c a unit over 500 000 units

On the other hand, the charges that apply in the
metropolitan area under table LI-and as I have
mentioned these apply to most of the State-are
as follows-

8.05c a
7.80c a
6.33c a
5.46c a
4.93c a

unit for the first I 000 units
unit for the next 4 000 units
unit for the next 45 000 units
unit for the next 450 000 units
unlit over 500 000 units

Mr Mensaros: Being a fair-minded and
objective gentleman, would you inform the House
what you paid before the interim tariff was
changed?

Mr GRILL: I will come to that in a minute, if
the Minister will just let me finish this point.

In terms of percentages the extra impost placed
upon people in Kalgoorlie and Boulder ranges
from 19.6 per cent on the lowest scale up to
something like 62 per cent on the highest scale. I
have taken the figures from the lowest to the
highest, and I have compared the rates pertaining
in the metropolitan area with those pertaining in
the Kalgoorlie- Boulder area. In other words, at
the highest end of the scale, consumers for
commercial electricity in Kalgoorlie-Boulder are
paying up to 62 per cent more than consumers in
the metropolitan area.

Mr Mensaros: Than what they paid before?
There is no answer to that.

Mr GRILL: Previously they were paying
probably the highest electricity tariff in Australia.

Mr Mensaros: That is right, and they could
have come in about five years ago.

Mr GRILL: Certainly they were paying the
highest tariff for electricity in Western Australia.
I could give the Minister the figures, but I do not
think that is necessary.

Mr Mensaros: Why did you not persuade them
to come in five years ago?

Mr GRILL: I am sure the Minister is not
aware of the Figures I am about to give because he
has not done his homework. The tariff pertaining
prior to the SEC takeover in the Kalgoorlie-
Boulder area was as follows-

Domestic use ............................ I10.26c a unit
Commercial rate-first 1 000 units ... IL I. 2c a unit

next 35 000 units. 9.72c a unit
balance............ 7.97c a unit
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And I point out that no fixed charge was
applicable. So the charges were considerably
higher than those presently pertaining, and in
some cases up to 25 per cent higher. However,
that is not the point, and I will explain why it is
not the point in a moment.

Mr Coyne: The mayor wanted it that way five
years previously.

Mr GRILL: 1 will refer to the matter of the
previous five years in a minute, and the
honourable member will have to eat his words.
The Government is discriminating against a
section of the population living in the goldfields
area, and this discrimination is being carried out
blatantly and knowingly.

Mr Coyne: if it has discriminated, it was in
favour of them.

Mr GRILL: I do not propose to mince my
words;, the Government is taking this action by a
blatant and cheap political trick.

Mr B. T. Burke: For political reasons.

Mr GRILL: In reply to a question from me 6n
14 August 1980, when I asked on what basis is
the interim rate calculated, the Minister replied-

The interim tariff will be set mid-way
between the current Town of Kalgoorlie
tariffs and the State Energy Commission's
standard tariffs.

1 indicate to members that that does not apply in
respect of commercial rates. In contradiction, not
only of the Minister's own statement in this
House, but also in regard to an undertaking he
gave in writing to the Town of Kalgoorlie, in
certain instances the commercial rate is 62 per
cent above the rate applying in the metropolitan
area, and it is well above the midway point
between the rate which previously applied in
Kalgoorlie and Boulder and the metropolitan rate.
The action taken in regard to the interim tariff
was in blatant breach of a promise given in this
House, as I said, and a promise given to the
residents of Kalgoorlie. I will indicate shortly the
way the confidence trick was played.

People in these areas pay more for goods
generally. They pay higher freight costs than do
people close to the coast. They must pay more for
petrol and other fuel, and generally speaking, the
cost of living in country areas is significantly
higher than the cost of living in the metropolitan
area. On top of all that, these people have to bear
the burden of higher electricity charges. Not only
are these electricity charges higher than those in
the metropolitan area, but also they are higher
than those in other towns in their own area.

For instance, I refer to towns in the Murchison-
Eyre electorate, such as Leonora. Why should
people in Kalgoorlie- Boulder pay higher
electricity charges than people in other towns in
the area, and higher electricity charges than those
appertaining in other country areas just as
remote, or just as unremote? Why should these
people, who have been generally disadvantaged
over the years, have to pay excessive prices for
electricity when they have been subsidising this
Government and the people of Western Australia
in terms of electricity charges for 50 or 60 years?

That is where the rub is, because the people of
Kalgoorlie-Boulder have been subsidising the rest
of this State for a long period of time, and the
charge they are paying now is a penalty for
efficiency. It is not a penalty for inefficiency, but
a penalty for efficiency, and it is brought about by
policies brought down by a Federal Government
closely related to this State Government.

The full pricing policy of the Federal
Government led directly to a situation where the
Kalgoorlie power station, operating on diesel fuel,
this year could no longer supply electricity at
competitive prices. It had nothing to do with the
efficiency of the operation of the power station, in
fact its operation was a particularly efficient one.
That power station had been supplying electricity
to consumers in the area at prices which were at
least competitive with those charged by the SEC
up till recently, and in some cases the price of
electricity supplied by the Kalgoorlie power
station to the residents of Kalgoorlie- Boulder was
lower than that which pertained to people in the
metropolitan area; and specifically here I would
pinpoint pensioners, because no fixed charge
applied.

It is well known, and in fact it is well
documented, that country power generating costs
are much higher than city power generating costs.
It is well known also that the SEC has been
subsidising the supply of electricity to country
areas to a fairly large figure for some
considerable time. The figure, as supplied by the
Minister in an open letter to the editor of the
Kalgoorlie Miner of 29 October 1980, is expected
to be something like $36.4 million in 1981. That
is the anticipated subsidy for non-metropolitan
operations.

By generating its own power, and by generating
it efficiently for a long time, the Town of
Kalgoorlie has saved the people of this State and
the SEC from the impost of supplying power at a
loss to that area over the time involved; and what
do the people of Kalgoorlie get as thanks for that
saving to the taxpayer, for taking the impost off
the SEC and, therefore, off the Government?
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What do they get for that? They get a kick fair in
the teeth, and they get the highest rate pertaining
in all of Western Australia-a irate significantly
higher than those pertaining in the rest of the
State, and in some cases up to 62 per cent higher.

Why do they get that? It is because this
Government is politically biased against the
people of this community because normally they
vote Labor.

Mr Mensaros: Utter rubbish!
Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr GRILL: This high rate is a penalty for

efficiency, and the ex-Minister opposite knows it;
and in a few minutes if he wants to answer my
comments he can give-

Mr Mensaros: You are a soap box speaker; that
is all you are. It is all rubbish.

Mr GRILL: Then let us hear what the Minister
for Water Resources has to say. I say it is a
penalty for efficiency.

Mr B. T. Burke:. He has been caught out time
and time again.

Several members interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member will

resume his seat. The House will come to order!
Mr GRILL: Thank you, Mr Speaker. Let me

refer to anotheir question to demonstrate the
discrimination that has occurred. This question
was asked by my colleague, the member for
Kalgoorlie. on 14 August 1980, and it was
directed to the Minister for Fuel and Energy. It is
as follows-

(3) Is any other country town in Western
Australia being charged an interim
tariff at present?

The Minister's answer was, "No."
Mr E. T: Evans: Why not?
Mr Mensaros: None was being taken over.
Mr GRILL: The answer is that it is

Government policy. The only area being
discriminated against is the Kalgoorlie-Boulder
area, and well the Minister knows it. That answer
proves it.

Mr Davies: Carnarvon is on the list.
M r G R ILL: Yes, Carnarvon may be on the list.

That is clearly discriminatory.
The facts are these: Since the uniform fixed

charge was introduced-and the e-Minister will
understand what that means--on I July 1977, no
area and no town in this State has been charged
an interim tariff; not one.

Mr Mensaros: Because not one has been taken
over. Which one has been taken over?

Mr GRILL: Not one.
Mr Mensaros: That is right. Therefore, none of

them pays.
Mr GRILL: Let me refer to a further question

asked by me of the Minister on 20 August 1980. 1
will show him a bit of homework if he wants
some,

Mr Tonkin: Why isn't the Minister here?
Mr GRILL: That is a very good question.
Mr Ton kin: He knew it was coming on, and he

disappeared.
Mr GRILL: Because he simply cannot answer

the allegations.
Mr Young: Let us get it in Hansard that the

Minister is overseas.
Mr GRILL: The Minister has gone back on a

promise he gave in this House to the people of
Kalgoorlie and Boulder.

Mr Young: Where have you been for the last
four weeks?

Mr B. T. Burke: He is not a Minister.
Mr Old: And never will be.
The SPEAKER: Order! The House will come

to order! Might 1 say to members on both sides of
the House that it is totally inappropriate for two
or three members 10 interject at one time.

Mr GRILL: Here is the homework the
Minister wanted, and which members opposite
will not enjoy hearing. On 20 August 1 asked
question 413 of the Minister for Fuel and Energy
as follows-

(1) Further to question and answer number
67 of 1980, what local government
bodies have entered the Country Town
Assistance Scheme in the last five
years?

The Minister replied-
(1) The following towns have been supplied

under the provisions of the Country
Towns Assistance Scheme in the last
five years-

Wyndham
Sandstone
Mount Magnet
Camballin
Broome
Bremer Bay
Norseman
Hopetoun
Exmouth
Ledge Point
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Menzies
Coolgardie.

The second part of my question was-
(2) Which of these bodies has had to pay an

interim tariff?
A slightly shorter list will now be
because the Minister replied-

read out,

(2) Wyndham
Sandstone
Mount Magnet
Camballin
Broome
Bremer Bay
Hopetoun
Norseman.

That is about half the length or the previous list.
Here is the killer; the next part of my question
was-

(3) What was the level of the interim tariff
in each case?

The Minister replied-
(3) Domestic customers supplied in * the

towns listed in (2) above paid a higher
fixed charge of-

Listen to this gigantic figure-
-$1.66 per month until the uniform
fixed charge was introduced on I July
1977. From July 1975 to July 1977
domestic customers supplied from the
interconnected system paid a fixed
charge of $0.68 per month.

In other words, only about half the towns that
entered the country towns assistance scheme in
the last five years had to pay an interim charge,
and the charge was almost zero.

Mr Tonkin: What a scandal. Silence over
there-not a word.

Mr GRILL: Now we come to the cheap tricks
of the Government.

Mr Coyne: You would know all about cheap
tricks.

Mr GRILL: I have been watching the member
for Murchison-Eyre. Most people know that if a
town wishes to enter the country towns assistance
scheme, it does so by agreement. The tariffs, and
all the other paraphernalia must be worked out
and agreed to; some definite arrangements must
be made. Therefore, there is some definity in the
tariffs which are struck.

In respect of the takeover of the power supply
of the Town of Kalgoorlie, almost all the details
were worked out some weeks prior to the takeover
date which, I remind the House, was 9 September

1980. Everything was worked out except the
interim tariff to apply to commercial users.

The Minister promised by way of answer to
question 240 on 14 August 1980 that the interim
tariff would be set mid-way between the current
tariff applying to the Town of Kalgoorlie, and the
standard tariff imposed by the State Energy
Commission. However, the actual figures supplied
by the SEC to the Town of Kalgoorlie some weeks
prior to 9 September 1980 indicated that in many
cases the interim tariff suggested by the SEC was
higher than mid-way between the two tariffs.

Immediately, the Town of Kalgoorlie employed
a mathematician from the Kalgoorlie School of
Mines to calculate what would be the mid point.
Those calculations were made and sent to the
Minister.

Almost daily thereafter the Town of Kalgoorlie
endeavoured to contact the Minister to ascertain
whether the tariff would be revised. As the days
drew closer and closer to the takeover date of 9
September 1980, the council's efforts to ascertain
whether in fact the tariff would be revised became
more and more frenetic. However, it received no
answer from the Minister; it did not even receive
a reply. The Minister and the SEC refused to
answer until 9 September.

On 9 September the Minister sent a telex to the
Town of Kalgoorlie to the effect that there would
be further discussions in respect of the interim
tariff-giving the Town of Kalgoorlie by
implication to understand there would be some
revision of that tariff.

However, nothing further happened until about
10 October this year; the council received no
letters from the Minister or the SEC, and had no
discussions with the authorities on this matter. On
about 10 October or thereabouts, the Minister
wrote to the Town of Kalgoorlie indicating by
implication that he was not prepared to discuss
further the question of a revised tariff, and that
the tariff announced some weeks prior to 9
September 1980 would stand.

If that was not a cheap confidence trick, I do
not know what it was. It was a cheap and
underhand confidence trick played by the
Government on a community which has
contributed a tremendous amount to this State's
prosperity, and which is contributing in that
fashion even today.

Mr Coyne: You have contributed a great deal
towards cheap tricks.

Mr GRILL: Let us examine the defence put up
by the Government; it comes under three
headings. Firstly, the Government claims to have
lowered electricity costs in Kalgoorlie-Boulder on
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the average by 25 per cent during this interim
period, and that at the very least, it has lowered
costs generally by 10 per cent.

In fact, that is correct. But is that fairness? Is it
justice? Is it really a defence to say that because
the people of Kalgoorlie-Boulder are paying less
now than what they were paying before, they have
been justly dealt with? Of course it is not, when
one considers that the people of this community
are paying up to 62 per cent more than the rates
applying to the rest of the State.

The second defence of the Government is that it
claims the SEC did not budget for these costs,
and could not reasonably be expected to bear
them in its budgets of 1980-81 and 1981-82. That
is not correct, because in a letter the Minister sent
to the Kalgoorlie Mdiner on 29 October he states
quite categorically that it was always
contemplated that the Town of Kalgoorlie would
enter the country towns assistance scheme and
there would be some budgeting in the 1980-81
budget for that purpose.

I put the following case: If in fact the SEC
expected the Town of Kalgoorlie would join the
scheme, and if in fact it had done some budgeting
for that purpose, why did it not do the job
properly, and budget to the full extent? I do not
think there is an answer to that question.

The third defence is that the Government
claims interim lariffs are normal. The fact is that
interim tariffs are not normal. In addition, never
before in the history of this State has any
community been asked to bear an interim tariff
even approaching this interim tariff.

The defences fall down around the
Government. There can be no defence, and it is no
wonder the Town of Kalgoorlie has a group of
city fathers who are absolutely disgusted with the
State Government, and who registered their
disgust in the Kalgoorlie Miner on 16 October
1980. Under the heading, " 'Disgust' is council
reaction to tariff"' the following appears-

The Kalgoorlie Town Council is disgusted
at the State Government's attitude over the
interim electricity tariff for industrial users.

Councillors voted unanimously on Tuesday
night to write to the Premier, Sir Charles
Court-

The Premier has ducked out of the Chamber; he
is ducking for cover.

Mr Young: Come on! Be reasonable.
Mr GR ILL: Listen, pipsqueak-
Mr Young: The Premier has plenty to do. For

the last three or four weeks you have been up at

Kalgoorlie pegging leases, and we have had to put
off this motion time and time again.

The SPEAKER: Order!
Mr B. T. Burke: He has got you screwed right

up;, he has shown you up for what you are.
Mr GRILL: The article continues-

-and the Minister for Fuel and Energy, Mr
Jones, expressing their disgust at the interim
tariff and saying they had been let down
badly by the Government regarding the so-
called decentralisation policy.

The council's strong feelings over the issue
came to breaking point when a letter from
Mr Jones was tabled at the meeting.

A reply to a letter from the town clerk, Mr
Terry O'Meara, and a telegram from him of
several weeks past, said the present tariffs
were the most generous and equitable that
circumstances would allow.

The council has been unhappy with the
interim tariff for commercial users since the
SEC took over the running of the power
house a month ago.

Councillors claim the tariff is higher than
was first agreed and that promised further
negotiations have never eventuated.

That is an undeniable fact; it cannot be denied by
the Government.

Mr Harman: You just wait and see.
Mr GRILL: The people of Kalgoorlie have

been kicked in the teeth over this matter. The
attitude adopted by the Government flies in the
face of its professed dlecentralisation policy. It
makes the introduction of any new businesses and
industry to the Kalgoorlie- Boulder area during
this period an extremely unattractive proposition.
I remind members that, due to the present gold
price boom, this is a particularly critical period
for this part of the State. It will also put at a
disadvantage businesses which have been there for
some time; they will be at a disadvantage
compared to businesses carried on by their
country cousins, and by people in the city-

Most importantly of all, the policies of this
Government discriminate against a significant
section of the population, and such discrimination
should not be tolerated by any fair-thinking
person in our community.

I commend the motion to the House.
Mr E. T. EVANS: I formally second the

motion.
MR MENSAROS (Floreat-Minister for

Works) [3.00 p.ma.]: Although it is often said that
one never heard something like this-
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Mr Skidmore; Speak up! We all want to hear
you.

Mr Pearce: Mumble, mumble!
Mr. N4ENSAROS: Shut up and listen if you

want to.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Watt): Order!
Opposition members interjected.
Mr MENSAROS: If you want to hear me, do

not interject.
Mr Pearce: We arc just asking you to raise the

volume.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order!
Mr Pearce: Let us have the microphone if you

cannot manage it yourself.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order!
Mr B. T. Burke: I object to people telling us to

shut up. Who does he think he is?
Mr MENSAROS: I do not talk to you at all.
Mr Pearce: All right, don't talk to the rest of

is. Go home!
The ACTING SPEAKER: I have been

attempting repeatedly to call the House to order.
The member for Gosnells, in particular, has
persisted in interjecting. I ask the House to come
to order. I also ask the Minister to speak up, if he
is able.

Mr MENSAROS: The speech of the member
for Vilgarn-Dundas was an absolute distortion of
the facts.

Government members: Hear, hear!
Mr Coyne: And a disgrace!
Mr MENSAROS: With this distortion, he

dealt out some well-sounding accusations in order
to achieve headlines in the local paper, which no
doubt he wilt achieve.

The member spoke about discrimination
generally in connection with Kalgoorlie. If it had
a trace of truth in it, the discrimination was in
favour of Kalgoorlie, and not discrimination
against Kalgoorlie by the Government. The
member for Yilgarn-Dundas could not name
another region, another town in ibis State which
would have had a better deal from the
Government in all fields during the last seven
years than Kalgoorlie and the goldfields have. I
do not want to go through this on a detailed basis;
but the amount of money spent at the time when
the goldmines were booming was equalled by the
amount of money spent by the Government in
Kalgoorlie.

Mr Davies: That is not on power? You are
talking about generally?
(107)

Mr MENSAROS: I realise that. I meant it
generally. If anything, Kalgoorlie should be
grateful, and not accusing the Government.

In his speech to the motion, the member for
Yilgarn-Dundas said that the previous tariffs in
Kalgoorlie were competitive with the SEC tariffs;
but that is simply not right because the people of
Kalgoorlie paid the highest tariffs in the State.
The member made a statement that the interim
tariffs are a disincentive against industry in
Kalgoorlie; but that is not factual because, if
anything, industry has more incentive now than it
ever had before.

Mr Grill: Ask North Kalgurli Mining about
that. They are crying out for your blood.

Mr MENSAROS: Briefly I want-
Mr Grill: Clear discrimination.
Mr MENSAROS: Perhaps the member will let

me know when he has finished. Is it all right if I
go on? Good!

Mr Grill: You ask North Kalgurli Mining what
they think about it.

The ACTING SPEAKER: Order!
Mr MENSAROS: It is your private members'

time. If members are not disciplined. I will wait.
Briefly, I want to give, for the benefit of the

Hous--
Mr Pearce interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER: Order!
Mr MENSAROS: -the history of the joining

of Kalgoorlie with the country towns assistance
scheme. It started a long time ago. When we
became the Government in 1974, the economy,
not necessarily in relation to gold but with other
base metals, appeared to be much rosier; and. it
was before the recession generally in metal prices.
At that time, the SEC considered constructing a
transmission line from the metropolitan area to
Kalgoorlie to supply power to the planned nickel
mines north of Kalgoorlie, and to supply that
power to the existing nickel mines and smelter at
Kambalda, and between Kambalda and
Kalgoorlie. In the process of supplying power
through the transmission line, it was planned that
the whole of the community would be supplied.
Even that proposition was not received gladly by
the Town of Kalgoorlie, although the council was
quite happy to talk about it. The towns which
were supplied by the Kalgoorlie town electricity
undertaking were very happy, because they were
never satisfied with the deal they received from
Kalgoorlie.

Unfortunately, because of the collapse in world
market prices, the idea did not eventuate.
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However, the Town of'Kalgoorlie was interested
in trying to make its electricity undertaking more
efficient. It had discussions with the SEC. At that
time, the council was quite good friends with the
SEC. Indeed, although the member for Yilgarn-
Dundas might not recall this, the chairman of the
regional development committee was appointed as
one of the managers of the SEC.

The Kalgoorlie town electricity undertaking
purchased a generating plant from the SEC. It is
obvious that at that time we were quite good
friends because, despite other statements,. the
Town of Kalgoorlie invited me to commission one
of its generating plants. I do not want to tell
members, but it would be quite interesting to
relate what the predecessor of the member for
Yigarn-Dundas said during the commissioning
ceremony. Nobody was able to hear turn because
of the noise; but what he said was very witty.
Members can ask him if they want to.

Following this, there were constant negotiations
between the SEC and the Government-myself,
indeed-and the Town of Kalgoorlie from the
point of view of the country towns assistance
scheme taking over the undertaking. The Town of
Kalgoorlie always resisted this. Not only
privately, but also publicly, the Town of
Kalgoorlie stated several times that the town
council saw great advantages for itself in
retaining the electricity undertaking.

During this time, the tariffs in Kalgoorlie, both
for domestic and industrial-commercial, were
considerably higher than the SEC tariffs on the
grid system, and in other towns where the SEC
supplied the power.

That sort of negative attitude operated against
some of the consumers and customers of the Town
of Kalgoorlie electricity undertaking. I do not
know whether the member for Vilgarn-Dundas
has any knowledge of this, but thick memoranda
were circulated to the Government by the Shire of
Boulder, which made serious accusations, even
legal accusations, about the bookkeeping of the
electricity undertaking of the Town of Kalgoorlie.
The accusations related to whether revenues from
electricity were distributed in a proper way or not.
Of Course, the repeated accusations, which the
member for Yilgarn-Dundas now wants to use
against the Government, were that the ratepayers
of Boulder Were discriminated against. Of course,
Boulder was not alone in this. It was indicated
that the people of Boulder would be very happy to
join the SEC through its country towns assistance
scheme.

The matter did not improve. The proposal was
always rejected. However, it became evident to

the council and the mayor that they would not be
able to maintain their stance towards the
customers and consumers for very long. It was felt
that the situation might rebound as the customers
were ratepayers, and therefore they were electors
in the local government elections. Even then,
instead of going to the SEC and negotiating, the
council started to shoot balloons in the air.

Members of the House will recall that,
following his usual custom, the Mayor of
Kalgoorlie sent off telegrams to the Prime
Minister and just about anyone else but the Pope.
He complained that the fuel costs for power
generating should be subsidised. He was -not
talking about joining the country towns assistance
scheme, but asking for subsidies for fuel costs.
The council claimed, "Because of the cost of fuel,
we have to charge too much to our poor
customers." of course, the council would not have
had to do that if it had joined the country towns
assistance scheme several years ago.

Finally, when the pressure was so great that
the town's electricity undertaking could not avoid
this step, it started to talk to the SEC-that was
past the time when I was responsible for
proceedings. But I know very well this is what
happened. Despite the fact that the SEC was
hoping reason would prevail so it could allow an
amount to be allocated in its budget for
Kalgoorlie to join with the commission, it did not
allow the whole amount of the loss-which would
have amounted to $1.25 million; it allowed
$500 000.

During the negotiations the SEC said to the
town council that this was the amount it could
allow and that it could adjust its interim rates
accordingly or, alternatively, the town would have
to wait. It was in the mutual interests of the
Kalgoorlie Town Council and the Government, in
order not to discriminate against Kalgoorlie
people, to make an agreement which
accommodated this budgeted 5500 000 to strike
the interim rate.

Even so, the interim rate means an average
deduction of 25 per cent. It means a reduction of
at least 10 per cent even for commercial users,
and small domestic customers can shelter behind
the pensioner scheme if the increase is more than
10 per cent. I correct the member for Yilgarn-
Dundas-without claiming that he mislead the
House, as the Opposition does-when he
indicated there would be a two-year period
involved in the takeover;, in fact, there will be a
period of 16 months. The agreement is for 16
months and not two years.
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We should realise that increases in the cost of
fuel would have necessitated the Kalgoorlie Town
Council further increasing its rates. At least these
interim tariffs are fixed for the whole period and
this will protect the consumers in Kalgoorlie
against the rises they would have experienced had
they remained with the town electricity supply
and against the normal rises within the SEC.
That fact must be emphasised.

Neither is there any truth that there is any
discrimination being evidenced with the interim
tariff. It has always been the policy of the SEC to
cover its aggregate number of consumers against
a sudden loss which has not been allowed for by
way of budgeting. Sandstone was mentioned as
one of the very small undertakings supplying only
a handful of customers which was taken over by
the SEC. I opened the generating plant at
Sandstone. and anyone who has been to the town
will know just how few people live there. That
takeover involved hundreds of dollars tariff
subsidy instead of millions of dollars.

It was claimed that it is not the policy of the
SEC to charge interim tariffs and that only
Kalgoorlie is being subjected to a tariff. During
the period of the Tonkin Labor Government IS
town undertakings were taken over, and all of
them had an interim tariff levied.

In conclusion. I remind the House and the
public-and this is a proper occasion on which to
do so-that towns connected with the country
towns assistance scheme expect to face a total loss
during this financial year of $6.8 million. That is
what the metropolitan consumers pay in order
that we have a country towns assistance scheme.
But that is nothing; the total loss on the
commission's non-metropolitan operations for all
the areas supplied outside ihe metropolitan
area-which of course are much dearer because
of lengthy transmission lines and separate
generation of electricity with the use of oil-for
this 1980-81 year amounts to $36.4 million and
that is out of a budget of around $300 million. So
12 per cent of the total income of the SEC is used
to subsidise non-metropolitan customers. To talk
about discrimination does not stand up.

This year. because of the interim tariff
negotiated between the SEC and the Kalgoorlie
Town Council, the metropolitan customers will
pay $500 000 and, in a full year, even with the
interim tariff the loss will amount to $1.25
million. Anyone who knows the facts and views
them objectively would have no thought other
than to reject this motion.

MR E. T. EVANS (Kalgoorlie) [3.16 p.m.]: I
support the motion moved by the member for

Yilgarn-Dundas. I heard nothing in the reply by
the Minister to disclaim any statement made by
the member for Yilgarn-Dundas. Of course we in
Kalgoorlie are being discriminated against with
respect to this move, just as we are being
discriminated against in the fields of health,
education, and housing. Members know my
feelings on those subjects. As the member for
Yilgarn-Dundas said, it would appear we are
being discriminated against for the simple reason
that people in the goldfields choose to vote
Labor-there is no other reason.

Mr Clarko: I hope the rest of your argument is
better.

Mr Mensaros: They will wake up one day,
particularly when they realise the representation
they are getting.

Mr E. T. EVANS: The Minister said the
member for Yilgarn-Dundas had distorted the
facts.

Mr Mensaros: That is true.
Mr E. T. EVANS: Much of the member's

speech contained quotes from questions asked of
the Minister for Fuel and Energy, and his replies.
The member also quoted from Press statements
by the Minister. So, if the Minister is saying that
the member for Yilgarn-Dundas' speech was a
distortion of facts, the answers we have been
getting in relation to this matter from its
beginning and certainly since I have been here are
a distortion of the facts. The Minister should start
giving us the correct answers.

On 14 August I asked the Minister, "Why is an
interim tariff being charged to Kalgoorlie-Boulder
consumers when they come under the
responsibility of the SECT' The Minister
replied-

To lessen the financial impact on the
finances of the Energy Commission and to
allow time for the commission to achieve
economies in the operation of the
undertaking.

A question was asked in another place, "What are
the staff numbers employed by the Town of
Kalgoorlie electricity undertaking and how many
staff will be employed by the State Energy
Commission following the takeover?" The answer
was, "Forty-four people are presently employed
and there will be 56 people employed after the
SEC takes over."

Far be it from me to knock employmnt-I
think it is tremendous we are getting an extra 12
people employed-but it does point to the
prospect of an inefficient operation. If we are
being penalised because we ran an efficient
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operation in Kalgoorlie and we were able to
produce power for a long time without having to
enter the country towns assistance scheme, there
is no reason we should be discriminated against-
when we decide we do wish to join the scheme.
We should get the same assistance as other towns
have received. No tariffs have been introduced
since 1977.

Prior to that, the Minister said there was an
interim charge of $1.66 a month and the
Government intends to charge the people of
Kalgoorlie $1.53 a unit. What the Minister is
telling us is that, after one unit a month has been
used, the consumers are in trouble.

Power generation is an industry in Kalgoorlie
and it employs between 40 and 50 people.

Mr Sibson: Aren't they losing money there?
Mr E. T. EVANS: I understand the SEC is

losing considerabl2 sums of money also. Perhaps
the member who has just interjected is unable to
understand the Minister when he makes a speech.
It is natural the SEC will make a loss when it
takes over the undertaking in Kalgoorlie.

Several members interjected.
Mr Sibson: I was talking about the previous

administration.
Mr E. T. EVANS: The SEC makes a loss in

other areas also. I was not particularly interested
in the history lesson given to us by the Minister.
We are well aware that discussions began in 1974
in regard to installing the grid from Perth to
Kalgoorlie. Of course, that did not get very far,
because the Court Government came into power.

Mr Mensaros: We started the idea.
Mr E. T. EVANS: We are not interested in

what happened in 1974. The Minister was so busy
telling us how much money would be lost in the
year Kalgoorlie was taken into the scheme that he
forgot to tell us about the amount of money the
people in that area saved the Government,
because they did not enter the country towns
assistance scheme in 1974. Does the Minister
have those facts and figures at his fingertips?

Another of the Minister's classic inaccuracies
was that the metropolitan consumers subsidised
the country people to the tune of millions of
dollars. I should like to ask the Minister how
much coal, gas, or oil is produced in the
metropolitan area? Somebody must be subsidised
and I should like to point out the only thing
produced in the metropolitan area is people. The
metropolitan area is being subsidised by the
farming and mining are-as in this State. This has
occurred since early colonial days.

Mr Blaikie: Fair go!

Mr E. T. EVANS: I should like to ask the
member what he means by that exclamation.
Even the dairy farmers contribute something.

Mr Old: They contribute more than you do!
Mr E. T. EVANS: Why should the people of

Kalgoorlie be penalised because they did not
choose to enter the scheme until they were forced
to do so?

Mrs Craig: They chose to enter it; they were
not forced to do so.

Mr E T. EVANS: I should like to know why
the people of Kalgoorlie do not receive the same
treatment as everyone else. What I am saying is..
because the people in Kalgoorlie chose nbt to
enter the scheme when asked to do so, they are
being discriminated against now. Why are the
people of Kalgoorlie unable to enter the scheme
on their own terms now?

Mrs Craig: You have chosen to enter under
those terms.

Mr E. T. EVANS: We had no other choice.
Mrs Craig: You could have stayed as you were.
Mr E. T. EVANS: We were forced into the

scheme despite the inane remarks made by
members opposite. The Federal Government's
ridiculous policy in regard to parity pricing for oil
forced us into this scheme. We had no alternative
but to enter it.

I should like to know why, having entered the
scheme, the people in Kalgoorlie have to pay a
tariff higher than that paid in any other town in
Western Australia. It is of no use the Minister
blaming a dispute between the mayor and the
Shire of Boulder for the failure to arrive at a co-
operative agreement for entering the country
towns assistance scheme. The Minister would
have done better to have stayed out of disputes
between the mayor and the Shire of Boulder.
Indeed, the Minister should stick to his portfolio.

Mr Sibson: At the same time, the disputes are
relevant.

Mr E. T. EVANS: The member for Bunbury
knows a great deal about them, does he? I am
speaking on behalf of the consumers in
Kalgoorlie-Boulder. I am not particularly worried
about the red herrings which have been drawn
into the issue. The comments made by the mayor
and the shire president at any particular time do
not interest me.

The Kalgoorlie power station was a most
efficient operation. It employed people and
previously there was no need for it to enter the
country towns assistance scheme. Therefore, we
saved the Government millions of dollars.
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Mr Mensaros: At that time you did not speak
for the consumers. You always paid higher tariffs.

Mr E. T. EVANS: The Minister is not Correct.
The situation has changed as a result of the
Federal Government's policy on parity pricing for
oil.

Mr Mensaros: Higher tariffs have always been
charged there.

Mr E. T. EVANS: I will not enter into a
dispute with the Minister in regard to that matter,
because I know the facts.

Mr Mensaros: They are the facts.
Mr E. T. EVANS: After saving the

Government millions of dollars over many years,
the people of Kalgoorlie-Boulder have been forced
into this scheme as a result of the deliberate
policies on parity pricing for oil of this
Government and the Federal Government.

The Minister said the department did not
budget for the Kalgoorlie-Boulder area entering
the scheme. I should like to point out that the
department budgeted for this eventuality in 1978.'I saw the feasibility study and it was clear the
department was aware the Kalgoorlie-Boulder
area would enter the scheme. Surely the Minister
should have given consideration to that at the
time. Is the Minister unable to budget a year in
advance?

Mr B. T. Burke: Haven't you had a look at the
water charges? They go up and down and back to
front! They hanged Ned Kelly-he was another
bushranger!

Mr E. T. EVANS: This Government frequently
makes great play of the fact that there should be
one rule for all. Repeatedly the Government says
no-one should be in a privileged position.
However, the Government is discriminating
against the people of Kalgoorlie-Boulder at the
present time. If Government members think they
are popular with the people of Kalgoorlie, they
should go there and talk to them. We never see
Government members in Kalgoorlie. They should
go to North Kalgurli Mining and talk to the
people who use the electricity there. In that way
Government members would discover what the
people in the area think about having to pay more
for their electricity than those in other areas.

Mr Coyne: The people at North KalgurlIMining should be our friends for life ater what
has been done for them by this Government.

Mr B. T. Burke: After you ratted on the
Mining Act they will be your friends for life! You
are a real turncoat!

Mr E. T. EVANS: We seem to have some
experts on North Kalgurli Mining. I can assure

the member for Murchison-Eyre that he is not
very popular with the people at North Kalgurli
Mining.

I am talking about the power which will be
required by the mines, the power which will be
needed by industries which are coming into the
area, and the power which will be required by
consumers who are attracted there also. The
member for Murchison-Eyre would be well aware
that a great deal of activity is going on in his
electorate and, in the future, towns in his area will
be interested in joining the scheme also. I hope he
is as vociferous then, as he is now.

Mr Coyne: You were going to tax coal; we are
not going to do that.

Mr E. T. EVANS: I shall conclude by saying
the Government is discriminating against the
consumers of Kalgoorlie-Boulder.

Mr Coyne: We embarrased you all.
Mr E. T. EVANS: The Government is doing

everything outlined by the member for Yilgarn-
Dundas. The tariffs charged in this area are
grossly in excess of those which exist in any other
area in Western Australia. The Minister did not
refute that. As mentioned by the member for
Yilgarn-Dundas, it is clear the people in the area
are being discriminated against, because they vote
for the Labor Party. The people in Kalgoorlie do
not want a Liberal Government, but they have to
accept it, because this Government has been
elected. However, it is about time the
Government governed for all Western Australians
and not just for those who voted for it.

MR GRILL (Yilgarn-Dundas) [3.29 p.m.]: I
should like to exercise my right of reply. The
defence put up by the Minister for
Works-previously the Minister for Fuel and
Energy-has been answered more than
adequately by the member for Kalgoorlie. In the
first place, however, it really did not amount to
much. There were two vital flaws in the
Mi nister's argument which completely gave away
the Mi nister and the Government.

I will deal firstly with a couple of the general
points made by the Minister after his long
rambling history of events in Kalgoorlie and
Boulder which no-one really understood. The first
main point he made was that power charges in
Kalgoorlie and Boulder never have been
competitive; and that was the guts of the
comments he made in regard to that matter, but,
simply, he was not correct. Power and electricity
charges in that area until the recent catastrophic
hike in oil prices always have been competitive
compared with the rest of the State. In fact, when
one deals with pensioners one realises that power
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charges for the average pensioner in Kalgoorlie
and Boulder have been significantly lower than
the same charges in the rest of the State. That is
the first general point which needed clarification.

The second general point made by the Minister
was this: "it is all your own fault you are being
charged more because you delayed putting in your
applications to join the scheme." That was the
guts of what he said, but if one examines that
proposition one realises that it is simply
ridiculous. The facts are that by delaying their
joining the scheme and by taking up the impost,
the people of Kalgoorlie in fact carried the can for
the Government when it and the SEC had a
losing proposition on their hands. What did the
people receive for that? They received nothing but
abuse and a kick in the teeth.

I will deal now with the two areas in which I
feel the Minister gave away his position. I will
deal first with the least significant but which still
involves critical and important issues. He
admitted during the period when the 1981 Budget
was brought down that the SEC budgeted to the
extent of $500 000 for a takeover of the
Kalgoorlie power supply. What he did not say was
how that figure was determined and how it was
budgeted when the SEC well knew that the
takeover would mean an outlay of something like
$1.25 million.

The SEC worked out a nice small round figure
which was something less than half it would have
had to pay normally. It said, "Cop this", and then
shoved the proposal down the throats of the
Kalgoorlie and Boulder people.

Mr Mensaros: That is absolute rubbish.
Mr GRILL: That is exactly what happened.

The SEC pulled that figure out of the air and
shoved it down the throats of the Kalgoorlie and
Boulder people.

Mr Mensaros: It is absolute rubbish.
Mr GRILL: Why did not the Minister tell us

the true position. He had the opportunity.
Mr Mensaros: The budgeting had been

completed much earlier than the period to which
you are referring and although the SEC was
optimistic that the Kalgoorlie people would
eventually come in to the proposition, but perhaps
later than at the time they did. They thought they
would come in much later because that was the
pattern of the negotiation.

Mr GRILL: The Minister has not answered the
question of why the figure was $500 000. It was
not the correct figure.

Mr Mensaros: It was for a short period.

Mr GRILL: I think I have made my point well
enough. Much more significant is the fact that I
made a direct and unequivocal attack upon the
Minister. I set out the basis of the attack and
stated the facts for it. The Minister could have
tried to contradict each of those facts or even the
general proposition.

Mr Mensaros: They were contradicted.

Mr GRILL: I accused a Minister of this
Government of misleading the House and
misleading the people of Kalgoorlie and Boulder,
and I put the accusation in print. What did the
Minister do to answer the accusation? He rose to
his feet but did not deem it necessary even to
mention it. Not one word was said in defence of
the actions of the present Minister for Fuel and
Energy. Obviously that is what the Minister
thought of the situation when he answered the
accusations and that is what the Government
thinks of the situation.

The Government acknowledged the truth of the
accusation I put before the House. On that basis
alone the motion should be carried and on that
basis the Minister should think about resigning.

Mr B. T. Burke: With due respect, it is a habit
with this Minister; it is about the third or fourth
occasion.

Mr Young: You had a few shots at it and
strung out about 10 "almosts".

Mr GRILL: Even now I think the point has
been well made. Still no answer has been received
from the Government side in respect of the
accusations. I think the case is proven, and proven
well.

Mr Pearce: We do not make wild accusations
like people on the Government side.

Mr GRILL: I strongly commend to the House
the motion I have moved.

Question put and
following result-

Mr Bertram
Mr Bridge
Mr B. T. Burke
Mr T. J. Burke
Mr Carr
Mr Davies
Mr E. T. Evans
Mr Grill
Mr Harman

a division taken with the

Ayes 18
Mr Hodge
Mr T. H. Jones
Mr Mclver
Mr Parker
Mr Pearce
Mr Skidmore
Mr Ton kin
Mr Wilson
Mr Bateman

(Teller)
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Mr Blaikie
Mr B. T. Burke
Mr Clarko
Sir Charles Court
Mr Cowan
Mr Coyne
Mrs Craig
Mr Crane
M r Grayden
Mr H-assell
Mr H-erzfeld
Mr Laurance
Mr MacKinnon

Ayes
Mr Jamieson
Mr Taylor
Mr H, D. Evans
Mr Barnett
Mr Bryce

Noes 25
Mr Mensaros.
Mr Nanovich
Mr O'Connor
Mr Old
Mr Rushton
M r Sibson
Mr Spriggs
Mr Stephens
Mr Tubby
Mr Williams
Mr Young
Mr Shalders

Pairs
Noes

Mr P. V. Jones
Mr Trethowan
Dr Dadour
Mr Grewar
Mr Sodeman

Questions thus negatived.

Motion defeated.

HEALTH: MENTAL
Swanbaurne Hospital: Motion

MR HODGE (Melville) [3.40 p.m.]: I move-

That this House expresses extreme concern
at the sub-standard and dangerous conditions
at the Swanbourne Hospital which subject
patients and staff to-

()the danger of serious disease and the
risk of c ross- infections compounded by
overcrowding of patients in many areas,

()concentration of beds in many
dormitories Which transgress even
minimum hospital standards,

(3) serious fire risk with totally inadequate
fire protection and prevention facilities,

(4) serious risk of personal injury through
accidents arising from structures which
retard and obstruct the safe movement
of patients.

Furthermore, this House resolves that the
Government proceed, as a matter of urgency,
with the construction and establishment of
the replacement hospital by-

(1) attributing a top priority to the provision
of funds necessary to complete the
replacement hospital,

(2) negotiating with the Commonwealth
Government for a special addition to
Western Australia's general purpose
capital payments equivalent to the cost
of completing the replacement hospital,

(3) a special allocation in 1980-SI to
accelerate the replacement hospital's
building programme and to enable the
advance purchase of new equipment and
installations which can be transferred to
the new hospital when completed.

During the course of my address, in order to
substantiate my claims, I will be referring to a
series of reports. I will be referring to a report
compiled in July 1979 by the Mental Health
Services and the annual reports of the Director of
Mental Health Services for the years 1975-76,
1976-77, and 1977-78. 1 will refer also to a report
on the Swanbourne Hospital compiled by a
subcommittee of the Psychiatric Nurses'
Association.

I cannot speak from first-hand knowledge of
the conditions of Swanbourne Hospital because I
have not visited the hospital.

Mr B. T. Burke: Why don't you ask the
Minister?

Mr HODGE: I am just coming to that. On
behalf of the State Parliamentary Labor Party
health committee I made attempts to arrange to
visit that hospital and inspect its facilities.
However, a simple straightforward request
became a sad and sorry saga which dragged on
for over three months.

I wrote to the Minister for Health, at the
request of the committee, on 25 July this year and
requested permission for the committee to inspect
the hospital. I thought the request I made was
straightforward and only a formality. However, it
transpired to be something else. I never received
an acknowledgment Of Or reply to my letter and
after waiting some weeks I rang the Minister's
office and spoke to his secretary. I asked what
was happening and the private secretary made
some inquiries and told me that I would hear
from Dr Bell, the Director of Mental Health
Services, within a few days. I did not hear from
Dr Bell so I phoned again to inquire what was
happening. I was told again that Dr Bell, or
someone from the Mental Health Services would
be in touch with me to make arrangements for a
visit.

Eventually, I received a call from the Minister's
secretary who told me that a visit would be
arranged and that it would be for three members
of the State Parliamentary Labor Party and three
members of the Government parties. He said the
group would leave from Parliament House at
about 10.00 one morning, inspect the hospital and
return to Parliament House in time for lunch.

I advised the Minister's secretary that that was
not acceptable to me or to the committee. The
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secretary relayed that message to the Minister.
Eventually. I had discussions with the Minister
for Health and I advised him that I wished to be
in a position where I could invite the whole of our
committee, and that would include eight
members. I advised him that I did not wish to be
tied down to a brief visit of two hours and said
that that time was not sufficient to make a
thorough investigation of the hospital.

The Minister was not very happy about my
comments and he said that he would think about
it and discuss the matter with me again. He did
discuss the matter with me and advised that the
Director of Mental Health Services (Dr Bell) had
set a limit of eight people to visit the hospital at
any one time. The Minister said he was very
anxious to have an equal number of Government
members accompanying the members of theLabor Party. Therefore if all the members of the
committee visited, it would make up the
maximum number allowed.

The Minister then said that he would arrange
for two visits so that half the committee could
visit at one time. That was not acceptable to my
committee and after further discussions the
Minister wrote me a long letter advising me that
he thought the stand I had adopted, as well as the
stand of the State Parliamentary Labor Party,
was an unreasonable one. He said that he would
not agree to our request and made a further offer
whereby six members of the State Parliamentary
Labor Party could visit the hospital with two
Government members, at a time convenient to all.

Members may ind this saga very hard to
follow. It started off as a simple request to i nspect
a public hospital; a hospital owned and operated
by the Government on behalf of the taxpayers.

The State Parliamentary Labor Party rejects
completely the childish notion that we, as
members of Parliament, cannot inspect a public
hospital without Liberal Party members as
chaperones. The Minister feels that it is important
that representatives of both parties should see the
same things and be present at the same time.

In my opinion, the Minister went off on a
tangent in his letter. He wrote that there had been
a tremendous number of accusations, innuendos,
and campaigns against Government mental health
services and some officers of the department.
Somehow, he tied this alleged campaign in with
my request to visit the hospital. He also made
reference to my motion on the notice paper and
said that it was couched in rather unflattering
terms.

I do not think there is anything unflattering
about the motion and if there were, so what!

Surely the Minister does not believe that the
Opposition has no right to criticise the
Government. That is precisely what this motion
does; it is criticising the Government about the
condition of the Swanbourne Hospital.

I cannot see the link between the alleged
campaign and my simple straightforward request
to visit the hospital. After all, it is a public
hospital, owned by the taxpayers and operated by
the Mental Health Services on behalf of the
taxpayers.

We have a right and a responsibility, as
members of the Opposition, to inspect such
facilities and bearing in mind the alarming
information which has been reported in the media
about Swanbourne Hospital, there is a great need
for a thorough investigation of the hospital.

I cannot see the reason for the Minister's
insistence that members of the State
Parliamentary Labor Party health committee
must be accompanied by Government members.
In my opinion, this is an overreaction by the
Minister and it demonstrates a lack of self
confidence and lack of maturity in the
administration of his department. It also indicates
his lack of confidence in the administration of the
hospital and his department.

Of course, this displays the siege mentality and
the inept administration by the Government
through the actions of its Ministers. Secrecy and
overreactions are the hallmarks of this
Government and the Minister for Health is no
exception.

The accusations made by the State
Parliamentary Labor Party health committee are
aimed at the Government and not the Mental
Health Services, because the ultimate
responsibility for the sad and sorry state of the
Swanbourne Hospital can be laid at the feet of
the Government. I do not hold the Public Service
responsible for this position and I do not bold the
director (Dr Bell) or his officers responsible
primarily for what has happened at the hospital.
The blame must be laid at the feet of this
Minister and this Government. Both the Minister
and the Government are responsible for the
operation of that hospital.

My motion requests the House to express
extreme concern at the substandard and
dangerous conditions at the Swanbourne Hospital.
They may seem to be rather exceptional and
strong terms to use to describe a public hospital.
Who would believe a public hospital, in 1980, in
an affluent State such as Western Australia could
be in a substandard and dangerous condition?
Most people would find that hard to believe.
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However, at the conclusion of my remarks I
believe any reasonable person who takes an
interest in the debate will be convinced that I am
right. Alternatively, he must at least give serious
thought to the proposition that there are
substandard and dangerous conditions at the
Swanbourne Hospital.

I intend to quote a number of impeccable
sources to back up my claim. I have not had the
opportunity personally to look at the hospital.
Even if I had, any inspection merely would be to
support the claim I am putting forward today. My
claim primarily is based on comments from a
number of expert reports which I will read to the
House. Firstly. I will quote from the report on the
Swanbourne Hospital prepared by the Mental
Health Services in July 1979. Page I of the report
reads as follows-

Virtually the whole of Swanbourne
Hospital began its operations in the early
nineteen-hundreds. Conceived in Victorian
times the hospital buildings are outmoded,
inconvenient and depressing.

These old wards are cavernous structures,
impossible to heat or cool effectively at
reasonable cost, and with inadequate
plumbing and electrical systems. Such wards,
two and three storey buildings, with poor
bathing facilities and associated problems of
access particularly where frail patients are
concerned, are extremely difficult places in
which to work, and staff deserve praise for
their efforts in most inconvenient
circumstances.

Those are fairly strong words to appear in a
report prepared by the Mental Health Services,
which was presented in July last year; a fairly
recent report.

That point of view is supported by a similar
rcport prepared by the Psychiatric Nurses'
Association. That association set up a special
subcommittee, which included members of the
staff of the Swanbourne Hospital. The
subcommittee prepared a very detailed and
constructive report on the faults and the
deficiencies at the hospital. I will quote from page
I of that report as follows-

In preparing this report our objectives
were to point out some of the inadequate
facilities and substandard living conditions
for patients receiving treatment in
Swanbourne Hospital. Also we wished to
draw attention to the archaic working
conditions under which our members operate.

Again, that is fairly strong coming from a
professional association consisting of trained

psychiatric nurses who, through their training, are
not prone to exaggeration or to making untrue
statements. What they have said backs up the
comments of the Mental Health Services which
appeared in the July 1979 report. Those
comments have a familiar ring.

Exactly the same statement appears in the
1976-77 annual report of the Mental Health
Services-the same statement appears in two
reports, one prepared in 1976 and the other
prepared in 1979. Obviously, not one iota of
improvement occurred between 1976 and 1979;
exactly the same words were used in official
Government reports.

My motion also states there is a danger of
serious disease and the risk of cross-infections
compounded by overcrowding of patients in many
areas. The Swanbourne Hospital caters for nearly
400 patients-dependent people who require
considerable care and supervision.

According to the 1979 annual report of the
Mental Health Services, almost 50 per cent of the
patients at the Swanbourne Hospital are
incontinent, and of those, one-third are doubly
incontinent. That poses huge problems,
particularly sanitation problems, for the
administration. In the annual report, under the
heading "Sanitation" appears the following-

Incontinence on this scale poses enormous
nursing problems both in relation to
attempting to implement toilet training
programmes and avoidance of skin infections
and Pressure sores. Yet staff are compelled to
grapple with such difficulties equipped with
shamefully inadequate resources. For
instance, one ward housing eighteen geriatric
female patients, sixteen of whom are
incontinent, has one toilet, one bath and one
shower. Facilities in general are inadequate.
badly located and difficult of access. Privacy
is almost non-existent.

Those comments appear in the annual report of
the Mental Health Services, so I accept them as
being accurate, and I take it they will not be
contested. I hope the Minister will not suggest I
am being biased by quoting rrom these reports.
because they are Government reports. I will quote
a further paragraph which supports the
contention I have put forward in my motion
regarding the risk of infection. At pages 5 and 6
of the report, the following appears-

The Department has no Central Sterilizing
Department. Dressing packs etc., are
prepared and sent to the Sir Charles
Gairdner Hospital for autoclaving. If the
demand for these supplies is unduly heavy,
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packs are autoclaved at Swanbourne
Hospital in an autoclave not designed or
suitable for that purpose.

Facilities for cleaning and sterilizing bed-
pans are almost nil. In some wards, pans arc
emptied, then washed, by nursing staff-ip
washbasins and shower recesses that are
subsequently used by patients.

Who would have believed that statement? How
primitive can one get? In a public hospital run by
the Government of Western Australia, in 1980,
the nursing staff are washing out bed pans in
hand basins and in shower recesses used by
patients. Certainly, in my opinion, that is an
indictment of the Government for its
administration of the Mental Health Services.

The situation is appalling. The danger of
serious disease amongst the overcrowded patients.
the staff, and the outside community must be ever
present. There have been outbreaks of infectious
diseases at the Swanbourne Kospital. In the July
1979 report the following appeared-

Three years ago an epidemic of boils
occurred in a ward for the intellectually
handicapped, affecting 5O per cent of the
patients. From time to time there have been
sporadic occurrences of skin infections,
among both retarded and geriatric patients.
In the event of a major epidemic, present
bathroom and toilet facilities would make
barrier nursing, isolation and segregation
utterly impossible.

That sentiment was expressed in a rather
understated manner- In the 1976-77 annual report
from the director, at page 9 he said-

Outmoded and badly designed wards, by
today's standards, primarily those with poor
toilet and bathroom racilities. hinders good
nursing practice.

The problem was pointed out to the Minister
quite clearly as far back as 1976-77 by the
Director of Mental Health Services. However, i n
July 1979 the Minister has received a further
report outlining exactly the same problem. No
progress has occurred since 1976. The report from
the Psychiatric Nurses' Association is very
detailed and thorough.

The report goes through the hospital ward by
ward, and it points out the gross deficiencies in
respect of overcrowding of beds, toilet facilities,
and the like. I will be happy to table the report of
the Psychiatric Nurses' Association if members
are interested in it. However, I would like to
quote certain sections of the report. The report on
Highgate House-one of the wards-appears on
pages 4 and 5, and it reads as follows-

This ward contains 31 beds for Psyche-
Geriatric and intensive care patients
suffering varying degrees of physical illness.

The bed count of this ward has not altered
substantially in a decade. The dormitory
appears, and is, over-crowded for this type of
patient. There is insufficient space allocation
to each bed. We must remember that the
beds in this area constitute dressing and
treatment facilities for those patients
confined to bed, or requiring physical
treatment, because of physical illness.
Because of the insufficiency of bed space in
these, purported, intensive-care areas, the
risk of cross-infection is enhanced.

That cannot be taken lightly either, and I remind
members that this is a quote from the report of
the Psychiatric Nurses' Association. Psychiatric
nurses are professionally trained people, and I do
not think they would be prone to making biased,
inaccurate, or exaggerated reports. Quite clearly
the association is pointing out the high risk of
cross-infection in the overcrowded conditions at
Swanbourne Hospital. Still referring to Highgate
House, the report reads-

Toilet facilities for both patients and staff,
are severe. For example: For the patients
there is only one toilet in the dormitory, and
only one toilet in the day-room, neither of
which facilitate the admission of wheel-chair
patients. Four Other toilets for patients are
provided, but due to the inconvenient
positioning from the inhabited areas of the
ward, they are rendered unserviceable to this
type of patient. The outside toilets are
situated at the bottom of the garden area,
only the most agile of patients could possibly
negotiate the steep descent, for up to sixty
metres. There is only one staff toilet in the
ward area, which has to be used by staff of
both sexes. There is no provision in the staff
toilet for the toilet requirements of females.

The position in the other wards is just as bad; in
fact, some are worse. On page 6 the report refers
to Belmont House in the following terms-

The only toilets available, are two, which
are reached by leaving the day-room, and
entering through a short covered walk. In the
winter, these toilets are very cold and the
constant opening and closing of the ward
door also makes the day-room cold. These
two toilets are grossly insufficient for a ward
compliment of 38 patients. Another
disadvantage to these toilets, is that they are
situated directly opposite the staff-room, and
thus the staff have to consume their meals in
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rather unsavoury circumstances. It is not
normal to eat in the toilet; however, it does
seem 10 be a feature of Swanbourne
Hospital."

The report deals also with Leederville House, and
on page 10 it reads-

Toilet facilities: ground floor. Patient's
toilets are outside the ward, as are the band
basins and shaving facilities (for those who
wish to wet-shave). There is once again, one
staff toilet for both sexes. First story toilet
facilities: starr-none. Patients-two.

So it is not only the patients who are inadequately
catered ror in respect of toilet facilities at the
hospital; the stafr also are catered for in a
hopeless way. I cannot believe that the ratio of
starr to toilets would be tolerated in a privately
owned or privately operated hospital, or even in a
factory or shop. The Factories and Shops Act and
other legislation requires proper toilet facilities to
be provided for the use of the difrerent sexes.
However, it appears that the Government does
not worry about those regulations for its own staff
at the Swanbourne Hospital.

For many of the patients at Swanbourne
Hospital privacy is non-existent. This fact is
referred to in almost all reports. In regard to the
Calista North ward, on page IlI of the report the
association says-

There is only one toilet for patients, which
again, does not facilitate wheelchair patients,
therefore, the majority of the patients are
comnmoded in the dormitory area, and
although screened from the main entrance to
the ward, by a singular curtain, they remain
in full view of non-nursing or medical staff
who may be present. Not to mention in full
view of each other. Because of inadequate
staffing, particularly on late shifts, it is often
necessary to restrain the patients on the
commodes.

Staff facilities in this ward are non-
existent; there is neither the provision of a
starr room, nor toilets.

Is that not incredible? In this day and age
patients who are entrusted to the care of the
Government in a public hospital are put in that
sort of humiliating and degrading situations. Due
to inadequate toilet facilities and inadequate staff,
they are forced to use a commode instead of a
toilet. They are afforded the luxury of a single
curtain around them in what is virtually.a public
ward and a public thoroughfare. The staff have
no staff room and no toilet at all, so I do not know
how they manage.

Dalkeith Lower ward accommodates 30
patients of severe retardation, and the association
refers to this ward on page 14 as follows-

The playroom and dining/dayroom are
furnished with one toilet each. The dormitory
has no toilet at all. There are other toilets,
but they are misplaced. There is only one
staff-toilet, which has to cater, at times for
up to 13 staff of both sexes.

Then on page 15 it says-
The ward has no sluice facilities, and it

should be considered that the patients living
on this ward, would constitute a definite need
for sluices, and faeces disposal units. (The
number of outbreaks of intestinal parasites
and infections, deems the ordinary toilet
unsuitable).

I remind members that Dalkeith Lower ward is
catering for 30 patients of severe retardation, and
yet the report says that there are no sluice
facilities in the ward.

The association report goes on to detail ward by
ward these inadequacies and the lack of basic
hygiene facilities in this public hospital. I could
refer to every ward, but I believe members will
have got the message by now; the facilities in
every ward do not meet the standard the public
would normally expect in a Government hospital.

The Psychiatric Nurses' Association claims
that apart from the lack of proper toilets and
sluice facilities which add to the risk of infection,
the hospital is infested with vermin. I would like
to quote from page 19 of the report which reads
as follows-

It is a fact that cockroaches are present in
all wards of the hospital, including those
wards supposedly established as for the
treatment of physically sick patients. These
undesirable parasitic insects are also present
in large numbers in the ward kitchens which
are used for the serving and preparing of
patient's foodstuffs. There has also been a
growing incidence of the sighting and capture
of both rats and mice inside ward areas.
Orderlies and nursing staff of all grades have
reported the capture of rodents at varying
times of the day and night. These facts have
been reported on standard ward reports.
Administration, however, continues to deny
that the problem exists to this extent.

It is a fact that members of W.A.P.N.A.-
That is the Psychiatric Nurses' Association. To
continue-

-have been requested by the department, to
set traps for vermin, and to check toilet
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facilities for vermin before allowing our
patients to use the same.

Association members have also complained
of the increasing incidence of infestation by
lice, scabies, and intestinal parasites in both
patients and Staff.

That is a scathing indictment of a public hospital
run by the Western Australian Government, a
hospital which is part of the hospital scheme the
Premier told us we could be justly proud of. In his
policy speech before the election he went on
television to tell the State that we had a public
hospital system second to none.

Mr B. T. Burke: No wonder the Minister didn't
want you to see it.

Mr HODGE: How many members can justly
feel proud of the Swanbourne Hospital after what
I have recounted so far? How many justly feel
proud of the fact that the State Government and
this Parliament are the official custodians of
many of the people involved? They are in our
charge, and we are responsible for them. Yet we
have them in a 75-year-old, out-dated, dangerous
building which is infested with cockroaches and
rodents. How many members feel proud of that
public hospital? I certainly do not; in fact I feel
damned ashamed and that is, of course, the main
reason the Opposition has brought this motion to
the House today. We believe it is our duty to
highlight the disgraceful position at Swanbourne
Hospital and to try to motivate the Government
to do something about the matter urgently.

In the motion I speak of the concentration of
beds in many dormitories, which transgresses even
minimum hospital standards. That is not my
allegation or judgment, it is the judgment of
experts. I would like to quote from the report of
the Mental Health Services. Under the heading
"Overcrowding" on page 6 of that report we find
it is stated that the risk of cross-infection is
further compounded by overcrowding of patients
in many areas. The report goes on to say there is
no doubt that the concentration of beds in many
dormitories in fact transgresses even minimum
hospital standards.

That surely supports the contention about
overcrowding in the motion. This is not a new
phenomena in respect of Swanbourne Hospital;
the problem was apparent as far back as 1975. In
fact, it was mentioned in the 1975-76 annual
report of the Director of Mental Health Services.
At page 56 of the report, this is what the director
had to say-

The Hospital faces a critical situation in
terms of the lack of available beds to admit
patients in the Psycho-Geriatric

Division -..- The problems posed in terms of
management and placement of patients in
this division are of a major order; some in-
patients, who are becoming increasingly frail
and physically handicapped year by year, are
in accommodation designed for fully
ambulant patients.

Therefore, the situation was made fairly clear in
1975-76. It was made even clearer in the 1976-77
annual report, in which the director had this to
say at page 9-

The shortage of facilities, i.e. suitable
accommodation for in-patients requiring
permanent care in this division and the
shortage of beds is a subject for serious
consideration with regard to improvements in
the Hospital and the provision of
accommodation by M.H.S. elsewhere.

The director is a fairly tenacious fellow, because
he reported the situation again in the following
year; he referred to it at page 8 of the 1977-78
annual report. So year after year the Director of
Mental Health Services has been reporting this
situation to his Minister and to the Government;
and, of course, the Government has turned a deaf
ear and a blind eye to his reports. Nothing has
been done-or, certainly, not enough has been
done-to rectify the positions which have been
correctly and properly pointed out by the director
to the Government.

In the association's report on Swanbourne
Hospital, reference is made at page 9 to the ward
known as Manning House. The report talks about
the actual, physical beds in the hospital which,
Mr Speaker, are not the normal hospital beds you
or I would expect to see in a Government hospital,
but are antiquated, cast iron beds. Probably if
they were put on the open market they would
achieve a reasonable price as antiques, because I
am told they are about 100 years old. I quote
from page 9 of the association's report as
follows-

The ward has two main dormitory areas.
The female one contains 24 beds, used by
patients, of both sexes, when either are
physically ill. The male dormitory also has 24
beds, it is inadequately heated or ventilated.
The beds are of an antiquated cast-iron
design (as are most throughout the hospital).
It is insufficiently illuminated at night.

The report then talks about the dining rooms in
Manning House, as follows-

There are two dining rooms which are
overcrowded and unsuitable for the use of,
frail, geriatric patients.
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There are two day-rooms, again, both are
overcrowded and inadequately heated or
ventilated, when used to their present
facility.

The report goes on in a similar vein when it refers
to Calista North, another ward. At page I I or the
report we find the following-

Caters for female severely mentally and/or
physically ill intensive-care patients.
Approximately 18 patients.

There is only one bath and one shower for
the patients. There are no facilties for
wheelchair patients in the bathing area. The
floors are slippery, and there is inadequate
space for staff care of patients in this area.

What more criticism could one make of a hospital
than what I have recounted to date? I have
spoken of the risk of infection because of
antiquated toilet facilities, antiquated baths,
antiquated showers, antiquated sluicing facilities,
lack of privacy, overcrowding, and antiquated
beds and equipment. Mr Speaker, the list seems
to be never ending, but, I am afraid that is not the
end of it.

The intensive care unit in Calista North for the
people who are physically ill would be a joke if it
were not so serious. It would never be tolerated in
any other Government hospital. What passes for
an intensive care unit in Swanbourne Hospital
would be laughed at in any other Government
hospital. The association's report says-

The facilities we refer to, are: one
waterbed, one intra-red lamp, one auto-clave,
a suture tray, a physical examination tray,
oxygen and resuscitation equipment. These
facilities are not of the quality nor standard
required in a modern intensive-care unit.

What an understatement! That is the intensive
care unit in Calista North ward. I would certainly
hope none of my friends or relatives, or indeed
myself, ever requires intensive care in
Swanbourne Hospital.

The reports all speak of overcrowding and lack
of privacy in this hospital. Thc association's
report, on page 15, speaks about Inglewood
House, which is another ward at Swanbourne
Hospital. This is what the report had to say about
that ward-

The dormitory is the main entrance to the
ward. The bed plan is open-plan therefore
once again, showing the inadequacies
regarding patients personal privacy. There is
the provision of screens to a limited number
of beds, but once again, only for a limited
number of patients. These screens, as is

peculiar to this hospital, have been situated
around beds that already have insufficient
space allocation.

I mentioned previously that many of the
wards-in fact I think most of them-have no
provision for wheelchair access in toilet and
bathing facilities. It is interesting to hear what the
report has to say about the wheelchairs
themselves. They are described as hard,
antiquated, cumbersome wheel-type chairs in
which patients may spend the greater part of their
waking day. I thought I should mention that in
case any members arc still under the illusion that
the normal, standard, comfortable, modern
wheelchair is in use in Swanbourne Hospital. Let
me repeat it: the wheelchairs are hard,
antiquated, cumbersome wheel-type chairs in
which patients may have to spend the greater part
of their waking day.

That comes hard on the heels of what I have
already said about the old, antiquated cast iron
beds which, of course, would not be tolerated in
any other hospital.

Even the pillows are not up to scratch; they
come in for some criticism. The union report had
this to say-

The pillows provided are over-stuffed,
uncomfortable, and cannot be moulded for
the patient's comfort and Posturing needs.

So, we have antiquated beds, old, hard and
uncomfortable wheelchairs and even pillows
which are not suitable.

If that is not enough, I should like to touch on
another aspect of the position at Swanbourne
Hospital. A matter even more serious than bed
shortages is the drastic staff shortages being
experienced in all areas. In fact, a staff shortage
has existed at the Swanbourne Hospital for many
years; it has been a long-term problem. I go back
as far as the 1975-76 annual report of the
Director of Mental Health Services. On page 56
of that report, under the heading "Staff" the
following appears-

Medical and para-medical staff, have all
suffered losses this year and programmes
have had to be modified as a result. The
Psychiatrist Superintendent has been without
a deputy for eight months and consequently
without psychiatric support for full clinical
supervision of his professional staff. He has
undertaken additional duties at Bunbury
Regional Hospital in conducting a consulting
service one day per month during this time.

I wish the House to take particular note of the
director's statement about the lack of a
psychiatrist superintendent. He stated in his
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1975-76 report that the hospital had been without
a deputy psychiatrist superintendent for a period
of eight months. I draw this to the attention of
members because the statement is repeated in
subsequent reports.

In the same report, uinder the heading "Nursing
stair' the director had this to say-

The overall strength has increased since
last year mainly in respect of nursing aides.
The establishment of male nurses was set at
154 by the Department. This is less than the
optimum for 309 patients, and 24 nursing
staff are still needed. During the last six
months appointments were made to the head
male nurse and deputy positions. There has
been a significant improvement in the
recruitment of female nursing staff which
has reached the authorised establishment.
There are 129 female nursing staff at
present; however, there is still a shortage of
trained senior psychiatric nurses and we are
still working under difficulties because of this
in some wards.

Under the heading "Social Work" the following
appears-

Severe staff shortages have meant that
only a token service has been given by this
Department this year. Staff now comprises
four Community Care nurses and two
Mental Health officers. There is no social
worker available.

Under almost every heading in the 1975-76
annual report-the headings "Medical Starr',
"Nursing Staff", "Social Work", "Occupational
Therapy" and others-a similar plea is made by
the director in regard to the shortage of staff at
the Swanbourne Hospital.

This plea has been repeated every year in the
annual reports of the department. For example, in
the 1976-77 annual report of the Director of
Mental Health Services, under the beading
"Medical Staff" on page 9 of the report, the
following appears-

The vitally important position of Deputy
Psychiatrist Superintendent is still unifilled
for 18 months.

The 1975-76 annual report spoke about being
without a deputy psychiatrist superintendent for a
period of eight months; now, we find the director
drawing the attention of the Minister to the fact
that the deficiency in the important position of
deputy psychiatrist superintendent has existed for
18 months. Obviously, the Minister for Health
could not care less-, he took no action. The
permanent head of the department is left simply
to report the deficiency in each succeeding report.

Mr Young: I am afraid that for the First time, I
am forced to interject to say you are making an
assumption which is grossly incorrect. If you
knew anything about the situation, you would
know the possibility of obtaining psychiatrists on
the world scene is almost negligible. Every
attempt has been made in this direction.

Mr IHODGE: I am referring to the annual
reports of 1975-76 and 1976-77, not to the
present day. The Minister's predecessor at that
time took no effective action; he did not manage
to find a psychiatrist to fill that very important
position.

Mr Young: I cannot Find psychiatrists now, and
I have been trying since I became Minister.

Mr HODGE: That might say something about
the honourable member's ability as a Minister.

Mr Young: I see; you are a smart one. I
suppose all the psychiatrists in London and
Scotland heard about me and said, "We will not
go there."

Mr HODGE: If they heard about Swanbourne
Hospital, I am not surprised the Minister cannot
obtain qualified staff.

Mr Young: It is a good thing they have not
heard about you; we would not have the starf we
have now.

Mr HODGE: To continue with the 1976-77
report: Under the heading "Nursing Staff' the
following appears-

The male nursing staff overall strength has
been maintained up to the permitted
establishment, which is less than the
optimum required for a completely
satisfactory and comprehensive standard of
care and rehabilitation. The Staff density in
some wards in the later shifts, could be
improved, both male and female.

That position has been allowed to drift from year
to year.

I turn now to the annual report for the year
1977-78. At page 5, under the heading "Nursing
Staff Numbers" the following statement
appears-

Our approved hospitals, and in particular
Swanbourne Hospital, which accommodates
some 500 people, including geriatric patients
and over 200 intellectually handicapped
persons, are seriously short of trained nurses.
Minimal staffing particularly on evening and
night shifts, is maintained only by excessive
and undesirable overtime, and by the use of
unqualified staff. Such practices inevitably
lower the standard of patient care and
endanger staff health and morale.
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They are fairly strong words from the Director of
Mental Health Services. He is saying he is so
short of qualified nursing staff that the patients
are being endangered; he cannot really guarantee
their safety and health. That is fairly strong stuff
from the director of the department to his
Minister.

At page & of his 1977-78 annual report, the
director has this to say-

For the past year the Deputy Psychiatrist
Superintendent's position has been unfilled
which is a serious weakness in the strength of
the psychiatric staff and the team. The
recent appointment of Dr N. Hills to this
post in a temporary capacity is very welcome

and the consultant. psychiatrist strength is
now two.

So, after a period of three years, and after three
annual reports have pointed out to the Minister
the deficiency in this area, finally we have a
temporary appointment to the important number
two position. I understand Mr Hills left that
position, but has recently returned again to the
hospital.

In that same report, under the heading
"Nursing Staff" the director has this to say-

Because of the restrictions imposed by the
permitted staff establishment, Swanbourne
Hospital remains dangerously understaffed.

This is the director of the department telling his
Minister that Swanbourne Hospital remains
dangerously understaffed. He goes on to say-

The majority Of nursing staff are
constantly placed under intense pressure by
having to cope with inconvenient, outmoded
buildings and having to work an increasing
amount of overtime in order to provide a
barely adequate amount of staff who are
expected to give the quality of care that
patients have the right to demand.

These patients are not visible; they are not in the
public eye. They probably do not have the ability
to demand anything. They might have the right to
expect a proper standard of care and proper
staffing in the hospital to enable them to be
looked after, but, according to the highest
authority-the director of the department-they
are not getting it because the hospital is
dangerously understaffed. They are not my words,
but the words of the director of the department.

The director's view on staffing shortages is
supported by the Psychiatric Nurses' Association.
On page 7 of the association's report to which I
have already referred, under the heading
"Belmont House Ward" the following appears-

Should patients be allowed to spend time
in the dining room on late shifts, then a staff
member must always be present. One staff
member must also be present in the day-
room, which means should an incontinent
patient need to be bathed, then only one of
the three late shift staff is left to care for the
remaining 37 patients. If an emergency
should arise at this time, then this leaves both
staff and patients in a vulnerable position.

On page 23 of that same union report the
following point is made-

The policies prevailing do not make
allowances for domestic staff availability
after 1800 firs. This of course means that
staff already reduced by 50% or more, must
involve themselves, to the detriment of the
patient, in non-nursing procedures.

On page 25 of the report the following can be
found-

The present system requires some staff to
complete a full eight hour shift, then travel
home to attend to personal requirements,
then eight hours later, return to work to
complete either a day or a night shift. This
practice we can assure you does not
contribute to an alert, energetic, or eager
staff member coming on duty.

The present staff levels, coupled with the
present rostering sytem, often requires staff
to work double i.e. 16 hr. shifts, with only an
eight hour break prior to returning to duty.
Also to cover staff shortages, shifts may be
split by for example, two night duties in the
middle of a week of day duties.

So here we have the union pointing out from first-
hand knowledge of the danger in which the
Government's staff ceilings are placing the
patients. The patients are being cared for by tired
nurses who are coming on duty having worked 16
hours straight and having had less than tight
hours sleep. The staff have had only eight hours
between shifts in which to go home and get some
sleep before returning for their next shift. Of
course, this means they are not as bright and alert
as they might otherwise be, and this is a direct
result of the staff ceilings imposed by the
Government.

On 21 August I asked the Minister the
following question-

(1) Is there a shortage of trained nursing
staff at Swanibourne Hospital?

(2) Are there sufficient trained staff at the
hospital to ensure that properly qualified
people are on duty at all times, including
evening and night shifts?
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The answer to (1) was a blunt, "No." The
Minister is contradicting his own Director of
Menial Health Services and the Psychiatric
Nurses' Association. The Minister is either sadly
misinformed and ignorant about the Swanbourne
Hospital or else' h; 'is delibe 'rately trying to
mislead mue and the House.

Mr B. T. Burke: On top of his department, isn't
he!

Mr HODGE: I cannot believe he is so ignorant
that he would not know there is a severe shortage
of starr. For the past five years his department
has been telling him in its reports that there is a
severe shortage of trained staff at the hospital.

Mr B. T. Burke: He is very silent about the
Matter.

Mr HODGE: I am expecting a very detailed
and rational reply from the Minister shortly. In
answer to part (2) of my question the Minister
replied. "Yes." The Minister is Very easily
satisfied. Obviously, the psychiatric nurses, who
are a very responsible and conscientious group,
are far from satisfied. The director is far from
satisfied and he describes the position at the
hospital as being dangerously understaffed, yet
the Minister does not accept that.

In addition to the problems I have outlined to
date, there is even more. I have mentioned in my
motion that a serious fire hazard exists in that
there arc inadequate fire protection and fire
prevention facilities at the hospital. Again, that is
not just some allegation or assertion I have
plucked out of the air; that is an assertion and a
claim based on facts submitted by experts. On
page 2 of the July 1979 report of the Mental
Health Services, under the heading "Fire". I
would like to quote the following-

The risk of a serious fire in Swanbourne
Hospital is a constant concern for the
following reasons.

(1) All wards are from seventy to seventy-
five years old. All have wooden floors
which, though now covered with vinyl
material, are impregnated with wax or
kerosene-based polishes applied over
many years. There is little doubt that
these floors, if subjected to intense heat
for even a short period, would burn
fiercely.

(2) Access to ward areas is a major
difficulty. It is almost impossible for
motor vehicles, e.g. fire brigade vehicles,
to position themselves near ward
buildings. Existing road systems are
narrow and limited. Extensions and
widening of this system would
necessitate extensive cutting into the
steep hillside.

The central car park has to be evacuated
to permit fire engines to operate. Vehicles in
this area are mostly those owned by nursing
staff who, in the event of a major fire would
be fully occupied trying to evacuate patients.
The exit road from this area is narrow and
steep and would in all probability be clogged
with bewildered patients. There is no
possibility of vehicle access to the eastern end
of Embleton or Dalkeith wards, both of
which accommodate intellectually
handicapped patients.

The report goes on to say-
The fire ring main is -already causing

problems and requires expensive upgrading,
estimated at $300 000 for the first stage. The
pipes are old and have deteriorated because
of the considerable temperature differences
between the artesian water and the mains
supply pumped through them. There is a
difference of 400 fahrenheit between the hot
artesian supply and the mains water. This
causes expansion and contraction of the
pipes, increasing the incidence of fractures.
The patients in Swanbourne Hospital are all
extended care patients-mainly geriatric or
intellectually handicapped. Such
persons-many immobile and incapable of
taking action to preserve their lives-would
present enormous difficulties in attempted
evacuation from areas threatened by fire or
smoke.

The department talks of $300 000 being needed to
upgrade the fire protection system. I notice in the
current Budget the Treasurer has set aside
$60 000 for upgrading these fire protection
services, Indeed, I understand that money has
been spent in the past in trying to upgrade the
system, but it seems to have been a far from
successful exercise.

I am advised that the fire alarms go off so
frequently that no-one takes them seriously any
longer and that when the fire alarms go off they
are just ignored. Before anyone takes them
seriously, someone has to make a phone call to the
fire control centre and verify that there is in fact a
fire. We can imagine that if there really were a
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fire the staff would still have to make a phone call
and verify that the system was working this time
before attempting to evacuate the bewildered
geriatric patients. The system seems to be not
only hopelessly inadequate but also downright
dangerous.

The Government has allocated the glorious sum
of 360 000, an amount which does not measure up
to the estimated requirement of the department of
$300 000. It seems to me that in the interests of
the safety of the patients this primitive system
will have to be upgraded, even if it is a matter of
sending good money after bad.

The association supports the view of the Mental
Health Services when it talks about the fire
hazard at the Swanbourne Hospital. At page 14
of the association's report when dealing with the
Kenwick ward, it states-

This ward represents, possibly, the greatest
potential fire-hazard in the southern
hemisphere, in a hospital situation. The
whole of the ground floor, which is extensive,
is unattended throughout the night, thus,
isolating both patients and staff to the first
floor, which has only one fire-escape at each
end of the building.

Since making this report, once again,
adminstration have indicated that the
building would be closed to inpatient care.
However, this has not eventuated.

I do not know whether that has eventuated since
the report was provided to me, but it certainly had
not at the time of the report's preparation, which
was some months ago. The association says, at
page 20 of its report-

Most buildings in Swanbourne Hospital,
because of basic structure and age, constitute
an unnecessary fire-risk to patients.

The association goes on to make the same points
about the wooden floors impregnated with
kerosene based polishes that was made in the
other report. The association also makes the
claim-

Old electrical systems, inadequate access
for modern fire appliances, inadequate forms
or provision of fire exits in some wards,
coupled with inefficient staffing on late shifts
and night shifts, constitute, we believe, an
example of risk,

At page 10 of the report it is divulged that the
Leederville House ward does not have a fire
escape from the top floor. The report states-

There are many potential hazards to both
patients and staff. For example: No exterior
fire-escapes from the top floor. It is this floor

which serves as the main sleeping area for
the patients.

I do not know whether I have convinced the
Minister or any other members of the House
about the fire hazards at Swanbourne Hospital,
but certainly I hope I have made some impression
upon the Minister and other members. The people
I am quoting are either experts, staff working at
the hospital day by day or the department
responsible for the administration of the hospital.
These people are making scathing reports about
the lack of safety at the hospital. I think the
Parliament and the Government have the
responsibility to take heed of the matters I have
raised today. As we allow each day to go past,
when we have the situation of patients in the care
of the Government residing in that potentially
hazardous position, we are being grossly
irresponsible. Some responsibility must be
shouldered by every member of this Chamber.
This hospital is our responsibility. In the words of
the experts, it is a potential fire hazard and a
great danger to the people in it. I hope members
reflect for a few minutes on the facts I have put
before them about the fire danger at that hospital.

Mr Tonkin: Maybe the Government has to look
at its priorities. Maybe it does not regard the
patients as first-class citizens.

Mr HODGE: That tends to be my view as well.
I cannot imagine how the Government can allow
people in its care in a public hospital to be treated
in this manner-to be put in this hazardous
situation. It would not be tolerated in any other
hospital.

Mr Tonkin: It is like we have a Hitler.
Mr Sibson: You seem to be reflecting on the

staff.
Mr Tonkin: You would not know what you are

talking about.
Mr HODGE: The staff are the people pointing

out the problems in the hospital and making these
criticisms. They cannot bear to work in that
environment any longer without speaking out
about the hazardous situations.

In the motion before the House I made this
point-

(4) serious risk of personal injury through
accidents arising from structures which
retard and obstruct the safe movement
of patients.

I did not make that statement lightly or without
good reason. I will quote to the House from the
Mental Health Services report compiled in July
1979 which states-
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One ward has three storeys. Five others
have two floors. Non-ambulant
patients--confined to bed or
wheelchairs-have to be carried up and down
winding stairways on occasions when they
must leave the ward-for example
attendance at the physiotherapy unit.
Laundry and food trolleys similarly have to
be manhandled up and down these stairways.
This department regrettably has one of the
Public Service's worst workers' compensation
rates. There is little doubt that the adverse
working conditions in which staff have to
operate is a major contributing factor.

The association did not say that, it was the
department, which admits that it has one of' the
worst workers' compensation records, and that is
due to staff having to do things they should not
have to do; manhandle wheelchairs and patients
up and down winding stairways. We often hear
the Minister for Labour and Industry telling us in
this House how proud he is of the State
Government's concern in regard to workers'
compensation and how safety conscious it is. It is
not very safety conscious when it comes to the
staff and patients at Swanbourne Hospital. that is
for sure. In addition to the safety hazards I have
mentioned, numerous others exist. In regard to
the ward known as Leederville House the
association's report states-

Slippery Bathroom and toilet floors: it
must be appreciated that the patients in this
ward, although capable of using showers,
tend to overspill large amounts of water in
their exuberance, this enhances the Hazard
of the slippery floors. Other hazards are
dimly lit stair wells, and broken and worn
linoleum on floors. Where not broken, the
linoleum is highly polished, and it is not
uncommon for patients or staff to fall roul of
this hazard.

They are a number of the safety hazards which
should not exist at any hospital, let alone a public
hospital which is run by the Government of
Western Australia. The association has not only
complained about the shortage of staff and the
long shifts and the amount of overtime the staff
have to work, but also it claims that there is very
inept rostering going on for the staff at the
hospital. Page 23 of the association's report
states-

'*'the rostering of young, inexperienced
(and often physically unable) female nurses
to wards, where reduced numbers of staff on
late shifts exist, and thereby exposing them
to a situation which can and does frequently
occur, whereby physical aggression or

violence may be expected, therefore creating
the obvious hazard aforementioned for bath
staff and patients.

That statement contrasts rather sharply with that
bland assurance given by the Minister on 21
August in answer to question 441. He was quite
happy with the situation and said there was an
adequate number of trained staff at the hospital
to maintain the late night and evening shifts. He
said there was nothing at all to worry about and
that there was no shortage of staff. That does not
tally with what the staff are saying. Who is right
and who is wrong?

A member: We are.
Mr HODGE: Someone must be right and

someone must be wrong. Surely members must be
inclined to accept the word of the staff who are on
the job--the people who work at the hospital. It is
interesting to note what progress has been
made-if they are the right words-over the
years towards the replacement of this hospital. In
Dr Bell's annual report for 1976-77 at page 5 he
states-

It is now obvious that the Swanbourne
Hospital area needs to be redeveloped and
that decisions reached regarding this will
have impact on departmental planning over
the next decade or more.

It was perfectly obvious to Dr Bell when he spoke
about this matter in 1975 that the Swanbourne
Hospital area had to be redeveloped and that
proper planning had to be put in train urgently to
do something about the situation. At page 6 of
that 1976-77 report it was stated-

A plan for the suggested total
redevelopment of this area will be submitted
early in 1977/78.

A year later in the 1977-78 annual
Bell he again entered a plea to his
page 5 under the heading "General"

report by Dr
Minister. On
he stated-

This department acknowledges that we are
obliged to accept the realities of restraint and
the responsibility to limit and prune
expenditure wherever possible. This is true of
the health field as it is of any other.

There are however, areas for which this
department is responsible that are
particularly vulnerable to indiscriminate
fiscal sanctions and these, it is hoped, will be
accorded special consideration.

Three such areas are services for the
elderly, the level of nursing staffing in our
major approved hospitals, and facilities for
the intellectually handicapped.

At page 5 of the same report Dr Bell said-
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Increasing numbers of the elderly
inevitably impose greater burdens upon
medical services, particularly Extended Care
Services and the geriatric units of Mental
Health Services. It is not possible to meet
such demands without the necessary
resources. Present accommodation and
staffing are inadequate and extended to the
full.

That, where it refers to staffing, again contradicts
the Minister in respect of his answer to my
question about staff numbers. In the 1977-78
report Dr Bell stated-

The proposals for the redevelopment of
Swanbourne Hospital, adumnbrated in last
year's Annual Report, have been discussed
with Treasury officers. It is hoped that
finance will be made available during 1978-
79 to allow planning to proceed.

It is very strange that nothing happened until this
matter really hit the headlines when the
Psychiatric Nurses' Association launched its
investigation into the Swanbourne Hospital. All
those pleas from Dr Bell for funds for planning,
and for money to replace the hospital, suddenly
prompted an announcement in The West
Australian of 3 July 1980. An article appeared,
which stated-

The State Government yesterday revealed
plans to build, a new hospital to replace the
Mental Health Services Swanbourne
Hospital.

Planning for the Hospital, near Lemnos
Hospital in Shenton Park, is in the early
stages and construction could start within a
year.

The new hospital could cost between $ 15
million and $17 million and take up to eight
years to complete.

He said that the deficiencies of the
Swanbourne Hospital were recognised.

I have no doubt that for many years Dr Bell
recognised the deficiencies at Swanbourne
Hospital but unfortunately the recognition by his
Minister has been a rather late event.

I notice in this year's Budget the glorious sum
of $50 000 has been set aside for planning for the
new Swanbourne Hospital. That is the extent of
the money which has been set aside for the
replacement of the hospital in this year's Budget.

I will quote again from the article which
appeared in The West Australian of 3 July 1980.
The article stated-

Earlier the Minister for Health, Mr
Young, said that funds had been made

available for planning a new hospitai. The
Government was well aware of the need.

I do not believe the Minister is well aware of the
need. If he was, something would have been done
earlier, and more than $50 000 would have been
made available in the present Budget. Dr Bell was
still living in hope on 4 July when, in the Daily
News, he was reported as saying he hoped the
money would be available to begin the new
hospital in the financial year 198 1-82. 1 think that
probably is wishful thinking on his part. I hope
money is made available, but judging by the
Government's track record I do not think there is
much chance of that.

If the building does get under way by 1982 and
it takes the predicted time of eight years to
complete, it will be 1990 before the Swanbourne
Hospital is completely phased out. Dr Bell
mentioned a period of eight years, and an
expenditure of between $15 million and $17
million. If it is completed in eight years, it will be
one of the first hospitals built in our history to be
completed on time. If it is completed in eight
years, it will be 1990 before it can be used. I am
not optimistic that will happen. A sum of $50 000
for planning has been allocated in this Budget. No
money has been set aside for actual construction.
One would have to be very optimistic to think that
construction could get under way by 1982 when
the Government is in such a state of
unpreparedness. Despite the pleas from the
Mental Health Services since 1976, the
Government has moved at a snail's pace. It has
done practically nothing. The Government has
been miserly with its allocation in the Budget, and
it is not prepared to make any special effort to try
to allocate extra money by giving this matter a
high priority.

If the same rate of progress is made with the
Swanbourne Hospital replacement as has been
made with the north block extension of the Royal
Perth Hospital we can look forward to a very long
time before we see the new building. At the
present rate of construction, the north block
extension of the Royal Perth Hospital will never
be finished.

Mr Skidmore: I believe it is to be turned into a
parking area.

Mr HODGE: It will be a very expensive
parking area. It has already involved an
expenditure of $8 million of taxpayers' money to
this stage, and an additional $2 million in the
present Budget. That will not even scratch the
surface.

Mr Young: I think the member for Melville
took the interjection from the member for Swan
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seriously. He should have smiled because he does
not have a very good sense of humour.

Mr HODGE: It is obvious the plans for the new
hospital have been kicked around by the Mental
Health Services since 1977. It is now 1980 and it
appears some form of planning finally is to get
under way. Nothing really substantial has
happened since 1977 with regard to the actual
replacement of the building. Costs are escalating
at about 14 per cent a year. The longer the
Government delays its decision, the more money
it will have to find. Because of' the delayed
decision, the Government will find itself in the
same position as it has with the Royal Perth
Hospital extension. The inflation rate is greater
than the funds which are made available by the
Governmffent.

I assume one of the major stumbling blocks has
been the fact that funds are not forthcoming from
the Commonwealth under the hospital capital
subsidy agreement. It seems that in order to build
the new mental hospital the State Government
will have to dig deeply into its own reserves. This
project and the provision of funds have to be given
top priority. We cannot go on allowing the
patients at Swanbourne to live in the present
situation and under the conditions I have outlined
to the Parliament. We are allowing those people
to live in conditions which really should not be
tolerated in this State in this day and age.

'rhe Treasurer is reputed to be a very tough
negotiator. We are told that the Minister for
Health is a financial wizard and an expert
negotiator. If we could get these two whizz kids
together and send them to tackle the Federal
Government, surely some agreement could be
entered into for special assistance to be provided
(or construction of a new hospital at Swanbourne.
If it is necessary to convince the Prime Minister,
what about bringing him over here and taking
him on an escorted tour of the hospital?

Mr Bertram: Under supervision!
Mr HODGE: Of course, he might not be

allowed to go on his own. If the Prime Minister is
not prepared to come to the party with the
provision of additional funds, he should be
brought over here and shown around the hospital.

Mr Parker: They might certify him!
Mr HODGE: They might not let him out

again!
1 believe the gravity of the situation is such that

a special allocation will have to be made in the
State Budget to speed up the whole process.

As I said, no money has been allocated for
actual construction work; only an amnount of

$50 000 has been allocated for planning. Some
extra money must be put aside for construction
work to enable it to get under way as soon as
possible. I think this Parliament would be
prepared to allow the Premier to introduce any
special legislation that may be needed if he were
sincere and genuine in respect of providing special
finance to allow this project to get under way. We
cannot allow the present situation to carry on any
longer. It is a scandal and a blot on the face of
Western Australia, and something of which we
should all be ashamed. I am certainly ashamed of
it, and I think the members on this side of the
House who have listened to my comments-and
indeed members on the other side of the House
who have listened-will also be ashamed of the
deplorable conditions at Swan bourne Hospital
that I have outlined.

Mr WILSON: I formally second the motion.
MR YOUNG (Scarborough-Minister for

Health) [5.01 p.m.]: The member for Melville has
presented a motion to this House which has been
on the notice paper for a considerable time, and if
members cared to read it word for word after
listening to his speech word for word they would
realise to a great extent the motion itself misses
the point. The member for Melville has borrowed
to a tremendous degree the reports of other people
and has quoted them to give his motion
respectability. He has quoted mostly from the
annual reports of the Director of Mental Health
Services, and to a large extent the documents
prepared by Mental Health Sevices to support a
submission to the Grants Commission asking it to
do exactly what the member for Melville accused
the Government of not doing; which is a rather
paradoxical situation. The member accuses the
Government of failing to do something, yet the
very documents he quotes refer to an approach to
the Federal Government to obtain extra funds to
do something about the Swanbourne Hospital.

In the first four paragraphs of his motion, the
member for Melville has made certain statements
about the Swanbourne Hospital. I have to say at
the outset that I agree with the comments listed in
paragraphs (1) to (4). The wording of the motion
Was Very carefully selected to coincide almost
word for word with the verbiage used by the
Director of Mental Health Services in his annual
reports and the documents to which I referred.

The member based the second part of his
motion-which I Might loosely Call the "cures"
section-on something that had already been
done;, and had incidentally been the subject of a
rather strong degree of passion in respect of that
submission to the Grants Commission. Secondly,
he based his submission on something that,
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notwithstanding the intention behind the
suggestion to make special provision of funds to
buy equipment in advance of future needs, is
rather impractical. Thirdly he based his motion
on a simple, "top priority" approach which is a
very easy thing to attack when one is in
Opposition. It is always very easy to give carte
bla nche on behalf of one's party when in
Opposition to support any Bill the Premier
introduces to overcome a problem. But,
unfortunately, such a Bill does not necessarily
bring with it the funds necessary to do the work
which the member for Melville and I and every
other member of this House would like to see
done in respect of the people at Swanbourne and
Graylands Hospitals.

Mr Pearce: Does that mean you will vote for
the motion?

Mr YOUNG: I suppose the member for
Gosnells would not mind if I developed my
thoughts a little further before he asks such
questions.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Crane): Order!
I would remind the member for Gosnells that the
member for Melville was given the courtesy of the
Chamber without interjections, and I would
expect the same courtesy to be afforded to the
Minister. I intend to see that it is while I am in
the Chair.

Mr YOUNG: I am sure the member for
Melville would shy away from making a choice in
respect of priorities. As a member of the
Opposition. I am sure he would not like to be
asked which project worth several million dollars
the Opposition would like to chop from the capital
works programme in the area of education,
health, or whatever. Obviously the member for
Melville will not get the chance to choose that
because such is the task of Government; but it is
something I am sure the Opposition would not
care to advance across the floor of this House.

That does not mean to say-and I repeat this
without committing myself to the course to which
the member for Gosnells would like me to be
committed-that I do not realise that the
Swanbourne and Graylands Hospitals are not a
matter of high priority; and later I will detail the
role being played by myself, the Mental Health
Services, and consultants to see what innovative
approach may be taken in respect of the time-
worn monolithic structure and the replacement of
its facilities.

Mr Pearce: Do you say it has a low priority?
Mr YOUNG: No, it has a high priority in my

mind. Let us consider the basis of the speech
made by the member for Melville and consider

the background which perhaps caused a
considerable amount of that basis. I refer to a
document entitled, "Swanbourne Hospital:
Inadequacies of the Existing Building as a
Hospital for the Psycho-Geriatric and
Intellectually Handicapped Patients". The report
was prepared by the Government of Western
Australia, Mental Health Services, and it is dated
10 July 1979. That hardly indicates in any way
any desire on the part of the
Government-particularly following the reports
of the Director of Mental Health Services over a
period of three years-to hide the situation that
exists at Swanbourne Hospital.

Yet to a great extent another document to
which the member for Melville referred
substantially was prepared by people who would
give that impression; and I refer to the people who
prepared the document on behalf of the WA
Psychiatric Nurses' Association. This obviously
was no secret document, as was the impression
given when it was leaked to the news media some
time in July last year. It took some weeks before I
was able to convince the media that for three or
four years the annual reports carried comments
which were almost word for word the same as the
leaked document. The document was blown up as
being news notwithstanding the fact that it was
handed personally by the Director of Mental
Health Services to the Secretary of the
Psychiatric Nurses' Association for his
information. That man some months later, at a
time to which I will refer in due course,
supposedly leaked this secret document to the
Press. It was on that document the psychiatric
nurses rested their attack on the Mental Health
Services in an industrial dispute which
subsequently took place.

The member for Melville during the course of
his speech referred to the fact that this
report-that is, the report of the Psychiatric
Nurses' Association-was prepared by
professionals who would not make biased reports.
Yet the document says on the first page when
developing its argument-

(We agree with the need of protecting
patients' interests 100 per cent)

Some weeks later those very people went on strike
and left every one of the patients at the
Swanbourne-Graylands complex in the care of a
magnificent group of volunteers who went in and
made sure they were looked after.

Mr Hodge: What about answering the points I
raised? That has nothing to do with the motion.

Mr YOUNG: Those volunteers ensured the
patients were looked after, notwithstanding the
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actions of the people who were in part the authors
of the document from which the member for
Melville drew so much.

Mr Skidmore: That doesn't make it inaccurate.
Mr YOUNG: Some months later the executive

of the organisation dropped the Secretary of the
TLC like a hot scone in the middle aor the
negotiations entered into between the TLC and
myself in an endeavour to end the strike.

Mr Hodge: Have you a vendetta against the
union? Talk about that some other time and
answer my motion. What you are saying now is
completely irrelevant.

Mr YOUNG: I have been speaking for about
live minutes. The member for Melville was
listened to in absolute silence while he raised that
sidetracking issue in order to Support his case.
Now that I am beginning to raise a couple of
points it is obvious the Opposition is doing its
usual thing.

M r Skidmore: Don't be so stupid and pathetic.
Mr YOUNG: Members opposite move a

motion, and when the person responding to it
starts to develop any sort of theme whatsoever,
even though he has been speaking for less than 10
minutes. we get all this noise from the magic
triangle. We should issue a diagram for beginners
in this place so that they will know where the
magic triangle is on private members' days.

Several members interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Crane): Order!

There is no need for the expression, "LWhat the
hell arc you talking about?" The House will come
to order!

Mr YOUNG: I am saying the executive of the
union at that time comprised the people wbo were
supported by those who wrote the report upon
which the member for Melville based so much of
his motion. The simple reason I make that
statement is that the member gave so much
credence to it. Much of it is true because an awful
lot is based on the reports of the Director of
Mental Health Services; but much of what he
quoted was inaccurate, dishonest, and
hypocritical.

Nonetheless, the matter cannot be dismissed in
its entirety and it would be idle of me to deny that
nursing staff morale at Swanbourne Hospital is
not good. It would be idle of me also to deny that
to some extent this is contributed to by the state
of the building. However, that has not been
denied by the Government; in fact, the
information has been freely available to the
public.

To some extent that deals with the matter of
*'causes" raised in the First four paragraphs of his
motion, in respect of which the member for
Melville spoke for infinitely longer than I will
take in replying to the rest of his speech.

Let us consider his speech. Probably he will not
like me going into detail about this, but as he
referred to me and said I was going down a side
track, I will point out that he spent the first 12
minutes of his speech discussing letters
concerning whether the Parliamentary Labor
Party committee on health could visit the
Swatibourne Hospital. The final letter to which he
referred was never answered by the member for
Melville, and perhaps there is good reason for
that.

I ask the Legislative Assembly to ask itself why
the Labor Party was not prepared to accept either
of the offers made notwithstanding that the offer
I made in respect of their visit was not exactly as
they would have liked it to be. I did not make that
offer to the Parliamentary Labor Party committee
on health without realising what would be the
reaction of the member for Melville. Not a
member of this Parliament would not know what
his reaction was likely to be. Do we all not know
how he would react to a situation like that? The
pique the member showed in respect of my
counter offer was not exactly unexpected.
However, I have done the right thing in giving
both parties an opportunity to see Swanbourne at
the same time, for the reasons I gave the member
for Melville.

Mr Bryce: A few years ago I visited
Swanbourne Hospital with another member of
Parliament from my own party, and there was no
fuss or bother with regard to a Minister insisting
that there be equal numbers from both sides. Why
is it now, in the space of a couple of years, so
terribly sensitive?

Mr YOUNG: I will answer the member for
Ascot, because it is a very important question.
Over the last couple of years there has tended to
develop, around Mental Health Services and
mental health generally, a network of innuendo,
suspicion, and accusation that is sometimes
backed up by five or six organisations. in a row;
and when I have examined the letters, it appears
they have even been typed on the same typewriter.

Mr Pearce: Have you become an expert on
typewriters?

Mir YOUNG: I can produce a couple of letters.
In fact, in those various items of correspondence
paragraph after paragraph could have been taken
word for word from the correspondence of other
people. Some of the wording appears in the form
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of questions in this House. I am saying simply
that there is abroad a network of which I believe
we have a right to be suspicious. In fact, it has
begun to move into the minds of many people in
the community, including members of Parliament,
indicating that certain things are taking place
within the field of mental health in situations that
are totally inappropriate. I thought, in the
interests of justice being seen to be done, it would
not be a bad thing for both parties to see, hear,
and observe the same things at the same time, so
there could be no suggestion of one party saying,
"What we saw down at Swanbourne was X", and
the other party saying. "No, it wasn't."

That is the simple reason which I put to the
member for Melville, to which he referred in his
speech today. Unfortunately, his reason for
refusal, which I have just received across the
Chamber, was not included in a letter. There was
no reason for refusal, other than to say that the
Labor Party rejected the fact that its members
ought to be "chaperoned" by other people, as I
think the member said.

Mr Pearce: But we have had some bad
experiences. On a tour of the north, one of our
members was punched by a member of yours. It is
dangerous.

Mr YOUNG: If members of the Labor Party
were given the opportunity by the member for
Melville to make that decision, I ask the
Assembly what is more important? If the visit
was so important to the member for Melville to
spend so much of his speech on it, and make such
a big deal of it, surely he could have gone
accompanied by Government members. I remind
him that, in the past, we did not object to being
accompanied by members of the Opposition; nor
has the Opposition objected in the past to being
accompanied by Government members on many
ventures. Unfortunately, this attitude is a sign of
the sort of state into which this Parliament has
fallen.

Is it more important for members of the
O pposition to have a look at the hospital, under
whatever circumstances, or is it more important
to mnake an across- the- floor attack in the course of
this debate? Quite clearly any member in this
Chamber would be aware that it was more
important for the member for Melville to make
his point, obviously telegraphing his punches.

Mr Hodge: Weak point!
Mr YOUNG: If it is a weak point, it could not

have been important for the members of the
Parliamentary Labor Party to go down and have a
look, otherwise they would have accepted the

offer to go in two groups of less than eight,
accompanied by members of our party.

Mr Pearce: You just said you only made your
offer knowing it would be refused.

M r YOUNG: I did not say that.
Mr Pearce: You did. You certainly did. You

said you could guess what the attitude of the
mnember for Melville would be.

Mr YOUNG: That is right.
Mr Pearce: That means you only made the

offer knowing-

Mr YOUNG: The member for Gosnells is
totally inaccurate in saying that. I said it was not
unexpected. I said I gave the matter
considerable-

Mr Bertram interjected.

Mr YOUNG: Oh no, not the member for Mt.
Hawthorn!

I said I gave the matter a great deal of
consideration, and I knew what the reaction of the
member for Melville would be. Would not
anybody in this place? Would not anybody in the
Parliament know what the situation would be?
That is what I said; and that is completely
different from what the member for Gosnells said.

Mr Pearce: It is not different at all. It is exactly
the same.

Mr YOUNG: One of the good things about
truth is that there can be no argument about
facts. If the member for Gosnells wants to check
Hansard, he can do so.

Let us consider the charges that have been laid
in the first four paragraphs of the motion. As I
said, we agree with those charges. We agreed
when the director listed them in his annual
reports three or four years in a row. The member
for Melville was careful to use those very words of
the director. The director wrote those words again
in 1979 in a submission to the Grants Commission
in support of a fairer go for Western Australia in
respect of this matter. In other words, the director
put a special case to the Commonwealth in
respect of our needs in that place. What did the
member think that submission was for? It was to
ask for a fairer go for Western Australia from the
Commonwealth. It was to ensure that Western
Australia would receive a fair go from the Grants
Commission in all other areas. This is just one
part of an overall submission to ensure that
everything would be financed properly, without
scratching for every dollar in the loan programme
as we have had to do year by year.
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If the member did know the purpose of that
submission, why did he list the second point in the
..cures" in his motion? I am not allowed to
suggest for one moment that that might have been
purely for political reasons. Rather than looking
at a list of things, to one of which we have agreed.
in the list of so-called cures, is it not fairer to
consider what has been done in recent years?

Firstly, the matter of fire has been mentioned.
There has been considerable concern; and that
concern has been repeated in respect of the fire
hazard at the Swanbourne-Graylands complex. I
would not be prepared for one moment to say that
there was not a time when I was particularly
concerned about that matter. Nor do I consider
the situation at this time to be as good as I would
like it to be. However, fire protection expenditure
has been carried out in the years to which the
member for Melville referred. That expenditure is
made up as follows: Fire alarms, 1976-77,
$150000; roadways for access to danger points,
$88 000; 1979-80, Swanbourne Hospital fire
protection and water services, $232 000; in 1980-
81, the continuation of that service, 560 000;
totalling $553 000. In the document to which the
member for Melville referred continually-the
document from the Psychiatric Nurses'
Association-there is the suggestion that the
Government and the department, while knowing
about the hospital's difficulties, had done virtually
nothing. In fact, that is not true.

The capital works programme for the various
items that have been referred to at Swanbourne
Hospital for the four years ended 1980-81 have
been $453 000, $491000, $237 000, and an
allocation for this year of $110000. In addition to
that, stimulation of special employment at
Swanbourne cost $94 000 last year; and there was
a minor works programme totalling $1 112000
over the last five calendar years.

The next aspect of the situation at Swanbourne
in respect of nursing is, to a great extent, being
attended to by a programme that I hope will
develop and grow through the community
adopting a more reason-able outlook about the
dispersal of the intellectually handicapped into
the community generally, and reducing the bed
numbers at the Swanibourne Hospital wherever
possible. The plan is that the non-medical, non-
acute patients will be moved out of the hospital
situation wherever possible. They will he removed
from the so-called asylum complex into the
community. We have been doing quite a bit about
that. It has assisted to reduce the bed numbers.

Mr Hodge: You are not doing much in
Scarborough.

Mr YOUNG: The member for Melville does
not know the difference between intellectually
handicapped and psychiatric patients or post-
psychiatric patients. It is very difficult to explain
these things to him.

Mr Davies: Do you really know much yourself?
Mr YOUNG: The situation in respect of the

intellectually handicapped at Bennett Brook is
that it is proposed to take in the vicinity of 80 or
90 people out of the Pyrton complex; and Pyrton
will be taking that number of people out of the
Swanbourne complex. We have the Devonleigh
Hospital, which was taken over by the Mental
Health Services early last year; and other patients
from Swanbourne and Pyrton can go into
Devonleigh. That programme is assisting to a
great extent in reducing the bed numbers in the
Swanbourne complex. That is not making
Swanbourne perfect by any means; and if it were
making it perfect, obviously I would not be
agreeing with the member for Melville on his four
points. However, that is something the
Government is doing to relieve the pressure on the
nursing staff, and to relieve the dangers in respect
of that nursing and the care of the patients at
Swanbourne.

The number of people who have been taken out
of the Swanbourne complex and placed in the
community in the last two years represents a
greater percentage than the number in any Iwo
years in the history of the Mental Health
Services. I consider that is not exactly not doing
anything.

Mr Davies: But you have been leading up to it
for many years.

Mr YOUNG: The full programme is that,
apart from the physically ill and the people who
require medical care in a medical hospital
situation, the patients will be taken out of the
Swanbourne complex and placed in the
community in proper places which are
appropriate to the development of the people who
go there. This will have a profound effect on what
is done at Swanbourne. To that end, I have one of
the most competent consultants on hospitals and
hospital matters in the world who is assisting us in
Western Australia at the moment. He is an
American gentleman named Charles M.
Campbell, and he is conducting a review of the
situation, with a group of other expert consultants
who are looking at the whole question of facilities
for the intellectually handicapped. The
consultants are considering the problems, not only
from the point of view of the care of the patients,
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to which end so much attention has been given in
the past, but also the physical placement of these
people in circumstances most likely to be
conducive to bringing them to their full potential
in a natural, normal suburban environment.

The ramifications are that we need a core
hospital with a "sorting-out" unit at that hospital,
with a scattering of smaller facilities throughout
the community, virtually fanning out the service
whether or not we also need a larger structure as
a hospital. In other words, instead of saying,
"There are the plans for a hospital we designed X
years ago; let us build it", we are looking at what
type of hospital we need. The hospital will be built
on the Lemnos site because there is no question
we need some type of hospital. We hope to move
the people out of the Swanbourne complex at the
cheapest possible price to the taxpayers and to the
greatest possible benefit of those people.

It may well be that the fanning out will become
the order of the day rather than a monolithic
structure. It may be the best thing that happened,
by coincidence and lack of funds rather tban by
foresight, was that that hospital was not built a
number of years ago.

It is a pity this question has come up time and
time again, not only in respect of this particular
matter, but also in respect of other hospitals. The
north block of Royal Perth Hospital has been
rcferred to during the course of this debate. We
were locked into a massive rebuilding programme
of all our teaching hospitals, all coming onstreamt
at the one time, comprising one of the biggest
capital expenditure budgets we have seen in the
hospital services in decades. This rebuilding
programme was commenced in the halcyon days
when large sums of money were budgeted for and
it was then left for this State Government to meet
the costs out of its own resources.

We are meeting the problems as best we can. I
do not attempt to say all the problems have been
solved and the situation at Swanbourne Hospital
is ideal; but everything that can be done is being
done, both by myself and by the Mental Health
Services. I assure the Assembly that all the
matters referred to by the member for Melville
are well known to the Mental Health Services and
the Government, and everything that can be done
about them will be done.

MR BERTRAM (Mt. Hawthorn) [5.31 p.m.]:
On or about 25 July last, the member for
Melville, in his capacity as Opposition spokesman
on health matters-

Mr Skidmore: A very good one too.
Mr BERTRAM: As I have observed fromt time

to time recently, he is an excellent spokesman on

health matters. On or about 25 July last he wrote
to the Minister for Health requesting permission
for members of the State Parliamentary Labor
Party health committee to visit and inspect the
Swanbourne Hospital. At about that time notice
was given by the member for Melville that the
motion we are discussing currently would be
moved. The members of the State Parliamentary
Labor Party health committee were or the opinion
that, if they were to act responsibly, they had an
obligation to visit the Swanbourne Hospital in
order to obtain first hand evidence of the
conditions there and to enable them to make their
own judgments on the matter.

It is four months since the member for Melville
approached the Minister in that regard and the
committee has not yet been able to visit the
Swanbourne Hospital. The members of the
committee wanted to visit the hospital prior to
debate on this motion so they could inform
themselves of the situation.

.Experience over the years has confirmed my
view that there is no better way to obtain evidence
about a particular matter than by gaining first
hand, direct knowledge of it. Reports and
recommendations which one reads may be very
helpful, but it is generally known and well
understood that it is best to visit the scene about
which one needs information in order to make the
best possible assessment of the position. This view
is certainly acted upon by members of the legal
profession and judges acknowledge it readily from
time to time. It must be admitted, of course, that
the assessment which is made could still be
wrong. Mistakes are certainly made; but the
responsible course to take is to obtain first hand
knowledge of the situation-the locus in quo.

The Minister replied to the member for
Melville on 24 October last. When referring to
the request that members of the State
Parliamentary Labor Party health committee
should visit Swanbourne Hospital, he said-

I believe this is an unreasonable approach
and I am not prepared to accede to it.

The Minister gave no grounds for assessing the
request as being "unreasonable". He did say that
it would cause inconvenience and possible
disruption if a party of eight members were to
visit the hospital. That may in fact be the case;
but in such circumstances if the Minister were to
act responsibly, he should have said, "You will
have to go in two parties", and that would have
solved the problem.

Alternatively, a reasonable man would have
said, "if you want to go in one party, you will
have to reduce the number of committee members
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who will attend." In that way, disruption would
have been avoided. I am sure an arrangement
could have been made on that basis; but the
Minister did not Present such an option.

That appears to be the only ground upon which
the Minister bases his statement that the
approach by the member for Melville was
unreasonable.

In the next paragraph of the letter, in my
opinion, the Minister shows why the approach by
the member for Melville for permission to visit
the Swanbourne Hospital was in fact sensible and
proper. It reads as follows-

There has been a tremendous amount of
accusation and innuendo about the practices
of the Mental Health Services in recent
times. Officers have come under attack from
many quarters and quite a number of
organisations have expressed rather
malicious and, in my opinion, ill-founded
criticism of the activities of senior officers
and the Mental Health Services generally.

I do not know whether such a state of affairs in
fact obtains; but I am prepared, for argument's
sake, to accept what the Minister has said.

The Minister's comments are adequate grounds
to justify a completely independent inspection by
the Opposition. They are not grounds for barring
a visit to Swanbourne Hospital by Opposition
members or for placing unnecessary and unfair
obstacles in the way of such a visit. If a Minister
attempts to bar the Opposition in this manner, it
is inevitable one should draw the conclusion that
the Minister, on behalf of the Government. is
trying to cover up something or is endeavouring to
limit the effectiveness of the Opposition.

A little further on in the letter, in an apparent
attempt to justify his action, the Minister says-

You have a motion couched in rather
unflattering terms on the Notice Paper of the
Legislative Assembly in your name.

It is not altogether new to cite motions in this
place which are not altogether unflattering to the
Government. One of the functions of the
Opposition is to oppose the Government. That is
the reason for its name. Another reason for the
existence of the Opposition is to try to encourage
the Government to operate fairly and efficiently
in its dealings with the people. However, one of
the prime purposes of the Opposition is to attack
the Government where appropriate.

It looks as if the Minister has resolved to draw
the teeth of Opposition members before the battle
starts, because he intends to preclude the
members of the State Parliamentary Labor Party

health committee from informing themselves
properly and adequately before taking part in this
debate.

The Minister said this was an emotive issue;
but he failed to acknowledge Opposition members
are elected by approximately half the people nf
Western Australia. Therefore, they have a duty to
act responsibly. The obstacles placed in the way
of the Opposition by the Minister are barring it
from acting responsibly and from attacking the
Government on this issue in the way people
outside Parliament expect the Opposition to
behave where appropriate.

Of course the terms of the motion are
unflattering. I believe I heard the Minister
correctly a few moments ago and I was interested
to note he agreed with parts (1) to (4) of the
motion. Therefore, the Minister admits the
unflattering allegations made in the motion are
justified.

It is a matter for people to decide whether the
allegations are justified. However, the Opposition
wanted to acquaint itself with the situation in a
proper and responsible manner. Without an
adequate explanation, the Government and the
Minister have attempted to bar the Opposition
from visiting Swanbourne Hospital.

I am sure you. Sir, will be impressed by this
piece of realism. The Minister suggested
alternative terms under which members could
visit Swanbourne Hospital. The formula laid
down by the Minister was that six members of the
Opposition should be accompanied by two
members of the Government. The Minister used
the word "accompanied", but I believe a more
appropriate term would be "supervised by".

In the first instance, the Opposition sought
permission to visit Swanbourne Hospital. We did
not suggest to the Minister that a joint party
committee should visit the hospital. As the
Minister freely accepts, it was an initiative taken
by the Opposition and members of the committee
wanted to visit Swanbourne Hospital
unaccompanied by Government members.

The Minister has imposed the requirement that
the visit of the committee members should be
supervised by Government members. I wonder
what the effect of that will be. If both
Government and Opposition members participate
in the visit to Swanbourne Hospital. I am sure
many people would be inclined to think the
officers of the hospital would be a great deal more
circumspect in their comments than they would
be if a party of Opposition members only
attended the hospital. I happen to believe that
would be the case.
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That is just one way in which the Government
has attempted to place a brake upon an inquiry
the Opposition wished to conduct. The Minister
said earlier that he wanted members to see the
same things at the same time. He does not
actually use those words in the letter, but the
inescapable inference one must draw from his
comments is that the Minister believes if all
members see the same things at the same time,
thcy will come to the same conclusion. I can
assure you, Sir, that will never occur.
Notwithstanding the efforts of the Minister on
this occasion, people will not draw the same
conclusions from what they see. If 100 people
witnessed a motor vehicle accident at an
intersection and were asked to record on paper
their impressions of the crash, I am sure 100
different stories would be given. The Minister's
endeavours in this respect seem to me to be a
classic case of stupidity mixed with a certain
amount of inexperience.

It is just another way in which the Minister is
saying he will by one means or another- dampen
down the attacks of the Opposition on the
Government in relation to this matter.

Leave to Continue Speech
Mr BERTRAM: I move-

That I be given leave to continue my
speech at a later stage of the sitting.

Leave granted.
Debate thus adjourned.

QUESTIONS
Questions were taken at this stage.

Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.mn.

INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION AMENDMENT
BILL

Second Reading
MR O'CONNOR (Mt Lawley-Minister for

Labour and Industry) [7.30 p.m.J: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second time.

This is a Bill, cited as the Industrial Arbitration
Amendment Bill 1980 to amend section 23 of the
lndustriai Arbitration Act 1979.

The Industrial Arbitration Act 1979 has been
in operation since I March 1980. The 1979 Act
included provisions enacted by the Industrial
Arbitration Act Amendment Act 1979 which
relate to the jurisdiction of the commission.

Those provisions which are embodied in section
23 of the Industrial Arbitration Act 1979 include
reference in subsection (3)(b) to the Industrial
Commission not having jurisdiction to regulate
the rates of salary or wages, or the conditions of
employment of-

(i)

(ii)

any employee who is a Government
officer within the meaning of section 96;
any person who holds an office for which
the remuneration payable is determined
or recommended pursuant to the
Salaries and Allowances Tribunal Act,
1975;

(111) any person who is an officer or employee
in either House of Parliament-

(i) under the separate control of the
President or Speaker or under their joint
control;

(ii) employed by a committee appointed
pursuant to the joint standing rules and
orders of the Legislative Council and the
Legislative Assembly; or

(iii) employed by the Crown; or,
(iv) any person who is an officer or employee

on the Governor's Establishment.
The Government has received legal advice that,
under subsection 23(l) of the 1979 Act, the
industrial Commission has jurisdiction to inquire
into the dismissal of an officer or employee
referred to in subsection (3)(b). The advice is that
a dismissal is outside the matters of regulation of
salaries or wages or conditions of employment.

This was not the intention of the Government
or Parliament, and the purpose of this Bill is to
rectify the flaw in the legislation. The amending
Act therefore will clarify and confirm the
jurisdiction of the Western Australian Industrial
Commission in respect of those other aspects of
employment conditions which are currently not
excluded.

Another fault in section 23 of the Industrial
Arbitration Act l979 has come to the attention of
the Government and will be corrected by this Bill.

Prior to the Industrial Arbitration Act 1979
coming into operation from I March 1980, there
had existed in some particular Statutes provisions
relating to disciplinary matters in respect of staff
employed. Examples are the Police Act, Ihe
Mental Health Act and the Prisons Act.

Those Statutes also provide for various forms of
appeal for staff against decisions of the employer
to take disciplinary action against the employee.
The appeal is determined by a specially
constituted appeal tribunal established under the
particular Statute.
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The Government did not intend that these
special arrangements should be affected by the
Industrial Arbitration Act 1979. Advice given to
the Government is that the provisions of the
Industrial Arbitration Act prevail over those of
the particular Statutes. The other purpose of this
Bill, therefore, is to rectify that problem and
ensure that the circumstances which applied
before I March 1980, are retained.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Davies

(Leader of the Opposition).

CONSUMER AFFAIRS AMENDMENT
BILL

Second Rea ding

MR O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley-Minister for
Consumer Affairs) [7.35 pm.]: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.
As members will recall, a private member's Bill
was introduced in another place in the 1979
session of Parliament to amend the Consumer
Affairs Act. One of the proposed amendments
was to include in the definition of "services"
contracts of insurance. It was stated at that time
that the Government contemplated amending the
Act on insurance, together with other
amendments. The- Bill did not therefore receive
Government support.

In accordance with an undertaking given at
that time, however, this Bill is now introduced to
include certain contracts of insurance in the
Statute.

The Consumer Affairs Act empowers the
Commissioner of Consumer Affairs to investigate
complaints relating to the supply of goods or
services. "Services" is defined in the Act without
specific reference to a contract of insurance.

The High Court of Australia has, in the past, in
dealing with contracts of insurance found on at
least two occasions that a contract of insurance is
not a contract of service. This is supported by
legal opinion.

However, the Commissioner of Consumer
Affairs does receive and has investigated
complaints relating to contracts for insurance. In
the last year, 4.2 per cent of total complaints, in
all totalling 244, were received concerning general
and motor vehicle insurance matters. In the
previous two years complaints totalled 129 and
211 respectively. There is, therefore, an obvious
demand for investigation of complaints in this
area.

Contracts relating to workers' compensation
and third party motor vehicle insurance are
excluded. These classes of insurance are
adequately dealt with under other legislation. In
addition, both the Workers' Compensation Board
and the Motor Vehicle Insurance Trust are
subject to the Parliamentary Commissioner Act.

With the more diversified activities now
undertaken by the Bureau of Consumer Affairs,
difficulty has been experienced in completing the
annual report for consideration by the Consumer
Affairs Council in time for it to be tabled by I
September. For this reason it is proposed to
change the date by which the report is required to
be tabled.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Hodge.

NOISE ABATEMENT AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
MR YOUNG (Scarborough-Minister for

Health) [7.39 p.m.]: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill proposes several amendments to the
Noise Abatement Act including provision in the
Act to enable new regulations promoting hearing
conservation in industry to be established, to
allow a power for more efficient administration of
the Act and operation of the council, and to
permit planning for prevention of noise health
hazards to be one of the purposes of the Act.

The first amendment proposes to change the
local authorities' representation on the Noise and
Vibration Control Council and to allow for the
amalgamation that has occurred of two
organisations represented on the council.

Representation on the Noise and Vibration
Control Council would be more meaningful by
having a representative from the Local
Government Association instead of the Local
Government Department, and by having two
representatives from the Confederation of
Western Australian Industry (Inc.) instead of
having one each from the Western Australian
Chamber of Manufactures (Ine) and the Wcstern
Australian Employers Federation (Inc.).

A second amendment makes provision for the
appointment of a- chairman to the council and
overcomes a consequential anomaly. At present
no person, other than the Chairman of the Noise
Abatement Advisory Committee, is eligible to
hold membership of both this committee and the
Noise and Vibration Control Council. This
amendment will allow the chairman of each body
to hold membership of the other body.
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The Chairman of the Noise Abatement
Advisory Committee contributes highly to the
effectiveness of the council.

The next amendment allows noise standards to
be prescribed for the guidance of town planners,
traffic authorities and designers of equipment,
machinery and other noise-emitting manufactured
goods.

At present there is no Power in the Act to
prescribe noise standards for various noise-
emitting situations, equipment, machinery, etc., as
the Act is based on the nuisance of noise and
action is based on a complaint situation.

No provision exists to deal with noise
prevention at the planning and design stage and
such Standards, as are proposed, aim to achieve
this prevention. Informed opinion is that noise
should be controlled at its source by designing
specifically to lessen the creation of noise rather
than trying to suppress it by external means once
it has been created.

By setting standards of upper acceptable levels
of noise for different circumstances this will give
design engineers, town planners, traffic
authorities, etc., a base from which to start
controlling the creation and emission of noise in
the planning and designing stage.

As part of this plan a number of committees
have been set up to consider and report on noi se
abatement problems associated with traffic.
industrial and domestic appliances and
construction and demolition operations. Other
committees responsible for the preparation of
regulations covering noise abatement planning,
community noise, noise zoning classification and
Claremont Speedway have also been formed, the
latter three having completed their studies.

Another amendment grants police officers
limited power at limited times of the day to take
effective action to have an offending noise ceased
or lowered to an acceptable level.

The procedure to be followed by local authority
noise inspectors may be effective for recurring,
long term noise, but would be totally ineffective
for single events such as noisy parties, loud music,
etc.

It is considered that police assistance in abating
noise nuisance would in most cases have an
immediate effect and provide a suitable
supplement to local authority intervention.

Unattended false alarms, usually burglar or fire
alarms in industrial or commercial premises in
residential areas, can cause considerable nuisance
and, indeed, continue to ring all night. At present

there is no effective means of abating this
nuisance and an amendment provides for this.

A further amendment proposes to permit
drafted regulations regarding conservation of
hearing in industry to be made.

Noise induced hearing loss may not be the most
serious occupational health hazard in Western
Australia, but would appear to be the most
common. I am referring to the noise induced
hearing loss caused by repeated daily exposures to
noise in occupational situations.

Although the Noise Abatement Act was
initially enacted to provide for the control of
industrial noise, the way in which the Act is
framed does not provide for the introduction of
appropriate regulations.

Draft regulations to promote hearing
conservation in industry, modelled on those
prepared by the National Health and Medical
Research Council and incorporating modern
Australian standard practices, have been prepared
and discussed widely with industry.

Such regulations will require employers in
industry to have the noise levels and exposure of
their employees to noise, measured and evaluated
to determine the likelihood of noise induced
hearing loss occurring.

Provision is also made in the regulations for
employers to implement an established hearing
conservation programme, where it is established
that a noise hazard exists.

The programme places the onus on the
employer to--

effectively reduce noise hazards;
provide employees with suitable protective
equipment;
clearly mark hazardous areas and machinery,
warning employees that hearing protection is
needed;
seek co-operation of employees in adhering to
programme requirements; and,
monitor the effectiveness of the programme
by testing the hearing of workers.

The Act has been amended to adequately provide
for such regulations.

A great deal of detail concerning measurement,
evaluation, and control of noise and also the
duties of employers and responsibilities of
employees, are matters of such substance that
they must be prescribed in the Act. An additional
part in the Act to give the necessary power to
carry out the proposed actions has been included
in this Bill.
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The level of penalties in the present Act do not
provide sufficient deterrent and do not conform
with penalties introduced under similar Acts in
other States of Australia. A considerable increase
in the penalties for offences is proposed. There Is
good sense in ensuring that the penalties conform
with other States for a variety of reasons.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Hodge.

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST'S
REGISTRATION BILL

Second Reading

MR YOUNG (Scarborough-Minister for
Health) [7.46 p.m.I: I move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill provides for the existing Occupational
Therapists Act 1976 to be repealed and re-
enacted in a more acceptable format, bringing it
in line with other para-medical legislation. The
Bill incorporates several amendments to overcome
deficiencies in the present Act.

The Act has been rewritten using the
Psychologists Registration Act 1976 as a model,
and re-titled as the "Occupational Therapists
Registration Act 1980".

The first amendment-
provides the board with power to discipline a
member;
stipulates the term of office of members;
makes provision for appointment of a
chairman and deputies;, and
specifies the method of filling vacancies on
the board.

These matters currently form part of the rules of
the Act, but on the advice of the Crown Law
Department they have now been included in the
Act.

A second amendment allows for an annual
practising licence to replace the present annual
renewal of registration. This will greatly simplify
administrative procedures associated with
recording of registrations.

Another amendment proposes to increase the
general penalties for a breach of provisions of the
Act from a maximum of $50 to a Maximum Of
$250, and from $10 per day to $50 per day for a
continuing offence. It is considered that these
levels are in keeping with today's values. While
the incidence of offences is not high, A
meaningful deterrent is required so the board can
maintain reasonable control over its members,

and the profession can be protected from
unqualified or unregistered practitioners.

One amendment deals with the redefining of
the profession of occupational therapy to more
accurately describe the objectives and functions of
this group within the total health sphere.

At present the registration board is composed
of five persons, of whom only two are
occupational therapists. The association requested
increased representation which will bring the
board composition more in line with similar
bodies. This was regarded as a reasonable request
and an amendment has been incorporated in the
Bill to increase the board to six persons, of whom
three will be occupational therapists. The
nomination of the occupational therapists is by
the Minister, following selection from a panel
submitted by the association which has now been
renamed "The Western Australian Association of
Occupational Therapists (Inc.)".

Since 1957 the Act has provided that the
curriculum of the World Federation of
Occupational Therapists be the minimum
standard course of study for occupational
therapists in this State. An amendment deleting
this minimum standard has been included in the
Bill, as the Australian national educational body
for occupational therapists has established
minimum standards which are being followed by
each State. These are, in fact, much higher in
some respects than the world federation minimum
standards, as the latter ones are, in practice, no
longer acceptable and have fallen into disuse.

A further amendment has been included
prohibiting unauthorised use, even by inference,
of the title "occupational therapist" by a person
not so registered. This will give greater strength
and clarity to this section of the Act, and provide
more protection to occupational therapy and
therapists.

The final amendment enables the board to
impose a fee associated with reregistration on a
therapist whose name has been removed from the
register. The deregistration may have been for
disciplinary reasons; it may have been due to an
oversight by the therapist regarding
reregistration, or for a variety of other reasons-
This small fee will enable the board to recoup
administrative costs involved in reregistration.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Hodge-
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COMPANY TAKEOVERS AMENDMENT
BILL

Second Reading
MR O'CONNOR (Mi. Lawley-Deputy

Premier) (7.51 p.m.]: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second time.

The Company Take-overs Act 1979 contains a
sunset provision that it will continue in operation
until 31 December 1980 and no longer.

The Act was brought into operation as an
interim measure pending the adoption of the
Companies (Acquisition of Shares) Code under
the National Companies and Securities Industry
Co-operative Scheme, which was then expected to
take effect as from I January 198 1.

At the time when the legislation was debated in
this Parliament, it was anticipated that the State
(Application of Laws) Bill adopting the
Commonwealth Companies (Acquisition of
Shares) Act in the form of a State code could
have been dealt with during this current session.

Although the Commonwealth Parliament duly
passed the Companies (Acquision of Shares) Act
it has not been brought into operation, because
the Ministerial Council decided that it and other
parts of the scheme legislation needed further
attention to make the scheme workable as a
whole.

A Bill to amend the Companies (Acquisition of
Shares) Act was introduced into the last sitting of
the Federal Parliament but was not passed before
that Parliament was prorogued. That Bill will
now need to be reintroduced into the new Federal
Parliament. In the circumstances, the Ministerial
Council decided at a meeting last Friday that the
various State (Application of Laws) Bills should
be deferred until the Commonwealth's amending
Bill has become law.

As the State Government considers it essential
for the Company Take-overs Act 1979, as it
operates in Western Australia, to continue in
force after 31 December 1980, the Bill now before
the House will repeal section 61 and amend
section 60 to remove the sunset Provision.

The Company Take-overs Act is to be extended
without reference to a date because that will
achieve uniformity with the position adopted in
Queensland and South Australia, which also have
introduced interim takeover laws; and it also
avoids the question of coming back to the
Parliament should there be any further untoward
delays involving the Commonwealth legislation
and, in consequence, the text of the code to be
adopted by the States.

It is intended that the Company Take-overs.
Act will be set aside and cease to have effect
when the code to implement the national scheme
is applied in this State by an application of laws
Bill to be introduced, probably in the next session.

It is emphasised that the Government is still
committed to adopting the Commonwealth
Companies (Acquisition of Shares) Act-when
amended as above set out-in the form of a State
code as part of the national scheme as soon as
that becomes possible.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr H. P,

Evans (Deputy Leader of the Opposition).

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS
REGISTRATION DILL
Message: Appropriations

Message from the Administrator received and
read recommending appropriations for the
purposes of the Bill.

TOWN PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
AMENDMENT DILL

Second Reading
MR O'CONNOR (Mt. Lawley-Deputy

Premier) t7.56 p.m.,]: I move-
That the Bill be now read a second time.

This is a Bill for an Act to amend the Town
Planning and Development Act 1928-1979 by
inserting a new section 27A and amending
sections 3, 4, 6, 7, 7AA, 8, 20A, and 54E.

When the Town Planning Board receives an
application for approval to subdivide land-which
approval is required under the Act-it consults all
affected authorities before making its decision.
For example, within the metropolitan region the
Metropolitan Water Supply. Sewerage and
Drainage Board and relevant local authorities are
invariably consulted. After it has received the
replies to its consultations, the board approves or
refuses the application and, in the case of
approval, may affix conditions to be carried out
before the survey documents will be approved.

The board frequently requires a subdivider to
grant easements over various parts of the land
being subdivided to various authorities. For
example, it may be necessary to give a drainage
easement to the local authority. At present, in
order to be certain of obtaining the easement it
requires, an authority may require the subdivider
to register an easement in its favour before it is
prepared to advise the Town Planning Board that
a condition imposed by that board has been
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satisfactorily complied with. In these cases, since
the casement is designed to accommodate the
proposed subdivision, it will probably bear little or
no relation to the existing subdivision. As a result,
registration at the Office of Titles becomes
cumbersome and unsatisfactory.

Not infrequently, the proposed subdivision is
altered before it is finally approved and the
previously registered easement is then found to be
badly located in relation to lot boundaries.

Alternatively, the authority can elect to wait
for its easement until the new subdivision is
available for creation of titles in the Office of
Titles. However, if it should happen that any of
the lots are transferred to a new owner before the
easement has been registered, the authority may
encounter serious difficulty in obtaining the
required easements from the new owner. The
authority can protect its interest by caveat, but
this requires additional documentation and
expense.

Both procedures referred to involve the parties
in excessive documentation and expense, and lead
to delays in the subdivisional process.

To avoid these problems there is considerable
advantage in amending the Act to permit the
automatic creation of easements on subdivision in
a manner similar to that operating under the
South Australian Planning and Development Act
1976.

Provision is therefore made to enable an
easement to be created, in favour of prescribed
authorities and for specific purposes, at the same
time as a subdivision is created. For example, a
drainage easement in favour of the local authority
would be drawn on the plan of subdivision and
identified as such. Dealings on the plan in the
Office of Titles would have the effect of bringing
the easement into existence automatically without
the necessity of registering any document.

In addition to facilitating the subdivisional
process, the proposal has beneficial longer-term
implications. It creates a situation of certainty
and convenience, because the location and route
of important easements can be readily discovered
by reference to public plans in the Office of
Titles.

The proposal has the support of the
Commissioner of Titles and was developed in
consultation with both Government departments
and authorities and private sector interests.

The Act provides that the Governor may
appoint a person skilled in town planning as the
Town Planning Commissioner who shall be
appointed for a term not exceeding five years and
shall be eligible for reappointment. The current

Town Planning Commissioner is also appointed
under the Public Service Act. Theoretically,
therefore, there could be two Town Planning
Commissioners at any one time.

The Bill proposes to remove this anomaly by
specifying that the Town Planning Commissioner
shall be appointed under and subject to the Public
Service Act. The appointment of the deputy
commissioner is already framed in these terms.

I come now to the membership of the Town
Planning Board. The existing provisions make an
ex-officko appointment of the Town Planning
Commissioner as chairman of the board. In both
theory and practice this situation is considered
undesirable.

Firstly, the prime role of a permanent bead is
to dispassionately assess decisions and advise the
Minister. This is a difficult task for the Town
Planning Commissioner since as chairman of the
board he virtually has no option but to stand by
board decisions.

Secondly, and importantly, the role of
chairman places an unfair burden on the Town
Planning Commissioner. The agenda requires at
least eight hours study while the twice-weekly
meetings can take an additional six to eight hours.
Obviously there are more pressing priorities to
which the commissioner can address himself,
particularly in respect of country regional
planning. It is considered that the proposal will
bring mutual benefits to the operations of the
department and the board.

The Town Planning Commissioner has been a
party to, and is in agreement with, the proposals.
It is noteworthy that the proposal does not
preclude the Town Planning Commissioner being
chairman.

The Act, as it stands, states, "A local authority
may prepare a town planning scheme with
reference to any land within its district . ..
Because of the word "A" it has been suggested
that in the case where a local authority has an
effective district town planning scheme-that is, a
town planning scheme that involves the zoning
and classification of land-it may, by strict
interpretation of the Act, be precluded from
bringing down a development town planning
scheme-that is, a town planning scheme
designed to facilitate the improvement and
development of land. This is undesirable if such
interpretation is the correct one and the Bill
includes provisions designed to remove any doubts
on the matter.

At the moment the Act provides that a town
planning scheme can be revoked only by a
subsequent town planning scheme prepared or
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adopted by the local authority and approved by
the Minister.

Some types of town planning schemes,
particularly development town planning schemes
designed to facilitate the improvement and
development of land, are likely to have a limited
life. When the objectives of such a scheme have
been met, there is no longer any need for the
scheme or a subsequent scheme. The Bill
therefore includes provisions to permit a town
planning scheme to be revoked by a local
authority, with the approval of the Minister,
without the necessity for it to be replaced by
another town planning scheme.

Presently the Act provides that a town planning
scheme which contains zoning or land use
provisions in relation to all or part of a district
shall be examined if the Minister, after consulting
the local authority, so directs, or in each fifth year
following its publication.

There is no statutory requirement for any other
kind of town planning scheme-that is, a town
planning scheme which does not contain zoning or
land use provisions-to be periodically examined.
This is considered to be an undesirable omission.
As previously explained, development town
planning schemes designed to facilitate the
improvement and development of land are likely
to have a limited life. When this type of scheme
has served its purpose it should be revoked.

The Bill therefore makes provision for all types
of town planning schemes, and not just town
planning schemes containing zoning or land use
provisions, to be subject to periodic examination.
Where a local authority's examination report
recommends the revocation of a scheme without
requiring a new scheme to be prepared the Dill
provides that the scheme shall be revoked.
Provision is also made for the Minister, after
considering a local authority's examination report,
to require that a scheme be revoked.

Current provisions of the Act permit the
Minister, by regulation, to prescribe a set of
general provisions for carrying out the general
objects of town planning schemes. It is required
that these general provisions shall take effect as
part of every scheme, except in so far as
variations or exclusions are approved by the
Minister.

Over the last few years a committee known as
the Residential Codes Committee has devised a
set of general provisions relating to residential
development standards. These are known as the
draft residential codes. Many existing town
planning schemes contain their own individual
provisions, but it is hoped that the draft

residential codes, when approved, will provide the
basis for a mare uniform situation.

The codes will include reference to a wide
enough range of dwelling types and residential
densities to enable local authorities to select the
code or codes most appropriate in their districts
without having to go outside the codes for suitable
provisions. In the course of the next few years. it
is hoped to phase the provisions of the codes into
every district town planning scheme but it would
not be satisfactory for them to take effect as part
of every scheme immediately.

The majority of existing town planning schemes
contain provisions about many of the same
matters as the codes do. If the codes were
implemented to take effect immediately as part of
every existing town planning scheme, such
schemes would contain different and often
inconsistent provisions about the same matters.
This method of implementation would therefore
be heavy handed and would have the effect of
modifying provisions for which there may be good
reason to leave as they stand.

To avoid these problems, the Bill provides that
general provisions prescribed by regulation shall
only become part of any town planning scheme
which is approved, and after the regulations come
into effect. This will enable town planning
schemes to be designed satisfactorily to
incorporate prescribed general provisions.

The Act currently provides that, upon
subdivision and in accordance with a condition
imposed by the Town Planning Board, certain
portions of land shall vest in the Crown for public
access ways, rights-of-way or reserves for
drainage or recreation.

The Bill provides for the addition of reserves
for water supply and sewerage to the kinds of
reserves which shall vest in the Crown.

The proposal stems from advice from the
Metropolitan Water Supply, Sewerage and
Drainage Board that such provision will greatly
facilitate compliance by subdividers with
conditions of subdivision which require them to
provide a reticulated water supply or reticulated
sewerage in their developments.

In regard to water mains, for example, the
MWB points out that to minimise the length of
such mains in new subdivisions, and in particular
to avoid the need for return main construction in
culs-de-sac which are not inter-connected by
pedestrian access-ways, it is often necessary to
locate mains outside the road reserves. To ensure
maximum protection of such mains, a dedicated
reserve is required in each case by the MWB and
accordingly, the provision of such a reserve is
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stated as a condition of subdivision approval by
the Town Planning Board.

As a water main is an integral part of a
subdivision and as the construction of a return
main is an expensive alternative, the provision of a
water main reserve is a reasonable requirement.
In the main. subdividers have acknowledged the
reasonableness of the requirement but have
expressed some confusion as to the course they
should follow in order to expeditiously meet board
requirements. Current procedures are such that
an unreasonable burden is placed on the
subdivider, not because of the need to provide
land, but because of the difficulty and delay
which is associated with effecting such provision.

The proposed amendment, by allowing the
automatic vesting of reserves for water supply and
sewerage purposes upon subdivision, offers a
ready solution to the frustration and delays which
are currently being experienced by both the
Metropolitan Water Board and subdividers.

The Town Planning Appeal Tribunal began
operation in 1979. It hears a variety of appeals
against decisions of town planning authorities.
The tribunal is required to provide the parties
involved in an appeal with written reasons for its
determination and to publish such reasons.
Because of the general interest in its findings the
tribunal is invariably asked to supply additional
copies of its reasons to other persons including
members of the public and consultants. At present
the Act provides no authority for the tribunal,
under its rules, to charge for the supply of
additional copies. A charge for such documents is
reasonable. The Bill provides the authority for a
charge to be levied.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Taylor.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT
SUPERANNUATION BILL

Second Reading
MR YOUNG (Scarborough-Minister

Health) [8.11 p.m.]: I move-
for

.That the Bill be now read a second time.
On behalf of the Minister for Local Government,
it is with a good deal of pleasure and satisfaction
that I present this Bill for consideration by the
Parliament.

The Bill establishes the machinery for the
introduction of a completely new superannuation
scheme for local government employees. Its
introduction into the Parliament marks the
culmination of a lot of hard and painstaking work,

including negotiations with representatives of
both local government employers and employees.

It is difficult enough to design any new
superannuation scheme. The problem is even
greater when that scheme has to provide for
complete portability between 138 municipal
councils.

The existing local government superannuation
scheme under which employer and employee
contributions are applied to meet the premiums
on life assurance policies, is considered to be quite
outmoded in terms of modern superannuation
plans.

The sum assured under a life policy does not
produce a particularly attractive retirement
benefit and the present scheme does not provide
any form of benefit on account of temporary or
permanent disablement occurring prior to
retirement age.

The scheme proposed by this Bill is based on
the establishment of a single managed fund into
which all contributions would be paid and which
would be invested to the best possible advantage
consistent, of course, with the need to maintain a
stable and secure fund. The Bill sets down the
framework for the new scheme and provides for
the detailed matters to be prescribed by
regulation.

The scheme has been discussed at various
stages with both local government employer and
employee representatives. On the employers' side,
the discussions have involved the Local
Government Association, the Country Shire
Councils' Association and the Country Urban
Councils' Association, while the employees'
interests have been represented by the Municipal
Officers' Association, the Municipal Employees'
Union, the Association of Professional Engineers
and the Institute of Municipal Administration. I
am pleased to be able to say that there is a high
degree of approval-although not quite
universal-of the proposed scheme.

On the employees' side, the Municipal Officers'
Association would have preferred to see
employing authorities compelled to contribute at
a higher rate than is proposed. Nevertheless, the
association indicated that it was anxious to see the
scheme proceed even if the higher rate could not
be included. However, the stand taken by the
Municipal Employees' Union was not quite as
conciliatory. Like the Municipal Officers'
Association, it advncated a greater compulsory
contribution rate by employing authorities, but,
unlike the association, it refused to concede that
the scheme should proceed even if the higher rate
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were not agreed. A number of other objections
submitted by the union were not substantiated.

For the employers, the associations of local
government initially expressed same misgivings
about the State Superannuation Board's
involvement in the administration of the scheme,
but, after discussions on this issue, indicated that
they accepted the position.

I am satisfied the discussions and negoti .ations
that have taken place over a long period have
given all interested parties plenty of opportuni.ty
to examine thoroughly the scheme and make their
views known, and that no objection of any
substance remains unresolved.

All interested parties acknowledge that the new
scheme will represent a vast improvement on the
existing local government superannuation scheme.

I believe that the implementation of this new
scheme will reinforce the career aspect of local
government employment. It will provide a range
of benefits in keeping with modern
superannuation arrangements and should have
sufficient flexibility to accommodate any changes
that may become desirable in the future.

I would like to describe briefly the more
important features of the proposed new scheme.
They are as follows-

(1) A single local government
superannuation board will be established
to administer the scheme and, in
particular, to make arrangements for its
detailed administration, insurance cover
for death and disablement benefits, and
for the investment of scheme funds.

(2) Instead of insuring for death and
disablement benefits, the local
government superannuation board could
elect to carry these risks in the fund.

(3) The Chairman of the State
Superannuation Board will be the
chairman of the proposed local
government superannuation board which
will also be serviced by State
Superannuation Board officers.

(4) The local government superannuation
board will be empowered to delegate
most of the duties and functions given to
it under the Bill or the regulations. In
this way, the board will be able to enter
into contracts with appropriate
organisations to carry out the detailed
administration of the scheme and to
manage the investment of scheme funds.

(5) All members of the existing local
government superannuation scheme will
automatically transfer to the new
scheme. Their existing life policies will
be surrendered and paid into the new
fund.

(6) It is intended that the regulations will
allow members to make basic
contributions to a maximum of 6 per
cent of salary and for municipalities to
contribute to a maximum of 9 per cent,
with the proviso that the municipalities'
contributions may not be less than 5 per
cent of salary and not greater than 1.5
times a member's basic contribution
rate. Members will also be permitted to
make supplementary contributions not
exceeding 3 per cent of salary.

(7) All contributions to the fund will be
invested after meeting the cost of death
and disability insurance, and
administration expenses. Each member
will be credited with his own and his
employer's matching contributions less
an amount representing his share of
insurance and administration costs, to
which will be further credited his
proportion of investment earnings.

(8) It is proposed to prescribe the following
benefits by means of regulations-

On retirement at age 60 years or
later, a member to receive the
amount of his credit in the fund.

On death, the member's credit,
plus an insured amount-equal to
12 h per cent of salary multiplied
by the number of years to age
60-to be payable.

On temporary total disablement,
a member to be paid a monthly
income and on permanent
disablement to be entitled to the
same benefit as would be payable
on death.

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Carr.

BILLS (6)c RETURNED
1. Western Australian Overseas

Authority Amendment Bill.
Projects

2. Industrial Lands Development Authority
Amendment Bill.

3. Skeleton Weed (Eradication Fund)
Amendment Dill.
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4. Rural Industries Assistance Amendment
Bill.

5. Housing Bill.
Bills returned from the Council without

amendment.
6. Recording of Proceedings Bill.

Bill returned from the Council with
amendments.

BANANA INDUSTRY COMPENSATION
TRUST FUND AMENDMENT BILL

Council's Amendment
Amendment made by the Council now

considered.

In Committee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr

Crane) in the Chair; Mr Old (Minister for
Agriculture) in charge of the Bill.

The amendment made by the Council was as
follows-

Page 4, after line 5, Insert-
in subsection (1)-by deleting all that

occurs after "assessed" and substituting
the following-

"in accordance with subsection
(2) of this section and shall be paid
by the wholesaler in accordance
with section twenty of this Act."
and

Mr OLD: During the passage of this Bill in the
Legislative Council it was noted that clause 19
subsection (1) was not specific to the definition of
the method by which the levy is to be assessed.

1 had an amendment drafted, to which the
Legislative Council has agreed and which now
appears on the notice paper. [ move-

That the amendment made by the
Council be agreed to.

Mr H, D. EVANS: This is purely a procedural
amendment which will facilitate the operations of
the Act and enable compensation to be paid from
the trust fund. The Opposition has no objection to
it.

Question put and passed; the Council's
amendment agreed to.

Report
Resolution reported, the report adopted, and a

message accordingly returned to the Council.

GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS AMENDMENT
BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 6 November.
MR McIVER (Avon) [8.23 p.m.]: The Bill now

before us contains seven main provisions. Because
of the importance of this Bill I believe it is
necessary to highlight those main provisions from
the outset.

Firstly, Westrail is to be equipped with
appropriate commercial powers so that it can
respond to the needs of its users in a competitive
transport system. Secondly, the Bill makes
provision for existing Acts which have became
outdated. Another provision is that freight rates
will not have to be published in the Government
Gazette. Also, Westrail will be able to utilise its
own road trucks after giving 14 days notice to the
Commissioner of Transport, and with the
Minister's approval. Another provision will free
Westrail from the common carrier clause.
Penalties will be increased, ranging from £20 to
$250, and from $40 to $200. Finally, the Bill will
dispense with the need to convene the full
Railway Appeal Board within 30 days after the
lodgment of notice of appeal, when all parties are
in agreement and only an adjournment to a later
date is required, and is requested by both parties.

On the surface, those provisions appear to be
quite in order. The Bill appears to be machinery
type legislation. However, on further examination
the Bill goes a lot further.

In fairness to the Minister I honesty believe he
has been deceived by the people responsible for
formulating the Bill. I believe the Minister has
been provided with the wrong information, and I
firmly believe that if the provisions of this Bill are
implemented they certainly must cause further
industrial disruption.

Let us look at what has happened during the
last couple of weeks. As far as transport is
concerned, we are sitting on a powder keg.
Refuellers in the transport industry connected
with aircraft have gone on strike with a long list
of claims. On top of that, unfortunately, we have
the shocking situation of the ARU blackening its
record. I make no apologies for saying that. I
firmly believe that union has blackened its record
by halting the operations of our railways system
today, and I believe there was no justification for
that action.

Government members: Hear, hear!
Mr McIVER: As I have said, if this Bill is

implemented in its present form it will cause
disruption. and there will be divisions in the
various Sections of the railways System,
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particularly with relation to the locomotive
section. The number of times that section has
disrupted rail services, right back to the 1800s,
can be counted on the ingers of one hand. I am
well informed on that section, having been
president and State delegate of the union in years
gone by. However, that section of the union has
joined the other ranks in stopping work.

I seems that the Government wants stoppages,
rather than negotiations for a reconciliation. It
appears the Government wants stoppages to occur
in this way.

The provisions of clause 3 stand out like a neon
sign. They provide for fines on employees to
increase from $20 to $250. That is 12 h times the
present rate, which is absolutely ridiculous.

Let us take the situation of a loco driver who
passes a "stick-on" danger sign. Whether or not
the driver is responsible for his action, there is an
automatic suspension of three months. There is no
question about it. As soon as the driver stops his
train he is relieved of his duties. I have no quarrel
with that; that is the law.

Safety must come first. However, in addition to
that the driver can be finedl a further $250.
Consider the wage of a first-class driver who is on
regression for three months and is filling the
position of what is now known as an observer.
which in my days was known as a fireman. There
is no need for me to inform the House of the
amount of money such a person would lose. In
addition to that under this Bill he will be finedl a
further $250.

Mr Rushton: It doesn't say he will be fined
$250.

Mr McI VER: He could be.
Mr Rushton: Yes, he could be; that is the point.
Mr McI VER: If it is not intended that he be

fined, why include the provision in the Bill?
Mr Rushton: If the magistrate believes the case

is serious enough, he can be fined.
Mr H. D. Evans: Is a provision similar to this

found in any other industrial legislation?
Mr McI VER: I cannot find one. I am open to

correction, and perhaps the Minister for
Education might help me, because I understand
tcachers may be finted in excess of $150 for
misdemeanours of a very serious nature. As I
said, I am open to correction because I have had
only a short time in which to carry out research.
The Dill was introduced only last Thursday.
However, this is not a matter of $150; it is a
matter of $250.

Mr H. D. Evans: Why is it in there?

Mr McI VER: That is most harsh, and I cannot
emphasise too much to the Parliament that it
most certainly will cause industrial strife. I say
without hesitation that the first time a driver is
fined $250 the trains will stop immediately. The
men will not tolerate that, and I must say I would
have to agree with them.

Mr Rushton: Regression would be a lot more
severe than that fine.

Mr Mel VER: No, it would not; and whoever
advised the Minister in respect of that has advised
him wrongly. I say with respect to the Minister
that he should check with the commissioner. I
sincerely hope the commissioner will check with
the unions involved with the railways. He will find
what I am saying is correct. I cannot understand
how the Minister fell into this trap, nor can I
understand why a provision as important as this
one has not been discussed with the unions. The
Minister would agree that the unions are always
agreeable to discussion and open to suggestion;
therefore, I cannot understand why they have
been bypassed on this occasion and why this
important aspect has not been discussed with
them. Discussions should have been held not only
at State level, but also they should be extended on
a national basis.

I appeal to the Minister to have clause 3
amended. If the fine is reduced to $100, it is
something we could agree with; although I do not
know whether the unions would agree to it.
However, it is imperative that the provision be
amended in another place.

Mr Pearce: Why not here?
Mr Stephens: Amend it in this place and not in

another place. We should not let legislation leave
this Chamber unless it goes out in the form in
which we want it.

Mr McIVER: It is a shocking piece of
legislation and I would say the Minister was
deceived into believing it is all right. I firmly
believe this situation cannot be tolerated by
Westrail employees, and it is only fair that I
should mention that.

I feel that had only pages 5 to 8 of the Bill been
brought before the Parliament-they deal mostly
with the appeal provisions-the Opposition would
have no objection at all to the Bill. However, I
point out to the Minister there is no way we can
agree to clause 3 and the other clauses which I
have mentioned briefly and will elaborate upon
more fully in the Committee stage. The
Opposition would be failing in its duty if it
allowed such provisions to pass unchallenged.

The other matter I wish to mention is in
relation to the common carrier clause. It is
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intended that Westrail will be relieved of its
common carrier responsibility. Members will be
aware that under the common carrier clause a
person can take a parcel of cut flowers to
Westrail, and Westrail must accept it. Even if it is
a mother-in-law's return fare, it must be accepted.

Under this Bill that will be eliminated so that
when people present unprofitable consignments,
Westrail will be able to say, "We don't want that;
get someone else to cart it." In some ways I can
see the merit of this because for years and years
Westrail has been treated as a sacred cow.
Everyone wants to milk it, and nobody wants to
reed it. We have a situation in which a large firm
like Woolworths gives all its profitable
consignments to road transport in the south-west,
and it gives all its rubbishy consignments that
road transport does not want to Westrail. At
present under the common carrier clause Westrail
cannot refuse those consignments.

As a layman I Find it very difficult to explain to
the Minister and the Parliament the reasons for
my objection in perspective, because in some ways
I see merit in this provision. My main reason for
objecting to it is that the public of Western
Australia will suffer. I am thinking of the farmers
in isolated areas-and I mean isolated
areas-who have to rely on Westrail.

As an example, take a rain water tank. In
outback areas rain water tanks play an important
and permanent role, particularly in respect of
domestic water. If the common carrier clause is
removed people in such areas will have to go to a
road transport company and say, "I want this rain
water tank carted to so-and-so." One can imagine
the cost involved in carting a rain water tank to
an isolated country area. Operators would place
their own price on it. Only one rain water tank
may need to be carted every three months, and we
know the unprofitability of that task to W estrail,
but it is a service to the people in an isolated area.

Without Westrail, it could take months before
someone was found to cart the tank. They might
have to rely on a neighbour; and then they must
become involved in transport permits, and so on.

Mr Laurance: It is quite obvious you can't milk
a rain water tank.

Mr MOIVER: That is just an example; it could
be a parcel of blankets.

Mr Laurance: What about a sacred cow?
Could they take that too?

Mr MOIVER: It could be any small
consignment; let me please the Honorary Minister
by putting it that way.

Mr Shalders: I thought you had your mother-
in-law there a while ago.

Mr McIVER: It is obvious they do not want
rain water in Carnarvon.

In a serious vein, I oppose that provision
because I believe it will deprive country people of
the right to have consignments delivered to their
respective sidings. I know the Minister will say
that Westrail had a deficit of $40 million, or
whatever it was, last year.

Mr Rushton: It was $28 million.
Mr MOIVER: Well. Mr Pellew must have been

out in his statement in the paper today; obviously
that was a bit of an exaggeration.

Mr Sibson: In New South Wales it is $900
million.

Mr McIVER: I am not interested in what
happens in New South Wales.

Mr Sibson: They used the same argument
there, and that is why they are $900 million down.

Mr McIVER: The member for Bunbury is
getting a bit excited; but what he says is not
factual. There are many isolated areas around
Bunbury to which my remarks are applicable.
particularly in the outback areas from Busselton
to Margaret River. That is the reason I maintain
the common carrier clause should be retained.

Further to that, I believe also that Westrail
road trucks should be allowed to compete with
road transport, irrespective of .Mr Pellew's
argument in respect of the matter.

After all, are not these people all for private
enterprise and competition? Is not that their main
philosophy? Every time they make a speech or
attend a convention they express the philosophy of
private enterprise and say we must compete, and
if we have competitive prices and freight rates as
a result of private enterprise the consumer and the
public must benefit. I am sure the Minister will
agree with that; yet when we have a Government
instrumentality providing a door-to-door service,
those people become up in arms about it and say
it is restrictive. Private enterprise can cart goods
under those conditions only after the
Commissioner of Transport has viewed an
application and it has been approved by the
Minister.

That brings me to another point in the Bill. I
believe the Minister is given powers which are too
strong. I do not say the present Minister will
misuse them, but those who follow him may. if
the clauses of this Bill in respect of competitive
road transport are implemented, within a few
years we could kill this Government
instrumentality, or retard it so much that it would
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never operate profitably. In addition, I am
strongly opposed to the common carrier clause
being deleted because it is a further indication the
Government is not interested in maintaining small
consignments to branch lines. It is quite apparent
that Westrail wants to carry only bulk
commodities such as wheat, super, and the like.

Many farmers in Western Australia rely
heavily on rail transport. During the season, a lot
of them cannot knock off work and go down to
pick up harvester parts, header parts, or anything
else. They rely on rail transport. That is why the
railway lines were laid-to give a service to the
farmers.

If we have a look at the agricultural situation in
Western Australia, and in Australia generally, we
see that every year there has been a below
average rainfall. I understand, from the research I
have made, that this will continue for a further
Five years. I trust sincerely that I am wrong; but
that is the information I obtained from reports I
have gathered.

By retarding the small consignments on the
branch lines, the Government is doing one thing
only. It is moving towards closure of the lines.
The Government will restrict traffic to seasonal
carting, as it has done in the Hyden area, at Lake
Grace, at Bonny Rock, and so on.

Mr Sibson: Who took the rail out of Augusta-
M argaret River?

Mr MOIVER: I am sorry, I do not understand
the relevance of the interjection.

Mr Sibson: You are just saying the Liberal
Government has done this and that. Who took the
rail out of Augusta-Margaret River?

Mr McI VER: I did not mention anything about
the Liberal Government.

Mr Pearce: The member for Bunbury has been
dreaming again.

Mr Sibson: You were referring to the Minister.
and you have been all evening.

Mr McI VER: I thought the Minister was in
charge of the Bill.

Mr Sibson: That's right.
Mr McIVER: I am sorry. Should I refer my

remarks to the member for Bunbury?
Mr Pearce: You are not selling bombs to

suckers now.
Mr McIVER: My apologies, Mr Acting

Speaker (Mr Watt). I can see I have been out of
place. I should have been referring my remarks to
the member for Bunbury. I have been referring
my remarks to the Minister.

Mr Pearce: They are of equal thickness.

Mr McI VER: I was referring to the lines in
existence now. I think the member for Bunbury
has missed the point. I am not referring to
Augusta-Margaret River, or anywhere of that
nature. I point out to the member for Bunbury
that when the Government deregulates the
services, I will guarantee him and the member for
Vasse that the correspondence will treble, even in
the outback areas. If the Government removes the
common carrier clause for the rail, those members
will come back to me and say I was correct.

Mr Sibson: The Minister is very much aware of
that.

Mr McIVER: The Bill does not state that I
have to have a conversation with the member for
Bunbury. I would like to deal with the Bill.

I have emphasised very strongly to the Minister
the point in relation to the common carrier clause.
I have mentioned the detrimental effect it will
have on country people in isolated areas. Look at
what happened 12 months ago with the fishermen
at 1-opetoun. I refer the member for Bunbury to
this. Those fishermen could not have their fish
transported to Perth. No-one would take it. No-
one wanted that consignment of fish to Perth.

Mr Grewar: They found a way.
Mr McIVER: Yes, and what did they utilise?

They utilised a Government instrumentality. They
utilised Westrail. Of course, no-one else wanted
it.

That is what will happen all down the line. The
Minister should keep that in mind. I am trying to
be serious now; but the argument of the member
for Bunbury is frivolous. I do not see the
relevance of it.

Mr Sibson: You are now agreeing with the
Minister.

Mr McI VER: The Government directed that
the fish from Hopetoun be carted by Westrail. It
was taken off at Narrogin and put onto the
Westrail road services, and taken to Perth. That is
the only way it could be taken there. Am I right
or am I wrong?

Mr Rushton: You are wrong, because it is fish
from Albany we are talking about.

Mr McI VER: I am talking about Hopetoun.
Mr Rushton: Well, you are wrong with that.
Mr McIVER: What?
Mr Rushton: What you say we were doing.
Mr McIVER: No carrier would handle the fish.

The Minister knows that. He received reams of
correspondence on it. Am I right Or wrong?

Mr Rushton: I got most of the correspondence
relating to the cartage of fish from Albany. which
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was transshipped at Narrogin and came to the
markets.

Mr McOVER: Now we see the Minister trying
to whitewash this. The fishermen were standing
on the side of the road. They did not know when
the trucks that were supposed to pick up the
consignment were going to turn up. They were
told to be there at nine o'clock, and at 12 o'clock
they were still waiting. They lost thousands of
dollars on the deal.

Mr Rushton: How would they have the fish
carried otherwise?

Mr Mc! VER: I am not interested in that. I am
telling the Minister what happened then, and
what will happen with this deregulation situation
he is introducing.

Mr H. D. Evans: Rail from Hopetoun? I do not
think so.

Mr Pearce: Tell us about the Hopetoun fish.
Come on!

Mr Rushton: Tell us about the Hopetoun rail.
Mr McIVER: I am not talking about the

Hopetoun rail. I am talking about the
consignments. The fishermen could not get
anybody to cart them.

Let us put ourselves in the situation of a
trucking company, and we are operating for
profit. Are we going to be worried about little
tinpot consignments going from A to B that will
show a deficit? Are we going to be interested in
these small consignments? Of course we are not.
We are going to carry the cream and make a
profit. That is our aim. We are not interested in
providing a service to the public. We want those
dollars flowing in.

Mr Rushton: Cream is quite different from
fish.

Mr Sibson: You make butter out of cream.
Mr McIVER: I will ignore that. We are

interested in making a profit, so where will the
rubbish go? I will use the word "rubbish", but I
mean the consignments that no-one wants. They
are the consignments from which the trucking
companies will not make a shilling.

Naturally those consignments will go to
Westrail. Let the railways cart them! Let us
consider the situation in the agricultural areas
where farmers have 500 or 1 000 sheep to shift.
The truckers obtain those contracts; but when
there is one horse, one cow, or one ram, who has
to carry it? How many truckers rush forward to
take up that order? Who carts that? Does the
Minister want me to answer? I think he knows.
Westrail carts that consignment.

Mr Rushton: And you want them to cart it.
Mr MOlVER: As I mentioned when I started, it

was very difficult for me to put this matter into
perspective for the Minister. This is what has
been happening for years. The Bill the Minister
introduced last Thursday night should have been
introduced when the Government first came into
office. If the Government was sincere in doing
something for a Government instrumentality such
as Westrail, it should have had regard for the fact
that a lot of people cannot afford truckers to cart
the small consignments.

If the Government removes this traffic, it will
leave the country people open to the mercy of the
truckers, particularly in the outback areas. That
applies to the franchises. The Government
removed the freezer traffic and the chiller traffic,
and franchised that traffic to the truckers. The
situation now is that the truckers will receive
more traffic. Why should Westrail have to go
through all this kerruffle about carting these
consignments? Why is not Westrail allowed to be
competitive with such companies as 00
Transport Ltd., and the like?

In the commissioner's report-I do not have it
before me, but I have read it-Mr McCulloch
said to be careful of the deregulation, and to take
it quietly. We are not taking it quietly with this
legislation.

Mr Rushton: Yes we are.
Mr McIVER: No we are not. We are pushing

something through that is detrimental to an
instrumentality such as Westrail. More
importantly, it is detrimental to the majority of
the people in country areas.

Mr Rushton: This is what Westrail wants.
Mr McIVER: Yes. I know that. Westrail might

want that, but it is not the Government. Does not
the Minister think the people of Western
Australia are just as important as Westrail? The
people in the isolated areas are paying through
the nose now. Have a look at the situation of
grain. There have been increases in the last 12
months, and the farmers say they are not
justified. Consider the freight rates for grain.
What will farmers have to pay for the small
consignments that no-one will cart for them?

I think I have made this point clear. I have put
it in its right perspective. No-one will be
interested in carting the small consignments-two
or three parcels-to way and beyond. The people
will be at the mercy of the road haulers when the
common carrier clause is removed.

The common carrier provision was inserted in
the First place so that the small consignments
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would be carried, and so that Westrail gave a
service. After all, when one considers it is a
Government instrumentality, that is its Very
important aim. It should be the prime objective of
Westrail to give a service to the people of the
State.

I know that in some areas the removal of the
common carrier clause will increase the deficit in
operating costs. However, the Government cannot
ask the people to shift because of that. The people
have been living in those areas; they have made
their homes and tilled the land for years; and
their families have gone on. One just cannot take
that away from them. They have to be
encouraged to stay there. I say that from the
bottom of my heart.

There are too many situations in which people
are leaving the country areas and moving to the
city to live. They are not doing that because of the
attractions of city life or because they want to;
they are forced to do that. The more we take
away from them, the greater exodus of people
there will be from the country regions.

Mr Sibson interjected.
Mr McIVER: The member for Bunbury is

wearing my patience very thin. I would say I
would be one of the most placid men in this
Parliament: but he is wearing my patience very
thin.

Mr T. HI. Jones: So he has to stop it or expect
to cop something.

Mr MOIVER: When this Bill reaches the
Committee stage, we will oppose various clauses
very strongly. I will elaborate on those clauses at
that time.

I return to the point I made at the outset: If the
Government is to persist with this legislation, and
particularly clause 3, it should be prepared for a
battle. It should be prepared for a battle from the
men it will affect. They will be united. They will
be very strongly opposed to clause 3, under which
they will have to pay a penalty of $250. In a
situation where they are needed over the
Christmas period, when the transport system
should be fully operational to keep costs down,
there may be problems. We have had enough
industrial situations in the transport industry in
the last three months. We have lost millions of
dollars.

The Minister could prevent millions of dollars
being lost by calling the men into his office and
having a sensible discussion. He should say, "We
arc not going ahead with this. We were wrong in
applying that $250. We will make it a lower
figure." There must be some amicable
arrangement.

I mentioned the figure of $100, but that might
not be acceptable. However, given the present
position of the CPI, it is clear $100 would be a far
more realistic figure than the $250 outlined in
clause 3.

Although this Bill may initially appear to
contain minor changes only, when one looks at it
further it can be seen the results of the
amendments are far reaching.

The Opposition intends to oppose the clauses to
which I have referred as strongly and vigorously
as our numbers will allow.

I oppose the legislation.
MR COWAN (Merredin) [9.01 p.m.]: It has

been National Party policy to try to achieve some
commercial autonomy for Westrail and the Dill
before the House is one of the first steps towards
that. Consequently, unlike the member who has
just resumed his seat, we intend to support the
Bill. With the provision of commercial autonomy
for Westrail it stands to reason there must be
some relief from the common carrier obligations
enforced on it.

I should like the Minister in his reply to
indicate whether the relief from common carrier
obligations will apply only to the areas
deregulated. Whilst the Power appears to me to
be conferred on Westrail as a whole over the
entire State, I assume relief from the common
carrier obligation will apply only to the areas
which have been deregulated and in which
Westrail is likely to offer a commercially
competitive price for the transport of products.

The member for Avon is obviously much more
familiar with industrialI matters than I would ever
claim to be. Whilst I listened with interest to his
comments, I must state the increases in the
penalties provided in the Bill meet with, our
approval. It must be borne in mind that they are
maximum penalties and I assume the maximum
penalty would be applied infrequently.

Mr H. D. Evans: Why do you approve of them
in this piece of legislation when they do not exist
anywhere else?

Mr COWAN: Could the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition prove to me they do not exist
anywhere else? If he does so, perhaps he might be
able to persuade me to change my mind during
the Committee stage.

Mr Mclver: You will just have to take our word
for it.

Mr COWAN: I know the word of members
opposite is very reliable, but I would like to see
some proof of the matter.
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The measure is aimed at improving the
efficency or Westrail. It will certainly do that,
inasmuch as it will remove from it some of the
responsibilities and obligations it has towards a
common carrier. However, although the
intentions of the Dill are very sound and we
support them, the Minister must accept that, in
some measure, the efficiency of Westrail is
related directly to the method of funding of
capital works provided for the commission. Unlike
Westrail's major competitor-that is, the road
transport system-it is obliged to seek all its
funding for capital works programmes on a loan
basis; therefore, it is required to repay those loans.

In the road transport system construction costs
of. roads are provided by grants from the
Commonwealth and all that has to be raised in
the State of Western Australia is the maintenance
cost of the roads which are constructed. We can
contrast that position with the situation which
applies to Westrail which is required to raise
money for Capital works by means of loans and
then it must use its operations to try to repay the
loan moneys. It can be seen that places Westrail
under a heavy financial load.

Mr Mclver: Particularly the interest rates
which have to be included in the operating
income.

Mr COWAN: I agree with the member for
Avon. This is the greatest handicap Westrail has.
It is not the matter of being able to offer a
competitive price on a commercial basis for the
transport of goods which creates problems, but
rather it is the enormous interest bill and the
repayment of moneys made available for capital
works on a loan basis. Westrail has to borrow this
money to construct or improve the rail system,
whereas road operations do not have to take into
account any capital costs. This places Westrail at
a most unfair disadvantage.

However, as I have stated, the intention behind
the Bill is quite sound. The powers are very wide
indeed and it is to be hoped a modicum of
common sense is applied in their implementation.

I hope the Minister explains the common
carrier clause. I should like to know whether it
will relieve Westrail of the obligation throughout
the State of Western Australia or whether it will
apply only in the areas of the State which have
been deregulated.

As I have stated, I am not sufficiently familiar
with the industrial matters behind Westrail to
support the member for Avon who opposed the
increase in the penalties.

We support the Bill.

MR PEARCE (Gosnells) [9.07 p.m.]: Not only
have we seen tonight, but we also saw last
Thursday during the Minister's second reading
speech on the Bill, a fascinating example of how a
commitment to particular righitwing ideologies
can lead one to a position in which one
discriminates against the people to whose support
one looks. It is fascinating to look at the way in
which the abolition of the common carrier
provision of Westrail proceeds quite naturally and
logically from the private enterprise predelictions;
of the Government to a situation in which it is
hurting the people on which it relies for its votes;
that is to say, people in country areas.

It is not surprising the Government clings to
the weighting it has in favour of country areas,
because it is dependent on the country people to
maintain it in power in this State. If the
Government were dependent on city people, it
would not be in office and Government members
would be sitting on this side of the House. If we
had a situation of fair distribution in which
country votes counted on an equal basis with city
votes, Government members would be sitting on
this side of the House.

It is country people who will be hurt most by
the scrapping of the common carrier provisions of
Westrail, because it will mean a whole range of
awkward goods will not be carried to country
areas, because no-one will be prepared to carry
them. If in fact these goods are carried, they will
be carried at exorbitant prices. Country people
will not be prepared to pay those charges, because
the people who benefit from the common carrier
provisions of Westrail are those who need small
parcels or awkward goods to be carried, and
private contractors will not carry them. Westrail
carries them, because it is obliged to do so at the
present time.

Therefore, country people will be hurt by this
provision and it is interesting to see the measure
has come from a Government which relies so
much on the votes of country people.

I believe I can demonstrate the logic which has
led to this absurd conclusion. The situation has
been this: In its term of office the Government
has been promoting road traffic at the expense of
its own Government railway system. Road
transport operators have received considerable
advantages, in part because of the inflexible way
in which the Government has operated Westrail,
but also because it has been deliberate
Government policy to move as many of the
resources as possible into the private enterprise
area; that is to say, into truck and road transport
and away from Westrail.
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Westrail has been left to carry the service
section; that is, the goods and chattels other
people do not want to carry and the bulk carrier
provisions such as grain and bauxite, because the
nature of a train system makes the carriage of
these large, bulk items more economical.

However, it has been a predeliction of the
Government to push, as far as possible, the cream
of the transport trade off into private enterprise
where its own friends and supporters can make a
profit out of it. We on this side of the House want
to see Government enterprises which do not run at
a profit and hence which are cheaper to the
consumer and provide a service to all the people
of this State. However, that is not the ideology
which prevails on the Government side.

Government members believe that, as far as
possible, we should allow somebody to make a
profit out of the work which has to be done.
Members opposite have been consistent in this
ideology.

Mr Cowan: Do you know the difference
between the price of transporting beer to
Gcraldton by rail and transporting it to
Carnarvon by road?

Mr PEARCE: What point does the member
wish to make by saying that?

Mr Cowan: You are saying Westrail takes all
the unprofitable areas of transport. It costs more
to send beer by rail to Geraldton than it does to
send it by road to Carnarvon and yet it is twice
the distance.

Mr Mclver: Do those road trucks cart the
spirits such as whisky and gin? Who carts that? I
can tell you who carts it.

Mr Cowan: The spirits go by road to
Carnarvon.

M r Mclver: It is certainly not the road trucks.
Mr PEARCE: That only helps to make the

point-
Mr Cowan: No. it does not.
Mr PEARCE: -that I am making which is

quite simply that in fact the railways have been
put essentially into a non-competitive situation
through deliberate Government action. That is
exactly the point I am making. The railwAys have
not been put into a competitive situation, because
it has been Government policy to push the cream
of the cartage market-the transport
market-onto private enterprise. To say it costs
more to transport beer by train to Geraldton than
it does to take it to Carnarvon by road emphasises
the point I am making.

It would be quite possible to juggle the rates
charged by Westrail to make it cheaper to take
beer to Geraldton by rail than by road: but the

fact is the matter raised by the member for
Merredin supports the point I am making to the
House; that is, as a matter of deliberate policy,
the Government has been making Westrail non-
competitive and it has been giving the cream of
the traffic to private enterprise which has been
making a profit out of it.

Mr Rushton: Which of those traffics?
Mr PEARCE: I ask whether it is necessary to

give examples.
Mr Rushton: Yes, it is.
Mr PEARCE: I do not believe it is necessary to

give examples.
Mr Mclver: Why have all the country areas

gone back to rail for their beer services?
Mr Cowan: Because it is regulated.
Mr Mclver: No, it is not. They can choose.

Mr Old: They would like to cart it by road
down my way.

Mr Mclver: They want the best of two worlds
where you come from.

Mr Old: Are you saying it is not regulated?
Mr Mclver: Your blokes used to get a

concession on fuel. They used to take the fuel by
rail and cart back the empty drums. They wanted
the best of two worlds.

Mr Old: We are talking about carting beer, are
we not?

Mr PEARCE: I am grateful for the assistance
being offered by other members of the House.

Sir Charles Court: You can tell us who will win
the "Melver handicap".

Mr Mclver: I will tell you tomorrow, Sir
Charles.

Mr PEARCE: There is no point in arguing
about the situation in regard to a particular
product and a particular trip because when we
consider both rail and road transport we have to
look at the overall operation and when we take
the transportation of a particular product at a
particular price, we must compare that with the
market generally and see how it relates to other
facets of the operation of the transport system.

A classic example of that would be the
differential cost loadings between Westrail
carrying bauxite and Westrail carrying grain, a
point which some members on this side have
raised already.

Mr Blaikie: Just on the point of the regulation
of transport, I should like to ask you what is the
mode or transport of goods into your
electorate-is it by road or by rail?
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Mr PEARCE: It is obvious most of the
transportation of goods around the city is by road.

Mr Blaikie: Why?
Mr PEARCE: I ask the member, is it not quite

simple?
Mr H. D. Evans: Because you have pulled up

the railway lines.

Mr PEARCE: In a large part of the
metropolitan area there is no rail transport and in
fact the area covered by the metropolitan rail
transport system is diminishing rapidly, as has
been pointed out.

The simple reason is that rail transport involves
three components: taking goods from the point of
manufacture or paint of origin to the railhecad;
from the railhead to the rail destination; and then
Finally it is carried by truck to its final
destination. In a country trip the rail component
is much larger. The trip to the railhead may be
100 to 150 kilometres as opposed to two
kilometres in the metropolitan area. If something
is being sent from the metropolitan area to
Gosnells it would not be economical to place it on
a train for a ID-kilometre journey. For that short
haul it would not be economical to use that sort of
system.

The point I am making is that the Government
is now moving towards placing Westrail in a more
competitive situation. This demonstrates the truth
of what I have said. Westrail has been placed in a
situation which is competitive, which was not the
case previously.

If it were not the case that Westrail is losing
money, the Government would not be moving to
make Westrail services more competitive. This is
a simple fact which can be proved by the action of
the Government. The logic of the Government has
become twisted because it is involved in pushing
goods off to private enterprise. The increase in
Westrail's deficit must run counter to the grain
with a Government which prides itself on its
business acumen.

Mr Cowan: It runs at a deficit because it has to
borrow money for capital works.

Mr PEARCE: I am fascinated by the economic
interjection of the member of the National Party
because if he is attempting to support the
operations of an organisation which has to raise
capital from loan works, or whatever, in order to
pay for the trucks, trains, and rail which it
operates, then that is part of the cost of its
operation. It may well be that Westrail would
operate at a profit if it did not have to raise
capital and if that is what the Leader of the

National Party is trying to say then he is saying
that Westrail is not run very well.

Mr Cowan: I am not saying that. The direct
operations of Westrail are always at a surplus.
They make their deficit because of the repayment
of interest on loans. Its major competitors do not
have to borrow or raise money for capital works.

Mr PEARCE: The member should talk to
truck operators. I have had up to a dozen truck
operators knocking on my door in the last year
who were worried about the high cost of finance
and the great difficulty in obtaining finance for
trucks.

Mr Cowan: You are talking about the
construction of roads.

Mr PEARCE: That is true.
I have argued in this place that when the

Government cut out the Fremantle-Perth
passenger service, when looking at the
comparative costs of rail to buses, it did not
compare the cost of constructing and repairing
roads. The Leader of the National Party probably
believes that if Westrail did not have to borrow
money to maintain and repair its lines and put
down rail, it would run at a profit. Of course, if
Westrail did not have to maintain this service, it
would run at a profit.

Because of its business leanings, the
Government is now forced into a situation where
it has to make Westrail more businesslike. This is
a direct result of previous Government policy. In
Order to make Westrail more businesslike and
efficient, the Government is pushing transport
lines onto its friends, the private enterprise
operators, who are making a profit out of the
business. The Government is in a position where it
must curtail the Westrail deficit and it has sought
to do this by making Westrail more competitive.
However, the road transport companies will pick
the eyes out of the business, take the cream, and
leave the rest.

In order to curtail the deficit the Government
will remove the common carrier provision.
However, it is not generally profitable to send a
bunch of flowers or some film to a country area
because of the degree of handling of such small
items. The fact is that too much cannot be
charged for small items.

I am fascinated by the attitude of the National
Party, which represents country people. In
agreeing to this legislation, there will be no
benefit to the people whom they represent, as far
as the common carrier provision relates to their
areas. I accept that the cut-out of the common
carrier provision will not be Statewide in the first
instance-
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I have no doubt that it is the general trend of
the Government's move that the Westrail
common carrier provision will be scrapped
altogether. This would happen if the Minister had
his way. However who will carry the goods which
Westrail carry? If it is uneconomical to carry the
goods under the common carrier provisions, who
will carry them? The answer to that is simple; no-
one. I am talking in terms of Westraill and the
road transport operators-

Mr Davies: Profitable to the carrier but
unprofitable to the Customer.

Mr PEARCE: Yes, it is suddenly excessively
expensive for the customer. That does not affect
me or anyone in my electorate, because goods are
not transported to Gosnells by rail. The people in
my electorate are not affected by the common
carrier provisions. They can simply drive a few
kilomectres to any of the many shopping centres
which have been constructed in the Gosnells area
and buy what they like.

City people are remarkably advantaged in that
way but it is a different situation for country
people. In essence, they rely on the common
carrier provision of Westrail to ensure that
certain goods can be sent to the country at
reasonable prices. However that guarantee to
country people has now been lost. Why is the
Minister and the Government-who are supposed
to be responsible-prepared to do this to country
people? Why is the National Party prepared to
have country people suffer in this way? In other
words if there is some ultruism in this matter, it
could not be said to come from the National
Party members; it could perhaps be said to come
from me because no-one in my electorate benefits
indeed they help pay the subsidies provided by
Westrail in order that country people can have
the benefits of the services.

Members of the National Party should be
clamouring to ensure that the common carrier
provisions are not removed or better still to ensure
that they are not forced onto transport operators.

Mr Cowan: We would like the whole State to
become a competitive area for Westrail. We do
not want a situation where people in outer areas
are paying a higher price for commodities
regulated to rail. That is what you have to
understand. Some products are regulated at a
higher price. If there is an expansion of
deregulated areas freight charges will
ultimately become cheaper.

Mr PEARCE: The simple economic fact which
the National Party and the Minister must face up

to is that Westrail makes a massive deficit on the
goods it moves.

Mr Cowan: It does not, it has an operating
surplus.

Mr PEARCE: However one cannot look at the
operations devoid of all the costs. One has to look
at the total capital cost and its capacity to pay for
that as against the money it makes on the
operation. It is simple common sense. Westrail
already has massive deficits from the goods it
carries. Deregulation, making everything cheaper
and making Westrail more businesslike in order
that it may run at a profit, is not how economics
work.

Mr Cowan: Look at some of the figures in the
deregulated areas, or for deregulated
commodities.

Mr PEARCE: It seems to me that as Westrail's
deficit continues to increase, one cannot look at a
particular area; one has to look at Westrail as a
whole. I am not concerned about the deregulation
aspect, I am concerned about the common carrier
provisions. If there is a degree of deregulation and
because of competitiveness the costs for particular
items fall off, it is still in the end a commercial
competitive situation and something has to go.
Either Westrail has to get the borrowing costs,
interest repayments, and other costs down in
order to be competitive with road transport, or it
has to make more money in other sections of its
operations.

So, Westrail would have to do as every other
commercial operation does. It would have to cut
out its unprofitable areas and start looking at
what has to be done in a much more thorough
way. It would have to look at its lines,
individually, their profitability, and the items of
goods which are carried and which are profitable.
The operations would have to be streamlined so
that it would carry only goods which are
profitable and operate in areas which are
profitable. That would mean a considerable
dimunition of Westrail's activities and a
considerable loss to country people.

So it comes to the point I made previously that
the country people will suffer. The country people
are represented by three parties and the country
people will suffer from the hard economic reality
of Westrail's actions.

I wish to make a point about the maintenance
of the Westrail service. I would say Westrail is
expected to provide a service for people; it is not
expected to do it profitably. There is a need for
railways and it is important to the State that we
have thtis service. If it turns out to be unprofitable
in certain parts of its operations then we have to
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bear that because a service should be provided to
the State. There should be a service to the State,
in the role of a social service, where some of the
costs of the operation are recoverable by charging
the users. We should not set out to make Westrail
a business operation. It would be an economic
business only by cutting out some of the service
components and we do not wish the railway
service to the State to diminish in any way.

We do not wish the service aspect of Westrail
to be taken away. There can be no arguments in
the future from the members of the National
Party and the Minister, when certain items are

not carried. They will not be able to say that they
attempted to ensure a railway service to the
country areas would be continued.

In the future, Westrail may not wish to carry
films or small items because they are easily
damaged and are awkward to transport.

Mr Grewar: It is done by road now.
Mr PEARCE: I have sent film by rail; it

depends on the area.
Mr Grewar: It is ridiculous to send flowers to

your mother-in-law by train.
Mr PEARCE: I am simply making a point

which I thought would be quite relevant to the
area of Esperance, about the odds, sods, and
parcels that road transport operators do not wish
to carry.

Mr Blaikie: They don't wish to carry such
parcels at one-third the price charged by
Westrail. We had such an experience with the last
train strike.

Mr PEARCE: I wonder whether the member
for Roe is in a position to explain to me the reason
for the Government's seeking to remove the
common carrier provisions from Westrail because
it is uneconomical to carry such things which
could be carried at one-third that price by road
transportation.

Mr Grewar interjected.
Mr PEARCE: Is the member for Roe saying

that the Minister does not have a grasp of his
portfolio, or does not know what he was doing
when he introduced this Bill?

Mr Grewar: You can't regulate it in five
minutes.

Mr PEARCE: Flowers are not regulated at the
present time. The member could send a flower to
his mother-in-law by road or rail without any
regulation at all. The member for Roe is
demonstrating a fair lack of knowledge.

Mr Old: You are the expert.

An Opposition member: He doesn't send
flowers to his mother-in-law.

Mr Shalders: Don't forget it was the Whitlam
Government philosophy that the user must pay.

Mr Davies: Poor old Gough.
Mr PEARCE: It never was the Whitlamn

Government philosophy.
Mr Clarko: He was reincarnated yesterday on

his famous day.
Mr Mclver: If we could follow that philosophy

out, it would certainly save a lot of problems.
Mr Grewar: He put a lot of farmers out of

business, I can tell you that.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Coyne): Order!
Mr Davies: We will start off with the

superphosphate: bounty.
Mr PEARCE: I am grateful for the assistance I

am being given by members opposite who
represent country electorates.

Mr Old: You need some assistance.
Mr PEARCE: These members- who represent

country electorates will be able to explain how
much better off their constituents will be once the
common carrier provisions of Westrail are
removed! I hope they will put out a Press release
to tell the local people, "I voted to remove the
common carrier provisions of Westrail because
road transport can do the whole thing so much
more cheaply." It is amazing how we can pick the
one-year gap between the Cabinet and the back-
bench members.

Mr Davies: It is a 10-year gap.
Mr PEARCE: Yes, perhaps it is a decade gap.

The back-bench members are in favour of pushing
everything off to road transport. This is the very
position Cabinet was in five to 10 years ago.

The Cabinet is now in the unfortunate position
of knowing what such actions do to Westrail, and
it is in the position of having to introduce this Bill.
Quite clearly the Bill has not been very well
explained to the back-bench members because
those members have not caught up with the harsh
realities that are facing Westrail at the moment.

That is step one of the process I am now
describing. If the back-bench members ever rise
to Cabinet rank, they will realise what I am
talking about. They will realise the extent to
which that policy of pushing everything off to
road transport has crippled Westrail
economically.

Despite all the talk about regulations, one of
the effects of the legislation will be to lock
Westrail into an inflexible commercial situation.
This matter was canvassed quite adequately in the
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Minister's second reading speech when he pointed
out that some road transport operators are in the
habit of fixing their rates at about $1 a tonne
below the rates of Westrail. That is because
Westrail has to promulgate its rates-it does not
have any flexibility.

We are prepared to accept that there ought to
be a greater flexibility for Westrail than the
system under which it operates at the present
time.

Mr Grewar: IHow would you change it?
Mr PEARCE: 1 have explained exactly how we

would be prepared to change it.
Mr Blaikie: Would you deregulate?
Mr PEARCE: We would be prepared to accept

a degree of deregulation, but not to the extent
that deregulation includes in it the loss of the
common carrier provisions of Westrail. In fact, to
the contrary. We would be prepared to seek to
include the common carrier provisions that are
crippling Westrail into the regulations of the road
transport companies.

Mr Blaikie: Just answer one thing. Do you
believe that the common carrier provision of
Westrail is totally lost with this Bill?

Mr PEARCE: It will not be totatly lost.
Mr Blaikie: The Minister is trying to allow the

common carrier provision to be applied in the
event of no other carrier being prepared to move
the goods.

Mr PEARCE: I am afraid that the member for
Vasse has misunderstood the intention of his own
Minister.

Mr B. T. Burke: Not possible!
[Mr PEARCE: The only concession I will make

with regard to degree is that the deregulation and
the loss of the common carrier provision will not
be State-wide straightaway. They will be
accomplished area by area. However, the loss of
the common carrier provision in the area where it
is implemented will be an absolute loss.

If this Bill is promulgated and becomes an Act,
I could request Westrail to have my goods
carried, and Westrail could refuse to carry them.
I could say to Westrail, "No-one else will carry
them. I cannot fit them into My Car, and I cannot
afrford to hire a taxi or a truck to get them to their
destination." Westrail can say, "That is your bad
luck. We do not have to carry your goods."

Mr Cowan: How often do you reatly think that
happens?

Mr PEARCE: At the present time Westrail
cannot refuse, so it does not happen.

Mr Cowan: How often do you think it will
happen?

Mr PEARCE: I cannot say. However, I will say
to the Leader of the National Party that it will
never happen in my electorate. None of my
constituents will be affected by this Bill. However,
it will happen in his electorate. He might say that
it will not happen very often, but he is the one
who will have to explain.

We are not prepared to accept this loss of a
service to country areas. We believe Westrail
supplies an essential service to the whole of the
State, and that is why we oppose bitterly the
closure of any railway line, even though it may be
said that a particular railway line is uneconomic.

I think our point of view has been substantiated
by the closure of the Murchison line. That has
resulted in increased prices in the goods
previously carried by rail and now carried by
road.

It is not my intention to speak at great length
on that subject. I am saying simply and clearly to
the members of the three parties who have ganged
together on this Bill, "You ought to look very
carefully at the circumstances -in your own
electorates before you agree to the abolition of the
Westrail common carrier provision and the
substantial loss of service that that enshrines"

It comes back quite simply to the point the
Leader of the National Party made but did not
understand; that is, a railways operation has to
carry the burden of a greater capital input
because the rails must be paid for, whereas road
transport operators do not have to pay for the
roads.

If the maintenance of a railway line is not kept
up and the line deteriorates in the way that the
Murchison line did, the point is reached where it
is simply uneconomic to repair the line, It is then
scrapped and abandoned, and there is a great
spin-off to road transport operators and a great
loss of service to the people. The Murchison line
was a costly closure for the people who relied on
it. I was at Mullewa just before the Mullewa-
Meekatharra line was closed and I spoke to many
of the people there, from the councillors down.
They were all bitterly opposed to the closure.

An Opposition member: It did not influence the
Government though.

Mr PEARCE: Certainly it did not influence the
Government. The member for Roe thought that
the people were better off after the line closed.

Mr Rushton: That is what happened.
Mr PEARCE: To quote the member for Roe,

the freight was one-third cheaper than it had
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been. That is not so, and the people of that
area-not Labor supporters but Liberal Party and
Country Party supporters-are desperate to See
the line reinstated.

I say to all members on the Government side,
"if you vote for this Bill tonight, your vote is

likely to boomerang on you in higher prices and
the closure of more lines in your own area." I do
not think that I or my colleagues could be blamed
if we toured the country towns prior to the next
election to point out just how their members voted
in regard to this Bill.

MR SKIDMORE (Swan) (9.38 p.m.]: I want to
make my position clear at the outset. I believe
that the imposition to be placed on workers under
clause 3 of the Bill is untenable. I want to
highlight the conditions under which railway
workers will be supposed to operate. A $250 fine
for a breach as minor as damaging a receptacle
on a railway station is unbelievable. That is just
one example, and I will refer to more during the
Committee debate. It is just too ridiculous for
words.

I am interested in the people who work at the
Westrail workshop at Midland. That happens to
be in my electorate, and I do not intend to sell
those people short for anybody. Of all the faults I
might have, at least I do not have that one.

Mr B. T. Burke: And you haven't got too many,
Jack!

Mr SKIDMORE: I recognise that I have a few
failings, not like some members on the other side
who do not recognise any failings in themselves.

Mr Old: It takes one to know one.
Mr Sibson interjected.
Mr SKIDMORE: I inform the member For

Bunbury that the matter he raised is not germane
to the Bill, and I do not intend to debate it. I just
made the remark to the honourable member to
try to get it through his thick skull that I do not
intend to debate the subject of the abattoirs
because that subject is not included in the Bill.

The matter of the penalties is one that concerns
mc greatly. 1 do not intend to pursue it at great
length, but certainly during the Committee stage
I will take every opportunity and I will use up
every minute available to me to point out my
objections to the Bill and those of the Opposition.

MR RUSHTON (Dale-Minister for
Transport) [9.40 p.m.]: A great deal of interest
has been taken in the Bill, but it has not been
taken in the way I thought it would be; that is, the
coniments have not been related to the benefits
the legislation will bring to the users of our
transport services and the method of transferring

the present operation of Westrail from a
regulatory one to a commercial one. This will
bring obvious benefits to the user.

The full transport area did not receive a great
deal of attention, so I will not canvass that. I will
just touch on a few of the points raised.

I can understand the dilemma of the member
for Avon who has to deal with people in his own
party who propound such an unusual doctrine
relating to the comnmon carrier provision. I notice
that he followed with them a certain way, but he
certainly believes that Westrail has these
freedoms. Of course, I understand he has been
pressed fairly hard by people such as the member
for Gosnells who has no understanding whatever
of the legislation.

Mr B. T. Burke: Yes, but he has not had your
experience, has he?

Mr RUSHTON: I will just touch on a few of
the points raised, and particularly those raised by
the member for Avon.

Mr B. T. Burke: You were in local government
too.

Mr Bryce: rhere are no politics in local
government!

Mr RUSHTON: The member for Avon
referred to clause 3 which will increase the
penalty to $250.

Mr Pearce: And which you did not mention in
your second reading speech.

Mr B. T. Burke: So you are out of order: you
cannot refer to that.

Mr RUSHTON: The indication has been that
this matter will be debated fully in Committee.
The reason for this increase from $20 to $250 is-

Mr B. T. Burke: To raise revenue.
Mr RUSI-TON: -asily understood when one

realises the problems. The chairman of the appeal
board, who is a magistrate, indicated that he
believed there should be more flexibility in
dealing with misdemeanours, At the moment he
has the alternative in the case of misdemeanours
of imposing a $20 fine or imposing the penalty of
regression. Anybody with common sense will
realise that regression, in certain circumstances
and over a lengthy period, is fairly severe.

The magistrate's suggestion has been translated
to me by recommendation from Westrail that a
penalty of $250 would allow the appeal board to
be able to do something more for the people
involved. Of course one could not impose a
penalty of 520 for a serious misdemeaniour. This
is a common-sense approach and all members
should realise it. The board needs this flexibility.
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Mr Pearce: Why did you not mention it in your
second reading speech, if it has such a logical
explanation?

Mr RUSHTON: One cannot mention
everything in a second reading speech.

An Opposition member:. You did not reel that
way on private member's day.

Mr RUSHTON: In response to various queries
raised earlier, I said that this $250 was to be a
maximum fine for an offence under the Act.
Therefore, there is consistency,

I agree with the member for Avon; there needs
to be full consultation with the locomotive drivers'
union. I believe that the commissioner has taken
this step already, and certainly I will see that he
or his officers discuss it with the men involved, I
have a great respect for Les Young and his
people; the record of these men is very good, and I
believe they will appreciate a full discussion with
the commissioner or with his representatives, If
this has not already been undertaken, i will look
into it tomorrow morning.

This provision has been included at the request
of the magistrate to enable the Railway Appeal
Board to provide more adequate justice. Thus, we
avoid going from the situation where a fine of $20
applies to a situation of regression, which can be
very severe when related to a person's income.
When it is known that this provision is consistent
with the Public Service Act, one realises there is
nothing odd about it.

The member for Avon also referred to the
situation or the common carrier. I can quite
understand why the member for Avon-being a
man of practical experience in railway
matters-would see a lot of good in such a
proposal. How could anyone expect to run a
railway on commercial lines if Westrail were
obliged to carry every article anybody wished it to
carry? One way would be to charge for that item
what it costs to carry it: that can take place, in
fact, it is the basis of the policy presently being
developed. In the freed areas, Westrail is charging
freights relating to the cost for carting that
freight, and people are still using the service. This
can continue. However, freight must be charged
for at a reasonable, commercial rate, not at some
totally subsidised rate.

I do not intend to respond to all the points
raised, otherwise we would be here all night. I
would be very happy to answer those points on
another occasion.

I briefly touch on the points made by the
member for Merredin. I appreciate that his
approach was consistent with the policy of the
National Party. For obvious reasons, he supports

the common carrier proposal. I confirm to him
that it does relate to the (reed areas, which makes
it consistent; as we move further out, those areas
will also be embraced. I also agree with him that
Westrail's efficiency relates directly to funding,
and financial arrangements.

Mr Cowan: This must be the first time we have
agreed in this House.

Mr RUSHTON: It makes a pleasant change.
The points raised by the member for Gosnells
amounted to a good, socialist presentation, with
no logic and no practical application. I do not
need to touch on that any more.

Mr Pearce: You arc not even going to rebut the
points I made. What a pathetic effort!

Mr RUSHTON: The member for Swan
mentioned clause 3, to which I have already
replied. Mr Acting Speaker (Mr Coyne), I believe
Ihave covered the points raised by members.

Mr Pearce: What about the point about the
common carrier provisions? .Give us a word or two
on that matter.

Mr RUSHTON: No doubt that matter can be
debated more fully during the Committee stage.

I simply reiterate that the purpose of this Bill is
to equip the Western Australian Government
railways with appropriate commercial powers to
respond to competition from -other providers of
transport, to ensure that Westrail can respond to
the needs of its users in an efficient, competitive
transport system.

1 commend the Bill to the House.

Question put and a division taken with the
following result-

Mr Blaikie
Mr Clarko
Sir Charles Court
Mr Cowan
Mr Coyne
Mrs Craig
Mr Crane
Mr Grayden
Mr Grewar
Mr Hassell
Mr Herzfeld
Mr Laurance
Mr Mensaros

Ayes 26
Mr O'Connor
Mr Old
Mr Rushton
Mr Sibson
Mr Sodeman
Mr Spriggs
Mr Stephens
Mr Trethowan
Mr Tubby
Mr Wat
Mr Williams
Mr Young
Mr Shalders

(Teller)
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Noes 20
Mr Bertram Mr Jamtieson
Mr Bridge Mr T. H . Jones
Mr Bryce Mr Mclver
Mr B. T. Burke Mr Parker
Mr T. J1. Burke Mr Pearce
Mr Carr Mr Skidmore
Mr Davies Mr Taylor
Mr H. D. Evans Mr Tonkin
Mr Grill Mr Wilson
Mr Hodge Mr Bateman

(Teller)
Pairs

Ayes Noes
Mir P. V. Jones Mr Barnett
Dr Dadour Mr Harman
Mr MacKinnon Mr E. T. Evans
Question thus passed.
Bill read a second time.

In Committee

The Chairman of Committees (Mr Clarko) in
the Chair; Mr Rushton (Minister for Transport)
in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I and 2 put and passed.
Clause 3: Section 24 amended.
Mr McIVER: The Opposition vigorously

opposes this clause, which provides for an increase
in penalties from $20 to $250. The Minister
explained that the Chairman of the Railway
Appeal Board-who is a magistrate-claims that
such a fine would be more realistic, and that it
would save regression. That sounds all Very well
on the surface; however, it does not work that way
in practice.

I ask members of the National Party to pay
particular attention to what I have to say, because
they indicated that if I could convince them on
this matter, they may have second thoughts about
this clause. It might appear all right from the
point of view of a magistrate; however, members
should understand that when a matter gets to the
appeal board, a verdict has already been handed
down and the appellant is appealing against his
conviction.

The example I gave of a driver passing a
"danger" signal may have been a little harsh.
That offence automatically carries a three-month
suspension. Whether or not the offender appeals,
he knows what he is up for. However, in addition
to that suspension, he now may also be fined
$250.

Mr Rushton: Yes, but he may also be fined
$10.

Mr MOlVER: If the Minister cares to examine
the various cases, he will Find that invariably, the
maximum penalty is imposed. In the example I

Rave, no-one would quarrel with the maximum
fine being levied, because it is a serious offence.

Mr Rushton: Yes, he could have lost 200 lives.
Mr Mc! VER: That is right; there is no quarrel

between us on that example. However, let us take
the example of an employee who takes equipment
of a very minor nature from the department. It
could be a couple of screws.

Mr Sibson: It could be a train.

Mr McIVER: No, they do not do those things.
It could be a couple of nuts and bols.

Mr Laurance: It could be split pins.
Mr McIVER: It could be anything of a minor

nature. Under this provision, that employee could
be liable to a fine of $250. 1 am sure members of
the National Party will agree that is far too severe
for such a minor mnisdemeanour.

Mr Cowan: That is the maximum.

Mr McI VER: Yes, but he can be fined at that
maximum level.

Mr Rushton: Don' t you have any faith in the
magistrate?

Mr McIVER: I am not criticising the
magistrate, although I have been having a close
look at them lately!

It is insufficient explanation for the Minister to
say, "This is what the magistrate wants-" The
magistrate may want a lot of things. Magistrates
are no different from any of us; we all want a lot
of things in life. This does not get away from the
fact that the penalty is too severe.

The Minister has indicated he will have the
commissioner speak to the people to whom I
referred. I sincerely hope we can do something
about this matter, and have this clause amended
in another place.

I do not think members of the National Party
have looked at this matter in the full context.

Mr Cowan: I suggest that we let this clause go
through and then, if a person is fined $250 for a
minor misdemeanour, I will undertake to support
any amendment you care to introduce into this
place.

Mr McIVER: Fair enough, but I want to
appeal to members of the National Party, because
they are fairly balanced people.

Mr B. T. Burke: Two bob each way.

Mr MclV ER: It was fully explained to them
that what they said was entirely wrong and
perhaps it was stated without the full knowledge
of the implications of this clause.

I come back to my original point: There is no
way the service would continue to operate if that
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$250 fine was imposed on an employee. I can
assure members of that. In his wisdom, the
magistrate may feel regression is okay, but
regression in many instances is automatic anyway;,
there is nothing the magistrate can do about it
because it is in the Act. So, employees will cop a
double penalty; they will cop the regression and a
$250 fine.

It is imperative that the Minister really
examines the situation with the commissioner, his
officers and with all the people involved. The
Opposition opposes this clause most strenuously.

Mr SKIDMORE: At one period of my lire I
was working in private enterprise trying to keep
my head above water and Finding that very
difficult to do, so I joined the railways and
worked at the East Perth running sheds (or some
two years. I did so on the understanding that
workers there were covered by awards and I
accepted that as one of the criteria (or being
employed there. However, I round there was an
award which had in it a need for people to be
aware of the regulations under which the men had
to work.

1 find myself unable to subscribe to the view
that a magistrate should believe that the penalties
he is able to impose are insufficient for some of
the petty things for which the workers have to be
covered by regulations. There are 14 pages in the
Government Gazette covering something like 69
regulations which workers have to obey.

I will refer firstly to the position of workers
who find themselves of necessity trying to get
across to the Commissioner of Railways the fact
that they have a pride in their workshop to the
extent that they must go outside the gates in an
endeavour to prove they have a right to do so, just
as they did on Friday afternoon. My own craft
union-the Electrical Trades Union-was one of
the unions which went out on strike today. I
believe it was the only avenue available to the
men to get their point of view over to the
commissioner, who did not want to listen to them.
When we consider they could be fined $250 for
doing so, we see that it is not a bad revenue raiser
for the commissioner. Some 600 workers went
outside the gate, all of whom could be fined $250
should the magistrate see fit to impose such a
penalty. When one considers all the other
regulations which apply to various workers, such
as those included in the Police Act, one's mind
boggles at the need to increase this penalty. For
some reason I managed to go through two years
of service with the railways, apparently without
breaking the regulations-the only reason is that
I was not caught.

Mr Sibson: You do not have that record here.
Mr SKIDMORE: I shall list some of the

regulations under which employees can be fined
$250. Regulation 23(2) of the Government
Railways Act states-

Regulating the use of carriages by
passengers, and the number of passengers to
be carried in each carriage or compartment;

So any conductor who observed there were too
many people in a carriage and did not bother to
make a note of it would be in breach of that
regulation and could be subjected to a $250 fine.
Regulation 23(17) states-

Regulating the manner, times, and places
in and at which tickets of any kind shall be
purchased by, issued to, used by, and
delivered up by passengers;

Again, people involved with this regulation could
be fined $250. It is not right or proper that
employees should be subjected to a fine of such
magnitude. Regulation 23(29) states-

And generally for regulating the traffic on
railways, and the conduct of all persons
employed on or about the same or travelling
or being thereon;

The workers are controlled by regulations which,
to say the least, are archaic and should be kicked
Out.

Mr Davies: I think the member should rewrite
the regulations, because they seem to need some
attention.

Mr SKIDMORE: If the commissioner were to
do that he would be doing a service to the work
force. On page 2902 of the Government Gazette
dated 22 September 1969, regulation 5(l)
states-

The Works Manager shall cause a number
to be allotted to each employee and supply
and attach to the board at the timekeeper's
lodge a metal check bearing that number,
and hang the check on the board kept (or
that pupose at the timekeeper's lodge.

In private enterprise there would be no need for a
regulation to cover this sort of thing. One would
darned well punch the "bundy" to commence
work and one would not be subjected to a fine of
$250 if one did not do that. This one is a beauty.
Every person involved would he in breach of it.
Regulations 5 (2) and (3) read-

The employee shall on entering the
Workshops, lift the check from the board at
the timekeeper's lodge and deposit it on the
board provided for its reception within the
Workshops.
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When, on entering the Workshops, an
employee finds that his check is not on the
board, the employee shall not proceed to
work without the permission of the Works
Manager or his representative.

How in the name of fortune could someone get
into the workshop to see the works manager to see
if he could start work without infringing that
regulation? HeI could not get in and so he could
be Fined $250, because the regulation is made up
in such a way that the employees cannot obey it.
Regulation 5 (6) covering times when workers can
be employed reads as follows-

The time of starting and finishing work
shall be such as is fixed by the Head of the
Branch, from time to time as the
circumstances may require.

I point out to members that I am only down to
part (6) of the regulations under which employees
can be fined $250. 1 believe $20 is an imposition
when it comes to regulations covering employees.
I do not see any reason for employees to be fined
for a breach of the regulations. It does not happen
in private enterprise where a worker fronts up or
ships out.

Let us look at regulation 14, which covers an
employee's place of residence. It reads as
follows-

The place of residence of each employee
shall be registered, and any change of
residence shall be at once notified to the
management by the employee concerned.

If a worker were moving from p!ace to place he
would be in breach of this regulation frequently.
If the commissioner sent him a letter addressed to
his last known address and it was returned
because he no longer lived there, he could be
subjected to a $250 fine.

I do not know whether the Minister has looked
at these regulations under which the workers are
supposed to toil in the workshops; they are an
imposition on the workers. Regulation 42(1) reads
as follows-

An employee using artificial light shall
extinguish it before leaving the premises
where the light is burning.

If a worker were to switch off a light in the East
Perth running sheds the foreman would be
roaring out to him, asking him what the heck he
was doing. Again, the worker could be subjected
to a $250 fine. Regulation 43(l) reads as
follows-

When a fire is discovered on or adjacent to
the Workshops premises during normal
working hours, the person discovering the fire

shall immediately report its occurrence,
location, and extent to the person-in-charge.

A person need not be a member of the work force,
yet he would be expected to inform the works
manager that there was a fire or else be subjected
to a $250 fine. Regulation 48(3) reads as
follows-

Where a tool is not punctually returned,
the employee in charge of a tool-making shop
or tool store shall advise the foreman of the
employee who retains it or to whom it was
issued.

When I was employed in the workshops a lot of
special tools remained in my tool bag overnight
because it appeared to me to be a complete waste
of time to draw out a special tool from the store,
return it with the job half finished, front up the
next morning and wait half an hour to be reissued
with it, and then perhaps repeat the procedure at
the end of the day. If I did not do that I would
breach the regulation. A magistrate could say
that because I had continued to commit an
offence, I am subject to a fine of $250. That is the
sheer stupidity of such a regulation. The
magistrate could say, "You were here last week
on that offence. I will now fine you $ 100."

When I was an employee of the railways I kept
a special tool in my toolbox, and I was doing a
service for the railways even though I breached
t he regul ations. I was able to save t ime on the j ob.
Rule 49 (3) states-

An employee is liable for any loss of, or
damage occasioned by him, other than by
fair wear and tear, to departmental property.

I wonder how far one can stretch one's
imagination on that particular rule. Surely the
employee should not be subject to discipline or
whatever from a civil court.

Rule 61 is another case in point. I ask members
to listen to this; it is the height of stupidity. It
states-

Canvassing 6n Workshops premises, for
any purpose whatsoever, is strictly forbidden.

Therefore an employee could walk through the
gate of the workshop, go inside, meet one or two
of his workmates on the way, and if he stopped to
talk to them, would be in breach of the
regulations, It is reminiscent of section 54B of the
Police Act. An employee can be fined $250 if he
is caught canvassing. I have covered only eight or
nine pages of the rules and I am only up to rule
63.

A member: How much do shop stewards earn?
Mr SKIDMORE: I did not become a shop

steward. I always wanted to remain a worker. I
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never knew what shop stewards earned. I did not
want to become one.

Mr PEARCE: I would like to have a word or
two with the Minister about why this provision
was not discussed during the second reading
debate. The Minister gave a very inadequate reply
to the second reading debate, although he paid me
a considerable compliment by commenting that
he could not answer any of the matters I raised.

He did not give a good reason for his not
understanding the proposed legislation or his
failure to fully explain the provisions of the Bill
when he introduced it. It is not an unknown ploy
by Ministers to try to bypass controversial clauses
of a Bill by not mentioning them in their second
reading speeches.

We will listen with considerable interest to the
Deputy Premier, when he introduces a Bill to
amend the Environmental Protection Act, to see
whether the reshuffling of Dr Porter rates a
mention. Quite likely it will not, despite that
being the main thrust of such a Bill.

It is not right for the Minister to give as an
answer to my accusation that he did not mention
something in the second reading speech that he
cannot go forever. The Minister is willing to go on
forever during private members' time and go on
for six hours on the Fremantle railway closure,
but is not willing to mention half a dozen
provisions in his Bill.

In this case he was not willing to mention the
provision presently before us.

That is not good enough. The Minister cannot
come along with a second reading speech with the
expectation that he can fool the Opposition,
because we canvass a Bill properly. If he believes
he can fool the Opposition he will be sadly
disappointed. It is characteristic of the Opposition
to go through Bills thoroughly and match the
amending clauses in a Bill with the second
reading speech to determine the extent to which
the ministerial rhetoric matches reality.

I make the point to the Minister for Transport
that he will not get away with any of this. I make
the point to him and other Ministers that every
time they try it on the Opposition we will point it
out firmly to them.

Mr RUSHTON: I do not want to go over old
ground. It is believed that alternatives are
available at this time to a magistrate, and they
are the fine of $20 on one side and regression on
the other. In the interest of justice some change is
needed to allow some variation. As this clause has
been put forward, it is reasonable.

Mr Mclver: What about the regression on top
of that?

Mr RUSHTON: I will come back to the vase
the member for Avon mentioned.

Mr Mclver: Some are automatic.
Mr RUSHTON: If a train driver passes a

signal which he should not pass, it could cost the
lives of 200 people. The regression and the fine in
that case would be very much warranted.

Mr Mclver interjected.
Mr RUSH-TON: The member for Avon made

the point and I will come back to it. Obviously the
maximum penalty would be required. In that
range a magistrate can select in his judgment
what should apply. I do not understand the
reasoning behind the Opposition's stand which
appears to be some sort of scare tactic which is
not called for. The member for Merredin
mentioned how much a person would be fined
under the screws and nuts rule. It might be $1 or
52.

Mr Mclver: It could be $250.
Mr RUSHTON: It relates to a maximum fine

under the Public Service Act. That is something
to which one could relate such a penalty. I have
already mentioned the severe case the member for
Avon raised, and in a sense that makes my case.
There would have to be a penalty for such action
and a magistrate, with other members of the
board, would need a range open to him so that he
could select a realistic penalty for the
misdemeanour. I have indieated already to the
member for Avon that I will speak with the
commissioner to ensure that he gives every
opportunity for loco drivers to have a better
understanding of the matter before us at present.
I will do that in the morning.

Mr SKIDMORE-. I thank the Minister very
much for not even bothering to answer my
questions! In his usual way he did not consider
them worthy of debate. That is indicative of the
attitude he adopts when it becomes patently
obvious that legislation is levelled at the working
people, and, in particular, employees at the
Midland Workshops. He is not prepared to give
attention to the people who provide the expertise
and hard work to keep the railways going. He
endeavours to denigrate their work.

The action of the Government in letting out the
tender for 35 wagons to private enterprise is an
example of what the Minister is capable of doing.
That work should be done by the Midland
Workshops which could do it competently,
expertly, and a darned sight better than a private
tenderer which would not have the expertise or
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the ability to fulfil the contract. The Minister well
knows that.

Mr Coyne: We cannot wait until 1986 for the
wagons.

Mr SKIDMORE: We would not have to wait
until then. The workshop already has built 18 of
the wagons.

I will return to the question of penalties. We
should look at the work duties of the employees to
see whether those duties can be compared with
the penalties.

Returning for a moment to the matter of the
wagons, the workers have said that they can build
them in the workshop at a price which is more
than competitive with private enterprise; however,
because of the regulations, if they do any
canvassing on the job such as talking about the
fact that their jobs are in jeopardy, they will be in
trouble; that would be a form of canvassing.
When one looks at the matter one realises there
can be no doubt that the Minister is on shaky
ground. The trade unions-the Electrical Trades
Union, the Australasian Society of Engineers, the
Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights
Union, and the Australian Railways Union-have
members involved with private enterprise who are
not covered by the regulations.

However, if the workers covered by the
regulation decided to canvass in regard to the
contract for the wagons, they would be in breach
of it. I wonder why the Minister did not take up
that point.

I intend to use every minute available to me to
show how stupid iire the regulations. The Minister
referred to the point that there should be a liberty
given to a magistrate to say that an offender can
be fined more than $20. and that the next step is
regression. That is covered in the regulations;
there is no question about that. However, the
Minister's argument is the most specious
argument I have ever heard. Under the
regulations by which I worked-l do not say I
understood all of them because one would have to
be a Philadelphia lawyer to do that-[ could find
only a handful of regulations which carry a
penalty of only $20. 1 will refer to the
Government Gazette index which sets out six
pages of regulations to cover the railways, as well
as 10-odd pages which apply to the workers. Let
us look at more of these regulations which provide
for a fine of S2S0. They are stupid.

An employee is forbidden expressly to bring
into the workshop material or goods of any
description other than such tools required for his
work which are not provided by the department.
In other words, if he brings in a change of clothes

such as overalls. he is in breach of the regulations.
If he brings in his lunch bag he is in breach of the
regulations. I am not suggesting for one minute
that somebody would be fined for that, but I am
saying that some of the regulations are examples
of sheer stupidity and most surely the rest of them
are suspect; in fact, they are just as stupid as well
when one looks at them. Rule 63(l) states-

Betting, lotteries, raffles, sweeps or
gambling of any kind are not permitted
within the Workshops premises.

I often wonder what happens in the workshops on
the first Tuesday in November of each year when
the most imporfant race in that decadent sport of
horseracing-the Melbourne Cup-takes place in
Melbourne and the workers run a sweep in it. I
would say the workers are in trouble because of
this rule, under which a fine of $250 can be
imposed. I suggest to the Minister that he should
go to the workers' canteen one day and tell them
that they cannot play poker or they cannot play
bridge for Sc a point or for whatever they play.

I now refer to rule 63(2). which is a beaut. It is
really good. It states-

Any employee shall not borrow money
from or place himself under any pecuniary
obligation to another employee.

For heaven's sake, my mind boggles. If a worker
wanted to buy a workmate's car he could not; he
would be in breach of the regulations. If he
wanted to borrow $2 so that he could sit in on a
poker game he could be fined for that as well. If
he wanted to borrow lunch money he could not,
and he would have to starve. He would be subject
to a fine of uip to $250.

1 have referred only to a cross-section of the
rules. I take the point made by the member for
Avon about the driving of trains and have nothing
further to add on that point.

A fine of $250 under these stupid regulations is
just not on. A worker will be able to be fined
simply because of victimisation by a foreman. A
worker could be slammed for $20, and if he
offends twice the Fine will be $40, and it might
even get up to $60.

The regulations in this form are petty and they
are restrictive on the work force at the Midland
Workshops. I would be happy if the Minister
removed the clause and did nothing till the
regulations were straightened out. He could then
conic back with some valid regulations which
were nmore senisible, and under which the workers
would be able to operate. Under sensible
regulations, some fines of up to $250 may be
justified.
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A total of 63 regulations cover about 14 pages
in the gazette. They are just so crazy and they
make a mockery of a line of $250 for a person
working in a workshop. They are the people about
whom I am speaking. These are the regulations
under which they will be fined.

I have taken one set of regulations only under
the Government Railways Act out of nearly six
pages of index to the Statutes. Goodness knows
what will happen to everybody else. I plead for
the workers. These regulations should not apply to
them. At least the workers should not have to pay
a line of up to $250 for borrowing $2 with which
to buy their lunch. I suppose that sounds rather
silly, but that is what could happen.

The CHAIRMAN: The question is that clause
3 stand as printed.

Mr SKIDMORE: I rise again because I gave
the Minister an opportunity to reply.

The CHAIRMAN: The member for Swan has
no right to speak; he cannot succeed himself.

Clause put and a
following result-

Mr Blaikic
Sir Charles Court
Mr Cowan
Mr Coyne
Mrs Craig
Mr Crane
Mr GCrayden
M r G rewar
Mr Hassell
Mr H-erzfeld
Mr Laurance
Mr Mensaros

Mr Bridge
Mr Bryce
Mr T.J. Burke
Mr Carr
Mr Davies
Mr E. T. Evans
Mr H. D. Evans
Mr Grill
Mr Hodge

Ayes
Mr P. V. Jones
Dr Dadour
Mr MacKinnon
Mr Nanovich
Mr Watt
Clause thus passed.

division taken with the

Ayes 24
Mr O'Connor
Mr Old
Mr Rushton
Mir Sibson
Mr Sodeman
Mr Spriggs
Mr Stephens
Mr Trethowan
Mr Tubby
Mr Williams
Mr Young
Mr Shalders

Noes IS
Mr JIamieson
Mr Melver
Mr Parker
Mr Pearce
Mr Skid more
Mr Taylor
Mr Tonkin
Mr Wilson
Mr Batemian

Pairs
Noes

Mr B. T. Burke
Mr Barnett
Mr H-arman
Mr Bertram
Mr T. H. Jones

Clause 4 put and passed.
Clause 5: Section 28A inserted-
Mr McIVER: I mentioned earlier that where

certain commodities are available for cartage, and
no-one is interested in transporting them,

Westrail should be allowed to cart those
commodities in its own vehicles at cost. I
highlighted the situation of a consignment of fish
sent from Hopesoun. That consignment was
transported by private enterprise road trucks to
rail, and then at Narrogin it was oft-loaded from
rail to a Westrail road truck and transported to
the markets. There is nothing wrong with that. A
service was provided to those fishermen, and the
fishermen received a return. Their livelihood was
protected.

Why should we, as legislaters, place in the Act
a provision to prevent Westrail from carrying out
that type of operation? If there is to be
competition, which we have been told is so
important, why not let Westrail compete in open
competition? There should not be any restriction
so far as Westrail vehicles are concerned.

Mr RUSHTON: I am pleased to have the
opportunity to give a brief explanation to the
member for Avon on this clause. I issued a Press
release today relating to the comments by the
executive officer of the Road Transport
Association.

With regard to the question of fish, Westrail
was obliged to carry that consignment. I am
speaking about Albany. and the same commodity.
The consignment travelled by rail, and in order to
get it to the market on time, at Narrogin it was
transferred to road transport.

Mr Mclver: Westrail had to cart the
consignment because no-one else was interested.

Mr RUSHTON: Because of health regulations,
the consignment was not acceptable; it could not
be carried in boxes which leaked. The smell would
have permeated the whole wagon so that it could
not be used for any other purpose. It was a very
unsatisfactory freight for Westrail to carry.

Mr Mclver: The very reason I emphasised the
example.

Mr RUSHTON: It was decided that time
would be allowed for proper packaging so that
Westrail could carry the fish without it affecting
other goods, or without rendering the wagon unfit
for carrying other goods. Road transport was used
because it is quicker, and because the
consignment was perishable.

Westrail has some trucks which are used to
complement its rail operations where it is not
reasonable for a full train to operate because of
the lack of freight. Road vehicles service those
places.

The Government supports Westrail being able
to contract with people who want to use the
service- Westrail contracts from door to door.
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Because rail is a monopoly there is no
competition. Where Westrail wants to contract
from door to door, it is free to do so. That is
another freedom it has, and I believe the member
for Avon supports that.

Westrail is able to call for.tenders on the open
market. It is the general belief the system will
succeed. It succeeded with British Rail, and with
other railway systems. If the system does not
work out, and the price of freight is excessive
because of no competition, Westrail is free to use
its own vehicles to complete the service. However,
there is the check that Westrail will be obliged to
advise the Commissioner of Transport, who is
monitoring the introduction of this service, of the
circumstances. In that case the Minister will be
the adjudicator. If the Commissioner of Transport
is heavy handed, the Minister will have to
adjudicate. This was a request from Westrail.

Westrail is not being denied entry into the
complete door-to-door contract market. It IS
seeking and receiving this ability to do so. The
Government is saying that because no rail service
is available, that does not mean there should bean
extension of the road transport system. There will1
be free competition and the ability to contract at
minimum cost by direct arrangements with the
private road sector.

I hope the member for Avon is able to see the
Government is being very fair, and that Westrail
is to be given the opportunity to promote freight
transport in the way prescribed.

Mr MeIVER: Proposed new section 28A(9) in
clause 5 deletes the common carrier provision. I
want to say at the outset that I honestly believe
that members of the National Party when they
agreed to this did not realise the long-term
implications of the removal of this clause. They
are considering the matter just as the department
did, wholly and solely on economic lines. I say to
them this will be very detrimental to them as
country members in the long term because small
consignments such as tractor and machinery parts
will no longer be able to be railed to country areas
oncc this Bill is proclaimed.

Mr Cowan: You are aware that nowadays most
consignments are sent by road transport, anyway?

Mr Mel VER: I concede that point.
Mr H. D. Evans: What about the minimum

cost per parcel?
Mr MeIVER: However, in many places small

parcels are consigned by rail. Road hauliers will
not mess around with tin-pot little parts; they will
not handle those. I am talking about the isolated
areas of Western Australia. Road hauliers are not
interested in carting small parts for trucks,

headers, or harvesters; therefore, the farmer will
have to pay through the nose and he will have no
alternative but to have the part consigned by the
carrier who has the franchise for his area. He will
not pay 35c or 40c as he does now under Westrail;,
instead he will pay $5 or $6.

I want members to think about this because it
is a very serious situation. Regional centres are
facing stringent conditions in respect of
Government employment; but they could provide
a greater service if more men were employed. As
an example, take the town of Northam which is a
regional railway centre. It is the focal point for
the railways running to the central, northern, and
eastern wheat belt.

There are men working at Northam who are
close to retirement. Members have spoken about
beer traffic etc.; but these men cannot do the
impossible. They cannot handle the less-than-
container load traffic because there are not
enough of them to do it. Consequently
shopkeepers and consignees complain, and this
Government becauise of its miserable policy, will
not engage extra men. The Government is not
concerned about the services which could be
provided by a couple of extra men, who would
receive only just over the basic wage. Yet the
Government does not hesitate to appoint a couple
of extra Ministers at a salary of $28 000 or
whatever it is a year. This is an area in which we
are breaking down and where we have no liaison
between the customer and the supplier.

1 see great danger in the removal of the
common carrier clause. I come back to the matter
of who will handle small consignments for people
in isolated areas. It is on that basis that I oppose
the clause strongly. Those little people will have
no alternative but to pay many dollars to road
ha uliers.

Members of the National Party are country
members who represent country people, and they
will do their country colleagues a disservice if
they support this clause. They will recall my
words in the long term when they are hit hard in
the hip pocket where it hurts the most.

I would like to see a provision written into the
Bill so that commercial agents have the freedom
to give a freight rate at stock sales. Road hauliers
have been able to do this over the years because
they get hold of the goods rate book. One of the
good provisions of the Bill is that the rate book
will no longer be issued and the hauliers will not
know the rate. In the past they have been able to
go to a farmer and offer to cart his stock at $2 or
$3 less than the goods rate. The same has applied
in respect of super in isolated areas.
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Commercial agents should be given the
freedom to offer rates to farmers, and the removal
of this clause will not help them. The measure
does not go far enough. It is all right to highlight
this provision and say it will do wonders for
Westrail and wonders for the big landowner, and
so on: but do not let us forget in our haste to rush
this through that we are leaving the little person
in the cold. That is what we will do with the
rcmoval of the common carrier clause.

I know we do not have the numbers to do
anything about it, but I hope common sense will
prevail. I strongly urge members of the National
Party to support my stand, and then at least they
will be able to say to the people in their
electorates that they tried.

I strongly oppose the clause.
Mr COWAN: We accept that Westrail may be

directed by the Minister to make full use of the
powers given to it under this provision; and if the
common carrier clause is removed and Westrail
decides it will not touch any non-profitable goods,
then a reduction in service will occur. We hope
any Government, and particularly this
Government, will exercise some common sense
and ensure that while Westrail no longer has a
statutory obligation to be a common carrier, it
will undertake the transport of these commodities
for a price. If the price is seen by Westrail to be
too high, surely it can advise the Government that
a form of subsidy is necessary.

However. Westrail cannot move into a
competitive situation without losing some of its
present obligations to the community. We have
seen in the last three or four months the benefits
that have accrued to those people who live within
the deregulated areas; and that has been the
subject of debate by people in my party and also
members on the other side of the House.
Complaints have been made about the advantage
given to people living in deregulated areas, and of
discrimination against those who live outside the
areas.

We can see that if Westrail can get into a
competitive situation and deregulate more
commodities and services, the people who use its
services will ultimately benefit. Therefore we
accept that the obligation of common carrier is to
be removed and we hope the GovernmentI of the
day exercises caution, because what the member
for Avon has said has some merit.

Mr GRILL: We all want to see a viable
Westrail, and many of us can see that the removal
of the common carrier clause will in due course
make Westrail's competitive position stronger.
The question is: at what cost? The other question

is: What sort of guarantees can the Government
give-and specifically the Minister at this
stage-that certain commodities that perhaps are
not attractive to carriers will be carried at all and
that Westrail will not become simply a bulk
carrier? When we look at the recent history of
Westrail there is a certain disquiet in anyone's
mind when we see how the services have
contracted, certainly in the few years I have been
in Parliament. Only two years ago Westrail
moved completely out of the area of hauling
temperature-controlled traffic.

What did we see after that? Most members
would agree that we saw an escalation in costs to
a considerable degree. I calculated some of them,
and they went up by 190 per cent.

Mr Coyne: What about Leonora?
Mr GRILL: Leonora is a bit of an exception.

Most of the costs went up. Basically this was all
because the Government would not spend
$250 000 to build a temperature-controlled cell at
Westrail.

What else have we seen during the course of
the last Parliament or two? We have seen the
closure of the Meekatharra line. There has been
plenty of debate on that. That is another instance
of the contraction of services.

Members should consider this fact, which is
rather startling. If one is a passenger on the train
from Perth to Port Pinie and one wants to take a
car on the train, one pays $300. If one wants to
take a car by rail from Kalgoorlie, the cost is an
extra $100. Why does that situation pertain?
Why do we not return to the pro rata basis we
had several years ago? Surely that is a
contraction of the service.

Then we have the Catch 22 situation relating to
the transport of passengers across the Nullarbor
Plain. People have to book weeks and months
ahead to ensure they are on the train. As a result
of that, they find it more attractive to go by car or
by air. When that happens, Westrail takes
another carriage from the interstate train, and the
delay in bookings is increased by another week or
month. The situation becomes worse and worse,
and develops into a classic Catch 22 situation.

All of these things point to a contraction in
services. That is why some of the members on this
side, and one or two on the other side, have some
misgivings about the removal of this section. As I
said, obviously it is attractive to Westrail to have
the common carrier provision removed; but what
guarantees can the Minister give? Certainly the
people in the country will be looking for some
guarantees. Can the Minister give a guarantee
that the categories of certain goods which are
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unattractive to Westrail will be carried at all?
What will happen with the small parcels? Will
the small items be carried at all?

Mr RUSHTON: Relating to the deletion of the
common carrier obligation, I will treat all of the
questions in bulk because the points I make will
answer them all.

There is a necessity to enable Westrail to
compete with other loads. I think that is generally
accepted, and certainly it is accepted by the
National Party. I think it would be accepted by
the Opposition that Westrail should have the
right to compete with other transport modes. It is
reasonable that Westrail should be freed from the
carrying of unremunerative traffic, otherwise how
could it succeed?

Mr Pearce: Who carries the unremunerative
traffic? You did not answer that point.

Mr RUSHTON: Westrail already carries many
of these "smalls" or -LCLs by road. Other
organisations carry them by road in the freed
areas. In fact, the smalls are being carried by
road more and more. They are being carried at a
cheaper rate than Westrail can do it; and that is
to the benefit of the users.

The policy we are adopting has quite a degree
of benefit to the user because we are introducing
competition.

We have been asked what is the policy all
about. It is changing from 50 years of regulation,
with all its anomalies, to a system of competition.
It is generally accepted that the people involved in
this regulatory system should be given a period of
time to make changes and adapt themselves to
competition with the road system. Certainly that
applies to Westrail. If we were to do it abruptly,
Westrail would have an increased deficit and it
would have to cut back on many of its services.
There is need for a period of time to phase in the
changed circumstances. That has been
demonstrated, and not only in Western Australia.
It has been shown conclusively in Western
Australia that this is the case, and it has been
shown also in many other parts of the world.
Certainly in Victoria at the moment the railways
are pursuing the same direction. Other countries
have found it necessary to divest their rail systems
of the very unnecessary and unremunerative
items.

I indicate to the member for Gosnells that the
intention is to have competition in the areas where
competition can succeed. The system is made free
to encourage road and rail to compete with each
other; and by competition the required changes
will be brought about. That cannot work in the

areas where there is not sufficient freight for
competition to sueceed.

The Transport Commission has been given the
responsibility of ensuring that the users in the
State receive a reasonable service at a reasonable
cost. In those circumstances, one would introduce*
a subsidy or a franchised service to ensure that
the people received their commodities at a
reasonable cost.

Members should understand that in the past
there has been subsidisation for people in the
country areas who are trying to carry on a
commercial farming exercise. Those people feel
that they have been cross-subsidising other items.
To a degree, they have been cross-subsidising
themselves, because that has occurred in the
country areas, and there would be no problem
about that.

The member for Avon mentioned a service for
items like tractor parts. Already there is a service
throughout the State that delivers such things on
a nightly basis. The urgent parts are received very
quickly indeed.

Mr H. D. Evans: A basic $5 and then so much
per kilometre.

Mr RUSHTON: If one did not receive an
urgent part, it would cost a lot more than that. In
the freed situation there might be two
organisations doing an urgent run for those parts,
and the competition would bring the price down.

Mr H. D. Evans: We will see.
Mr RUSHTON: Another point related to the

business of not carrying the small goods. A
deliberate decision was made in consultation
between Westrail and the Government. As the
responsible Minister, I have been negotiating on
that position. The decision was made to continue
to carry small goods in the freed areas, but on a
remunerative price basis. In relation to, say,
Harvey the rates have been lifted so that there is
not a loss situation for Westrail. The user, in that
competitive divisions, has the choice of using road
or rail. That is working. If a Person wants to use
road, he uses road. If he wants to use rail, he uses
rail; and the taxpayer does not carry the burden.
When the Government believes that a certain
service should be given to a community, it should
not be up to Westrail to provide the service. The
service should be provided by the taxpayers.

Mr Pearce: You m ean the taxpayers go down
there and carry the things up on their backs?

Mr RUSHTON: It is a bit hard to deal with
the member for Gosnells, because he does not
operate on logic very much.
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In fact, Westrail asked for this right. The
member for Yilgarn-Dundas indicated his belief
that Westrail would want this right; and of course
it does because it wants to compete. Westrail
wants to lift the morale of its employees by
showing that it can succeed in the commercial
field. In my visits to the country, the employees
have indicated directly that that is so. They want
to be able to show people throughout the country
that they can do as well as other people. They are
sick and tired of being branded as railwaymen
and as second-class citizens. They want to be
equal citizens in the community; and as far as I
am concerned, Westrail should haVe the right to
succeed in a commercial way.

By its comments tonight, and by its suggestions,
the Labor Party has indicated it would destroy
Westrail. We would have a reduction in services if
we were to comply with what the Labor Party
suggests. The ALP would not let Westrail be
commercial or successful. It would want it to
provide a social service.

The Government is committed to encouraging
the development and maintenance of a strong
railway system as well as developing a strong
transport system. We are introduciIng
progressively the new freight policy, to obtain the
best use of our transport resources in the interests
of the user and the taxpayer. That is very
important.

Clause put and
following result-

Mr Blaikie
Sir Charles Court
Mr Cowan
Mr Coyne
M rs Craig
Mr Crane
Mr Grewar
Mr Hassell
Mr Herzfeld
Mr Laurance
Mr M ensaros
Mr O'Connor

Mr Bridge
Mr Bryce
Mr T. J. Burke
Mr Carr
Mr Davies
Mr E. T. Evans
Mr H. D. Evans
Mr Grill
Mr Hodge

a division taken wi

Ayes 23
Mr Old
Mr Rushton
Mr Sibson
Mr Sodenian
Mr Spriggs
Mr Stephens
Mr Trethowan
Mr Tubby
Mr Williams
Mr Young
Mr Shalders

Noes 17
Mr Jamieson
Mr Mclver
Mr Pearce
Mr Skidmore
Mr Taylor
Mr Tonkin
Mr Wilson
Mr Bateman

ith the

'a irs
Ayes Noes

Mr P. V. Jones Mr B. T. Burke
Dr Dadour Mr Barnett
Mr MacKinnon Mr Harman
Mr Nanovich Mr Bertram
Mr Watt Mr T. H. Jones
Mr Grayden Mr Parker
Clause thus passed.
Clauses 6 to 13 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report

Bill reported, without amendment,
report adopted.

and the

ACTS AMENDMENT (T7RANSPORT) DILL
Returned

Bill returned from the Council without
amendment.

RESERVE (PORT DENISON SUBURBAN
LOTS 6 AND 6a) BILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 22 October.
MR JAMIESON (Welshpool) [11.18 p.m.]: It

is most unusual for a private member to introduce
an amendment to the Reserves Act. I do not
believe the Bill is before the House Correctly.
because provisions under Joint Standing Orders
Itipulate matters such as this must be dealt with
ba private Bill as opposed to a private member's

Bill. Approximately 64 Standing Orders deal with
such matters and I shall turn to them later.

When the member introduced the Bill he
pointed out the blocks of land would probably be
worth approximately $14 000 today. He said they
were valued at an earlier time and they would be
worth 10 times as much today.

A complication has arisen in regard to this
matter and similar complications arise when
dealing with other organisations. I want to warn
the Government it could put itself in a difficult
position if it intends to indulge in supporting this
sort of legislation.

For example. some years ago I was associated
(Teller) with a problem experienced by the Fremantle

Trades Hall. The trustees had died and nobody
appeared to be legally responsible for the trust. I
approached the Minister responsible for the
matter at that time (the Hon. Stewart Bovell) and
he recognised the difficulty being experienced by
the Australian Labor Party.

The ALP was the rightful owner of the
(Teller) property and the Minister agreed to amend the
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Reserves Act accordingly. This allowed us to
rectify the problem which had occurred.

If the Government allows this sort of legislation
to be passed, it will enable a number of people to
take similar action. For example, it is possible
next year the member for Kalgoorlie could
propose a measure relating to the Kalgoorlie
Trades Hall. Once a decision like this is made,
similar problems must be rectified by using
private member's Bills. I do niot believe this
should occur and it is a Government responsibility
to deal with these matters.

We do not seem to have as much contact with
the Temperance Alliance today as we had in the
past. That group frequently used to appear in the
gallery when we were debating legislation relating
to liquor. It appears the Temperance Alliance has
paid its rates over the years and, therefore, is the
rightful owner of the property.

It would have been possible to purchase the
blocks originally for about £5. The Government
granted the two blocks to the organisation,
because it felt it was a worth while body. The
grants were made in 1877 and at that time Port
Denison was the major port for the Midland
Railway Company. All goods were brought
through Port Denison and were transported by
rail to Midland Junction.

That is the historical background of the matter.
The Temperance Alliance is now to be authorised
to have access to this land.

It is a pity the Speaker has left the Chair,
because I wanted to draw his attention to a
number of the Joint Standing Orders which relate
to private Bills. Some of the side headings refer to
purchase of land, extension of time, leases, and
other undertakings. It defines how these matters
should be dealt with. Standing Order No. 48
reads as follows-

When a Private Bill shall have been read a
first time, it shall be forthwith referred to a
Select Committee, who shall require proof of
the allegations contained in the preamble.

It sets out also the costs which must be paid by
the private people involved.

It is of no use to say these Standing Orders
have no place. I recall a previous member for
Boulder (Mr Arthur Moir) introduced a private
Bill to combine the Boulder and Kalgoorlie
Racing Clubs. The clubs had to pay the cost of
the Bill. Mr Moir did the work for them in the
House, but the matter was referred to a select
committee in accordance with the Standing
Orders of both Houses.

On a later occasion it was necessary to change
the fees charged by the Perpetual Trustees and
another trustee company. The then member for
West Perth (Mr Stan Heal) introduced a private
Bill and, once again, the trustee companies paid
the costs involved. In recent years when it. has
been necessary to change the fees charged by the
Perpetual Trustees, the Government has accepted
the matter as its responsibility. It is the
Government's prerogative to do so and the Bills
have been dealt with as Government Bills.

That is the area in which I find fault with this
legislation, because it is not a Government Bill. If
one examines the situation further, one finds it
becomes even more complicated. Standing Order
No. 51 reads as follows-

No Bill whereby any Crown lands or
Crown property, or the lands or property of
the Government of this Colony may be
affected, shall be considered in Committee of
the whole House until the Governor shall
have informed the House by message that,
having been informed of the purport of the
Bill, he gives his consent, as far as Her
Majesty's interest or the interest of the
Government is concerned, that the House
may do therein as they may think fit.

The purpose of these Standing Orders is to deal
with Bills concerning private organisations. The
organisation involved is required to pay 50 per
cent of the fees charged for a Bill if it has a
charitable or educational object. One could
probably say the organisation we are dealing with
now would come within the terms "charitable or
educational objects" and it would be entitled to
receive that adjustment.

It is interesting to note 64 Standing Orders
relate to this matter and members should bear in
mind the person. representing the district is not
entitled to vote on such a matter.

Mr Sibson: Why?
Mr JAMIESON: The member for the district

is not entitled to vote, because the relevant
Standing Order says that is the case. It is not a
private member's Bill, it is a private Dill-there is
a difference.

Standing Order No. 42 reads as follows-
No Member, locally or otherwise

interested, of a Committee on any unopposed
Private Bill shall have a vote on any question
that may arise, but every such Member shall
be entitled to attend and take part in the
proceedings of the Committee.

That refers to a select committee.
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Specific rules govern such matters and whilst
they may be a little antiquated, it must be
recognised they exist. If we do not intend to use
them, they should be abolished. However, there
are still Joint Standing Orders of the Houses of
Parliament which relate to private Bills and while
they are in existence we should take notice of
them.

The Government should be careful when it
associates itself with a member who introduces a
Bill. If the Government is prepared for this to
become a precedent we must accept what follows
once it is adopted. We must say, "We disregard
the position of private Bills. We do not agree that
Standing Orders in this regard should exist;
therefore, we must remove them and allow this
sort of action to proceed." The Government
should be aware of this before it supports the
proposal we are debating at the present time. It
appears to me a dangerous precedent could be set.

Had the Government introduced the measure
as an ordinary Reserves Bill, there would be no
argument about it. I cannot see anyone would
have an argument in that situation; but I can see
a great deal of argument with a situation in which
a private member suddenly decides to act on
behalf of an organisation which has had a
problem of this nature for a long time. No doubt
now the matter has been publicised other
organisations will want to proceed in the same
manner. These organisations could ask their local
members to fix up the difficulties. They could say
they want identity under the title, as granted to
the Temperance Alliance, so that they are allowed
to sell and exchange in an approved manner.

Ifr that is the way the Premier wishes the matter
to be run-as far as Reserves Acts are concerned
and as far as these vestment Acts are
concerned-then that is all right. I do not wish to
prevent the Temperance Alliance from receiving
the land to which it is entitled after paying rates
for many years. That organisation must have paid
those rates over and over again without receiving
anything from them.

On the other hand, there is a right and wrong
way to legislate or accomplish what the member
for Greenough or the Government has set out to
do with this Bill. For the benefit of members who
may not have had an opportunity to look at the
plan, the area is located on the main roadway
between the townsite of Dongara and the Denison
townsite. It is on the corner of Ocean Drive and
Leander Drive. It is a prime piece of land but
nevertheless the organisation is justly entitled to
retain it and to use it as it wishes in the future: so
long as this legislation is passed in a correct, legal
and proper fashion rather than adopt an unsual

attitude by allowing a private member to bring
forward a Dill and subvert the normal
responsibility of the Government to take charge of
any Reserve Act amendment as it does each and
every year.

Bearing in mind the comment I have made that
the Bill might not be properly put before us, the
Opposition supports the move to clarify the
situation so that the land may be given to the
Temperance Alliance organisation.

SIR CHARLES COURT (Nedlands-Premier)
[11.33 p.m.]: I thank the honourable member for

his comments. I acknowledge the Oppositions's
approval and say that the Government supports
the Bill. I do not intend to traverse the
information which has been supplied by the
member for Greenough with regard to the
historical background of the land.

I advise the member for Welshpool that the
Government, when it heard the Bill was to be
introduced and knew its content, did examine the
question of whether or not the legislation should
be by way of a private member's Bill or a private
Bill which would involve the procedure of a Select
Committee as outlined by the honourable
member.

The advice the Government received was that
the nature of this land and the circumstances
surrounding it were such that it could be
legislated for by a private member's Bill and
introduced as the honourable member has done.
The member would of course be using the
facilities of the Government draftsmen, which are
available to back-benchers. The legal advisers
provided through that channel would be aware of
the points which have been raised.

When this matter was brought to our attention
we queried the question as to whether it may be
dealt with simply as a Bill or as a private Bill
involving Select Committee procedures.

I suggest that when I sit down someone may
adjourn the debate so that before the second
reading stage is resumed, the legal advice which is
available to the Government may be passed on to
the honourable member. If this is done then that
advice will be available to the House and the Dill
may proceed in its present form.

The Government did not press on willy nilly
and allow the Dill to go ahead in its present form
without making some checks. However, in the
interests of regularity and so that the position
may be adequately recorded for future reference,
it would be a good idea if we arranged to have the
necessary advice passed on to the honourable
member so that he can make it available to the
House.
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This should be done so that we have a proper
record and so that we do not create a precedent
which might have serious effects in the future. I
do not disagree with the thrust of the honourable
member's remarks because over the years we have
jealously retained this situation and do not wish to
break away from that course now. I do not wish
members of the House to assume that the
Government was not aware of this matter.

In the interests of having the matter properly
recorded, the debate should be adjourned and
legal advice obtained so that it may be available
to the House, or I will arrange for one of my
ministerial colleagues to do that.

The member for Welshpool has supported the
principle that this land should go to these people
as no-one else seems to have had an interest in it
or had a basis on which to establish a right to do
this. My own reaction is that because of the
peculiar nature of the transaction, it does not fall
within the normal procedures of the Standing
Orders relating to private Bills. The Government
supports the legislation.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Shalders.

House adjourned at 11.3 7 p.m.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

HEALTH

Mleat Inspection
1375. Mr STEPHENS, to the Minister for

Health:

(1) In reply to question 1149 of 1980, it was
stated that the minimum qualifications
for meat inspectors employed by local
authorities were the Royal Society of
Health Diploma of Meat and Other
Foods Inspection and the Bentley
Technical College certificate or
equivalent. How many of the 28 full-
time meat inspectors employed by local
authorities possess higher than the
minimum qualifications?

(2) How many full-time meat inspectors
employed by local authorities have only
the minimum qualifications?

(3) How many of those with only the
minimum qualifications are studying to
obtain higher qualifications?

(4) Of those with qualifications higher than
the minimum requirements, how many
are actually qualified to undertake work
in other areas of public health?

Mr YOUNG replied:
(1) 14.
(2) 14.
(3) Not known.
(4) 14.

H EALTH-
Mfeat Inspection

1376. Mr STEPHENS, to the Minister for
Health:

(1) In respect of question 1150 of 1980, it
was stated that the minimum
qualifications for meat inspectors
employed by the Public Health
Department were the Royal Society of
Health Diploma of Meat and Other
Foods Inspection and the Bentley
Technical College certificate or
equivalent. How many of the 32 full-
time meat inspectors employed by the
Health and Medical Services
Department possess higher than the
minimum qualifications?

(2) How many full-time meat inspectors
employed by the department have only
the minimum qualifications?

(3) How many of those with only the
minimum qualifications are studying to
obtain higher qualifications?

(4) Of those with qualifications higher than
the minimum requirements, how many
are actually qualified to undertake Work
in other areas of public health?

Mr YOUNG replied:
(1) 21.
(2) 11.
(3) 4.
(4) 21.

MINISTER FOR CONSERVATION AND
THE ENVIRONMENT

Direction of Environmental Protection and
National Parks Authorities

1377. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister representing
the Minister for Conservation and the
Environment:

(1) How many times has the Minister
directed the National Parks Authority
under section 8(2) of the National Parks
Authority Act?

(2) Has the Minister during his term of
office issued instructions to the
Environmental Protection Authority
which the authority has refused to carry
out?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) Once under present Minister.
(2) No instructions have been issued to the

Environmental Protection Authority by
the present Minister.

TOURISM

Millst ream Station

1378. Mr BATEMAN, to the Honorary
Minister Assisting the Minister for T urism:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Is Millstream Station an ideal tourist
attraction in the north?
If "Yes", would his department consider
assisting the owners to develop and
establish it as a national park and
thereby assisting also to preserve the
natural stream?
If "Yes" to (2), what action should the
owners take in regard to this matter?
If not, why not?
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Mr LAURANCE replied:

(1) The Millstream area is considered to be
a most significant tourist attraction
within the region.

(2) to (4) The question of establishing and
developing national parks is initially a
matter for consideration by the National
Parks Authority.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Building Permits

1379. Mr BATEMAN, to the Minister for
Local Government:

Will she advise her department's policy
on building permits in rural areas; for
example, how many homes can be built
on a rural holding of which the area of
land is over two hectares?

Mrs CRAIG replied:

The Uniform Building By-laws place no
restriction on the number of dwellings
that may be constructed on a single site
which is located outside the
metropolitan region, a municipality
which is a town, or a townsite.

Each shire would therefore determine its
own policy with respect to rural areas,
subject to any provisions that may be
contained in its own town planning
scheme.

FUEL AND ENERGY: GAS
Norih- West Shelfr Damnpier-Perth Pipeline

1380. Mr TERRY BURKE, to the Minister for
Resources Development:

(1) Further to question 1289 of 1980
relating to the Dampier-Perth gas
pipeline control centre, why was not the
centre included in the engineering
consultancy given to Fluor Australia
early this year?

(2) How many other engineering
consultants in Australia with experience
in gas pipeline work have been
approached by the Government
regarding this project?

(3) If, as indicated in his reply to that
question, a contract for the control
centre will be let within a few weeks,
would he please advise if the contract
will be the subject of a public tender?

(4) If not, why not?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:

(1) The professional expertise required for
the consultancy for the design and
construction of the pipeline itself is
different from that required for the
control centre. As this expertise would
not necessarily be available in the one
organisation, the two consultancies were
separate and publicly invited.

(2) to (4) This matter is one for the SEC
but I am advised that 25 preregistrations
were received for the consultancy
assignment. The consultancy assignment
is not subject to public tender. For the
supply of equipment public tenders will
be called in due course in the usual
fashion.

TOWN PLANNING

North-south Highway

1381. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Urban
Development and Town Planning:

(1) In view of the Metropolitan Region
Planning Authority report's statement
that no recommendations were made on
whether one option for a major north-
south highway was more
environmentally suitable than another,
what further environmental studies are
envisaged?

(2) What studies are proposed witb respect
to costing the options presented for a
north-south highway?

(3) When is it proposed to make a copy of
the relevant reports available to the
Opposition, further to the Premier's
advice to Cabinet that such reports
should be made available to the Leader
of the Opposition at the same time as
they are presented to the media?
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Mrs CRAIG replied:

(1) Consideration has been given to
environmental effects of each option in
general items in arriving at the proposed
structure as disclosed by the report.
Detail is intended at a later date and, of
course, a full environmental impact
statement is mandatory in the future
when construction is contemplated.

(2) Detailed costings cannot be determined
until road design has been done in the
future. They are dependent on road
design, the need or not for cycleways,
etc., and other factors.

(3) The Leader of the Opposition now has a
copy of the reports supplied to local
authorities and the media; I regret the
delay in making copies available to him.

RAILWAYS
West rail: Comptroller of Stores

1382. Mr McIVER, to the Minister for
Transport:
(1) What is causig the apparent delay in

appointing a comptroller of stores at
Westrail, as two months have elapsed
since the vacancy closed?

(2) Is an Army major to be appointed to the
position when he completes his Army
service?

(3) If answer to (2) is "Yes", would not this
appointment be a reflection on senior
Westrail officers who have served
Westrail loyally for many years?

(4) When will the position of chief clerk in
the stores section of Westrail be
appointed?

Mr
(1)

RUSHTON replied:
and (2) An army officer has been
appointed to the position of supply
manager-previously titled comptroller
of stores-but his resignation from the
Army will take some time to be
processed and he is not expected to take
up duty with Westrail until February
next.

(3) No, applications were invited both
external and internal to Westrail and
the appointee was the most outstanding
applicant.

(4) As soon as the new supply manager
takes up duty.

GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE
Lenhan, Tanneries Pty. Ltd.

1383. Mr DAVIES, to the Treasurer:

(1) For what purpose did the Government
guarantee a loan to Lenham Tanneries
Ply. Ltd.?

(2) What was the extent of the loan?
(3) What was the Government's total

liability as a result of the guarantee?
(4) Why did Lenham Tanneries Pty. Ltd.

cease operations?
(5) How much did the Government pay out

to meet its obligations under the
guarantee?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) To assist in the establishment of a

tannery at Northam and for working
capital purposes.

(2) Total guaranteed assistance was
$249 500.

(3) The Government's total
liability--loss-after rceipt of proceeds
from the sale of the tannery, was
$235 473.

(4) The company incurred substantial losses
and was unable to continue operating.

(5) $318 379-see answer in (3) above for
the final cost figure.

GOVERN MENT GUARANTEE
Ca vsoi Ltd. and Coral Bay Pty. Ltd.

1384. Mr DAVIES, to the Treasurer:

(1) For what purpose did the Government
guarantee loans to-
(a) Cavsol Ltd.;
(b) Coral Bay Pty. Ltd.?

(2) What was the extent of the loans in each
case?

(3) What was the Government's total
liability as a result of the guarantee?

(4) Why did-
(a) Cavsol Ltd.;
(b) Coral Bay Pty Ltd.;
cease operation?

(5) How much did the Government pay out
to meet its obligations under the
guarantee in each case?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) (a) An interest-free loan was provided

to develop the Cavanagh Solvent
process;
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(b) the original guarantee was to assist
with the capital costs of establishing
a holiday resort at Maud's Landing
as a tourist development project.

(a) $20 000:
(b) the original guarantee was for an

amount of $107500, but
subsequently increased to$ $41 493.

(a) $19 000;
(b) $199907.
(a) The process was not successfully

developed, and efforts to sell it
failed:

(b) company incurred substantial losses
and was unable to continue trading.

(a) $19 000;
(b) $199907.

BUILDING INDUSTRY

Builders' Registration Act: Area of Jurisdiction
1385. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for

Consumer Affairs:

Further to questions 203 and 1327 of
1980 concerning the need to extend the
geographical jurisdiction of the Builders'
Registration Board, in view of his
answer to question 203 stating that the
Bureau of Consumer Affairs is dealing
satisfactorily, in the main, with
complaints lodged in building matters by
consumers, being in apparent conflict
with the Consumer Affairs Council
report which states that the Consumer
Affairs Council is mystified at the lack
of progress toward amending consumer
protection provisions of the Builders'
Registration Act so as to provide board
jurisdiction in rural centres, can he
provide evidence for his statement in the
answer to question 203?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:

Technical staff of the Bureau of
Consumer Affairs who hold registration
as licensed builders under the Builders'
Registration Act investigate those
complaints when the Builders'
Registration Board does not have
jurisdiction.
A detailed analysis of complaints to give
information which the honourable
member may like is quite impracticable
in time required and availability of
research officers, but reference is made
to appendix 2, table 2 of the Consumer

Affairs Council annual report for 1979-
80 which report has been tabled.

The table referred to sets out an analysis
or all complaints finalised in the 1979-
80 year by the Bureau of Consumer
Affairs.

There is no reason to believe that
consumer complaints in the area of
building would not follow a similar
pattern.

PRISON

Bandyup
1386. Mr JAMIESON, to the Chief Secretary:

(1) Why has Chris James of the Western
Australian Prisoners Group been refused
permission by him to interview the social
worker at Bandyup detention centre?

(2) Is it his intention to now personally
approve any person desiring to visit a
Department of Corrections
establishment?

(3)
(4)

If "Yes" to (2). why?
What restriction has been placed on
visiting justices of the peace, associated
with Bandyup, to discuss conditions of
that institution with the local United
Nations human rights committee?

(5) If no such restrictions exist will he
publicly indicate this fact, so that
discussions by groups interested in
prisoners' welfare may take place with
visiting justices of the peace?

Mr HASSELL replied:

(1) On 18 September 1980 Miss James
wrote to me requesting an interview with
the social worker at Bandyup women's
training centre to make "some useful
suggestions". On 22 October 1980 I
wrote to Miss James suggesting that she
forward her suggestions to me in
writing. I have not received any further
correspondence from Miss James.

(2) No.
(3) Not applicable.
(4) and (5) None. Under the Prisons Act a

visiting justice of the peace is obliged to
make such reports as he may think fit to
the Minister.
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INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
Jervoise Bay

1387. Mr TAYLOR, to the Honorary Minister
Assisting the Minister for Industrial
Development and Commerce:

(1) Further to my question 1134 of 1980
relating to the re-establishment of the
Cockburn Power Boats Association
(Inc), does his answer mean that no
decision is likely to be made for at least
12 months?

(2) lf "No", what time scale is envisaged?
Mr MacKINNON replied:
(I)
(2)

No.
Cabinet expects to make a decision in
the near future.

ELECTORAL
Hospitals: Mobile Polling Facilities

1388. Mr CARR, to the Chief Secretary:

(1) Further to his answer to part (3) of
question 1283 of 1980 in which he said
the criterion for mobile service by
electoral officers at the last State
election was a bed capacity of 50 or
more, why was not Nazareth House,
Geraldton, proclaimed for such a
service?

(2) Will he take the appropriate steps to
have this service provided at Nazareth
House at future State elections?

Mr HASSELL replied:
(1) Part (3) of question 1282 sought the

criteria for the proclamation of hospitalsunder the provisions of section 100(l)(c)
of the Electoral Act.
Nazareth House is a nursing home with
a licensed capacity of 47. It did not meet
the Criteria.

(2) This will be considered at the
appropriate time.

ELECTORAL
Voting Educational Team

1389. Mr CARR, to the Minister for Education:

(1) Is the voting educational team which
operated during the Kimberley by-
election of 1977 to teach Aborigines to
vote, still operating?

(2) If "Yes", in what regions of the State
has the team operated?

(3) If "No" to (I)-
(a) when was it disbanded;
(b) why was it disbanded?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:
(1) Yes, but operated through the

Commonwealth Electoral Office.
(2) The whole State.
(3) (a) and (b) Not applicable.

RIFLE RANGE
Greenough

1390. Mr CARR, to the Minister representing
the Minister for Lands:

With reference to the provision of a new
rifle range for the Geraldton region, to
be provided in the vicinity of the
Greenough Hamlet:-
(a) are there any departmental or other

objections still outstanding;
(b) what is the anticipated timetable

for the establishment of the range?
Mrs CRAIG replied:
(a) No. With the aid of the member for

Greenough, all objections have now been
overcome.

(b) Regrettably the survey data and
development plans were not received
from the Department of Administrative
Services until 10 November, 1980 which
was the cut-off date for this year's
Reserves Bill.
As an "A"-class reserve is involved,
parliamentary approval to an excision is
required and will be sought through the
Reserves Bill during the next session of
this Parliament.

TRANSPORT

Handicapped Persons
1391. Mr HODGE, to the Minister

Transport:
for

(1) Has he yet received the report from the
committee looking into the transport
requirements of physically handicapped
people?

(2) If "Yes", will he provide me with a
copy?
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(3) If "No" to (1), when does he expect to
receive the report?

Mr RUSHTON replied:
(I)
(2)
(3)

No.
Not applicable.
It is hoped to complete the study by
June 1981.

HEALTH
Advisory Committee on Health Education

1392. Mr HODGE, to the Minister for
Education:

Will he provide Parliament with details
of the progress being made by the
advisory committee on health education
that he and the Minister for Health
jointly established earlier this year?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:
The committee has so far only had four
meetings and it would be premature to
attempt to report progress at this time.

TRAFFIC NOISE
Interdepartmental Committee Report

1393. Mr HODGE, to the Minister for Health:

(1) What progress is being made on
preparing the report from the inter-
departmental committee on traffic
noise?

(2) Will he provide me with a copy of the
report?

Mr YOUNG replied:
(1) I am advised the report is complete and

is about to be submitted to me.
(2) I regret until I see the report and can

decide what consultation there should be
with my ministerial colleagues or
Cabinet, I am unable to provide you
with a copy.

HEALTH: DENTAL
Country Patients' Subsidy Scheme

1394. Mr HODGE, to the Minister for Health:

(1) How long has the country patients'
dental subsidy scheme been established?

(2) Was the scheme established by Statute
or regulation; if so, which one?

(3) What is the area of operation of the
scheme?

(4) When was the area of operation last
changed and what was the nature of the
change?

(5) What category of pensioner is eligible to
use the scheme?

(6) Is a means test applied to all applicants?
(7) Is the range of treatment that attracts a

subsidy under the scheme equal to the
range of treatment available to
pensioners attending Perth Dental
Hospital?

(8) Does it cost country pensioners more for
dental treatment under this scheme than
what the Perth Dental Hospital would
charge?

(9) How much has been provided in the
Budget for the operation of this scheme?

(I0) Is it a fact that the Commissioner of
Public Health, (Dr J. McNulty), has
advised the Australian Dental
Association that the scheme will be
suspended for two months?

(11) If the answer to (10) is "Yes", why is
the scheme to be suspended?

(12) What will country pensioners do during
the suspension of the scheme when they
require dental treatment?

(13) Is it a fact that the two-month
suspension of the scheme will result in a
saving to the Government of about
$100 000 and transfer the cost burden to
the poorest people in the community?

(14) Is it a fact that the Australian Dental
Association has received a number of
assurances from the Government during
the past 12 months that the scheme was
not threatened and that no major
changes were planned?

(15) Is it a fact that only days after receiving
the most recent assurance about the
scheme from the Minister, Dr McNulty
wrote to the Australian Dental
Association and advised them of the
scheme's suspension?

(16) Is it a fact that on 10 November on a
commercial radio station's news bulletin
the Minister stated that the Australian
Dental Association's Country Vice
President, (Dr Robert Davidson), and
other dentists were using this scheme to
line their pockets?
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(17) Does he have plans to suspend, close
down, or restrict either temporarily or
permanently any other schemes,
departments or hospitals under his
control if they exceed their budget
allocation?

Mr YOUNG replied:
(1) The scheme was established in 1969-70.
(2) No, it was established following a

Cabinet decision.
(3) The scheme operates for persons

resident outside the metropolitan area.
(4) The scheme was last changed in January

1979. The scheme previously included
persons resident in outer metropolitan
suburbs and is now restricted to country
residents. With the advent of improved
metropolitan transport, people were able
to attend established clinics at Victoria
Park, North Perth, and Fremantle.
Persons medically unfit to travel can still
be treated in their own outer suburb;
e.g.. Rockingham.

(5) Eligible patients are persons with a low
income, in the main in receipt of social
security benefits, including aged, widow,
and invalid pensioners, persons receiving

Isupporting parent benefits, and
unemployed persons.

(6) Yes.
(7) In general, yes.
(8) Both institutions-i.e., Perth Dental

Hospital and the Department of Health
and Medical Services-use the same
free scale-Veterans' Affairs
Department Schedule. If a country
dentist charges more than a veterans'
affairs schedule, then the patient would
make up the difference.

(9) $470000.
(10) Yes.
(11) It was judged necessary to temporarily

defer the scheme for two months to
avoid over-spending.

(12) The advice to the Australian Dental
Association and dentists participating in
this scheme indicated that emergency
treatment is to be provided during the
suspension. In so far as routine
applications are concerned, the effect
will be a short delay in receiving
treatment.

(13) No.
(14) The Australian Dental Association has

been advised that no major change to
the scheme would be effected without
consultation.

(15) No. On 21 October 1980 the Australian
Dental Association advised at a meeting
that they appreciated the difficulties
associated with containing costs within
the scheme. Reference to the proposed
suspension was made at that meeting
and the Australian Dental Association
did not offer any alternative proposal.

(16) No. What I said was that it seemed like
a one-man campaign by a person who is
vexed at the fact that his own personal
income might drop for a couple of
months. I added that it would be better
to suspend the scheme for a couple of
months to help balance the budget this
year rather than to cut it.

(17) 1 have no plans as such. Departments,
hospitals, and other agencies have a duty
and accept managerial responsibility to
control spending within their budget
allocation.

EDUCATION

Swimming Classes

1395. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Education:

(1) Has it been decided not to hold vacation
swimming classes in centres involving
fresh water?

(2) If "Yes"-

(a) what centres are involved;
(b) what is the reason for their closure;
(c) is this decision permanent?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:

(1) and (2) Clarification is still being sought
on this matter and I will personally
advise the member as soon as a final
decision is made.

NOXIOUS WEED

Skeleton Weed

1396. Mr H-. D. EVANS, to the Minister for
Agriculture:

(1) How many outbreaks of skeleton weed
have been reported and dealt with in
each of the past two years?

(2) What has been the expenditure on
skeleton weed eradication in each of the
past two years?
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Mr OLD replied:
(1) In 1978-79, nine new outbreaks were

reported and dealt with, and 26 previous
outbreaks retreated.
In i1979-80, five new outbreaks were
reported and dealt with and 25 previous
outbreaks retreated.

(2) i978-79 :$230 483.
1979-80 :$285 324.

GRAIN

Weevils
1397. Mr H. D. EVANS, to the Minister for

Agriculture:
How many instances of insecticide
resistant weevils have been experienced
in each of the last two years-
(a) on farms;
(b) in siding storages;,
(c) in Co-operative Bulk Handling's

Kwinana installations?
Mr OLD replied:
(a) to (c) This data is being researched. As

soon as it is available I shall advise the
member.

EDUCATION: HIGH SCHOOL
Balga

1398. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) Can he confirm the information supplied

in answers to question 849 of 1980. that
tenders would be called for the building
of a hall-gymnasium at the lBalga Senior
High School by the end of October?

(2) (a) If -No", why not;
(b,) what are the revised plans for

the construction of the hall-
gymnasium?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:
(I) and (2a) Since my response to question

849 of 1980 the expected tender date
has had to be revised because of changes
in design of the hall and after advice
from the schools drawing office on
scheduling of work.

(2) (b) A commissioned architect is now
documenting the project, based on
revised requirements of the school
and an amended tender daie will be
determined as early as possible.

PUBLIC TRUSTEE
Minors: Third Party insurance Settlements

1399. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Labour
and Industry:

(l) In the cae of settlement of a third party
insurance claim on behalf of a minor, is
it obligatory for the settlement sum to
be placed in trust with the Public Trust
Office?

(2) Does the Public Trust Office charge a
collection fee of 1 per cent of the
amount deposited?

(3) If "Yes" to (2), what is the purpose of
such a collection fee?

(4) Does the Public Trust Office also charge
annual fees at the rate of 6 per cent of
the interest on the trust account?

(5) Why are options not given to allow such
settlement sums to be placed in trust
with other finance organisations where
they would be capable of earning greater
interest and maximising the benefit to
the successful claimant?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) to (5) This question is seeking

information which comes within the
jurisdiction of other Ministers Aind is
therefore considered to be out of
order-Erskine May 19th Edition, page
329.

ROAD

North wood Drive
1400. Mr WILSON, to the Honorary Minister

Assisting the Minister for Housing:,
(1) Has the State Housing Commission set

aside funds for the construction of
Northwood Drive between Morley Drive
and Yirrigan Drive?

(2) What is the projected cost of the
construction of the road?

(3) To what extent will these road
construction costs be offset so as not to
interfere with other responsibi lities of
the State Housing Commission,
particularly the provision of low cost
housing?

(4) When is work due to begin on
construction of the road?

(5) Why is it considered necessary to
construct the road at this stage?
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Mr LAURANCE replied:

(I) Yes.
(2) This will be determined when

engineering designs are completed.
(3) The costs incurred in the construction of

the road will be recovered in land sales
in the locality.

(4) The work will begin as soon as
engineering designs are completed and a
contract is let.

(5) The road is required to be constructed as
a prerequisite to the subdivision and
development of the land in the
immediate locality and to provide access
to the district Centre which is providing
major community facilities.

ROAD

North wood Drive

1401. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for Urban
Development and Town Planning:

(1) Is she aware that the City of Stirling
failed to respond to requests from
concerned ratepayers in Dianella to
present optional proposals to the
development of Northwood Drive
between Morley Drive and Virrigan
Drive prior to that council approving the
development of the road?

(2) If "No" what options were considered
and presented to local people as possible
alternatives for a local distributor road
to serve the new subdivision in the area
concerned?

Mrs CRAIG replied:

(1) No.
(2) 1 am advised by Stirling City Council

that, in addition to two public meetings,
numerous meetings were held between
council officers and representatives of
the Dianella Road traffic committee,
formed by local residents. The following
options were considered-

(a) No new north-south distributor
road.

(b) Continued unrestricted use of the
existing local street system.

(c) Development of the Strand.
(d) Development of Hayes Avenue and

Gordon Road.

(e) Development of a new north-south,
route to link Morley Drive directly
with Northwood Drive at Virrigan
Drive.

(0) Development of a new north-south
route to link Morley Drive with
Yirrigan Drive at a point several
hundred metres east of Northwood
Drive.

Council finally resolved that a new
north-south rou te basically through
undeveloped land owned by the State
Housing Commission-in accordance
with option (0)-was preferred.

EDUCATION: SCHOOL

Mt. Hawthorn

1402. Mr BERTRAM, to the Minister for
Works:

(F) Further to his answer to question 1319
of 1980 relating to certain construction
works at Mt. Hawthorn Junior Primary
School, when were the barricades
constructed and will he describe them?

(2) Since when have the residues of asbestos
been collected into a sealed bag and
disposed of off site daily?

(3) What caused the introduction of the
system of collection of residues into a
sealed bag?

(4) Will he name the workers who have
been employed on this job?

Mr MENSAROS replied:

It is assumed tha t the questions refer to
che Mt. Hawthorn Primary School,
which is on the same site as the junior
primary school.

(1) Barricades were constructed in the
week ending 31 October 1980.
The barricades were formed with
single 75mm x 50mm timber rails
on steel supports, approximately
one metre high.

(2) Since the commencement of works
on site.

(3) A recommendation from the Health
and Medical Services Department.
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(4) The workers employed on this job
were full-time Public Works
Department maintenance
employees as listed below-

Messrs Gilbert Nye
Eric Percy
Gary Langedyk-until 5
November 1980
Michael Brockman-after 5
November 1980.

FUEL AND ENERGY: SEC

Charges: Rebate
1403. Mr BERTRAM, to the Minister for Fuel

and Energy:

What is the precise progress position
concerning the State Energy
Commission action group's proposal for
the introduction of a rebate system?

Mr P. V. JONES replied:

A high-level working group has been set
up comprising officers of the Energy
Commission and Department of
Community Welfare to study the SEC
action group's proposal. The Minister
for Fuel and Energy is holding
discussions with the Minister for
Community Welfare and it is expected
that the working group's report will be
received and considered shortly.

ROAD

Mitchell Freeway: Congestion
1404. Mr BERTRAM, to the Minister for

Transport:

(1) Is he aware that northern traffic on
Mitchell Freeway is becoming congested
from Hutton Street back well beyond
Scarborough Reach Road, thereby
defeating the purpose of the freeway
causing possible delays and dangerous
situations?

(2) If "Yes", when did he become aware
and what action does he propose to take
to cope with this problem?

Mr RUSHTON replied:

(1) and (2) 1 refer the member for Mt.
Hawthorn to my answer to question 668
of 2 May 1979.

As I indicated then, the Main Roads
Department is keeping the traffic
position under review. Some adjustments
to signal liming at Hutton Street have
been made. It must, however, be
recognised that this is not the real
answer which lies in the extension of the
freeway further north. Preliminary work
in this regard has been commenced.

RAILWAYS

Kewdale Depot
1405. Mr McPHARLIN, to the Minister for

Transport:

(1) Is it fact that Westrail's depot at
Kewdale will receive only general goods
for delivery to country towns on
specified days?

(2) If "Yes", why is this the case?

Mr RUSHTON replied:

(1) and (2) Yes, specified receiving days are
arranged at the Kewdale freight
terminal for less than car loads of
ordinary goods to cater for and
consolidate the volume of traffic offering
so that the best possible use is made of
wagon capacity. Wagon load
consignments are accepted daily
Monday to Friday.

NOXIOUS WEED

Skeleton Weed
1406. Mr McPHARLIN, to the Treasurer:

(1) Does the administration of the skeleton
weed fund attract payroll tax?

(2) If "Yes", what are the amounts for each
year since its inception?

(3) What is the anticipated amount for
1980-81 ?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) 1974-75

1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978- 79
1979-80

(3) $7000.

$4 347.02
$5 889.23
$6 359.82
$6 361.43
$5 883.13
$7 296.89.
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WATER RESOURCES: DAMS
Key Dams on Farms

1407. Mr CRANE, to the Minister for

Agriculture:

(1) How many key dams have been
constructed on farms not served by the
comprehensive water scheme under the
supervision of the farm water supply
advisory committee?

(2) How many of these dams have been
completely successful in providing an
adequate water supply for the farm
concerned?

(3) (a) In which area has the failure rate
for such danis been most prevalent;
and

(b) what are the reasons for failure?

Mr OLD replied:

(1) and (2) This information is not known to
my department. Funds under the key
dam scheme were limited and the
capacity of a dam to provide complete
water security would depend on farm
size and stock numbers.

(3) (a) Not recorded, but leakage is a
problem in some districts such as
the north-eastern wheat belt..

(b) Leakage, limitation of size, increase
in stock numbers.

EDUCATION: PRE-PRIMARY

Four-yea r-olds
1408. Mr WILSON, to the Minister for

Education:

(I) Has he or his department received any
approaches from parents requesting that
pre-primary centres when not in use by
live-year-old groups be made available
for Four-year-old children?

(2) Have some parents making these
approaches indicated that they would be
willing to contribute towards the
payment of teachers in such situations?

(3) What is the Government's attitude to
any such approaches?

Mr GRAYDEN replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) N o.

(3) It is Government policy to allow four-
year-olds to enrol at transferred centres
where this was the policy prior to
transfer to the Education Department
and where the number of five-year-olds
justifies the appointment of staff and
there are still some vacancies.
Four-year-olds are not enrolled at pre-
primary centres built on primary school
sites.

LAND: RESERVE

"A "-class: No. 8431
t409. Mr SKIDMORE, to the Minister

representing the Minister for Lands:

(1) Further to my question 2441 of 1978
relating to demolition orders, is it a fact
that the Shire of Augusta- Margaret
River issued demolition orders to owners
of shacks on part Class "A" Reserve
No. 8431, controlled by that shire, and
known as Kilcarnup?

(2) Would the Minister table a copy of the
shire's decision and the text of the
demolition order sent to the offenders?

(3) When was the demolition order issued?
(4) To whom was the demolition order

issued?
(5) What time limit was set by the shire for

compliance to the order?
(6) What are the consequences for non-

compliance with the order within the
time limit?

(7) Will the Minister indicate how many
offenders so far have not complied with
the order and how many have complied,
and the reasons why non-compliance
was preferred?

(8) Did the shire issue this order on its own
initiative, and if so, what are the
rationales that form the background of
the shire's decision to issue the order?

(9) If the issuing of the order was not the
shire's own initiative, then which
Government instrumentality caused the
shire to issue such an order?

(10) If such an order was issued as a result of
a directive by a Government
instrumentality, what was the rationale
for the directive?

(11) Will the Minister table a copy of such
directive and the reports which form the
basis of the directive?
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(12) What course of action will the Minister
take in order to ensure that the order/s
or its directive by a Government
instrumentality will be executed without
delay?

Mrs CRAIG replied:

(1) to (12) Both I and the Minister for
Lands are aware that the Shire of
Augusta- Margaret River has issued
demolition notices to the owners of
buildings, illegally constructed on that
portion of Class -A- Reserve No. 8431
which is vested in the Shire of Augusta-
Margaret River and known as
Kilcarnup.

The Shire of Augusta- Margaret River
took this action on its own initiative
pursuant to the provisions of the Local
Government Act and such action has the
support of the Government.

RAILWAYS AND ROADS

Advertising Signs

1410. Mr SKIDMORE, to the Minister for
Transport:

Adverting to question 1112 of 1980
relating to outdoor advertising, in which
he replied that he was not prepared to
release the report that was being
prepared regarding the outdoor
advertising at that time, would he be
prepared to release details of the report
so that the public may evaluate the
matters contained within the report?

Mr RUSHTON replied:

I appreciate the interest shown by the
member for Swan. The matter is quite
important and therefore needs careful
considcration. I hope to be in a position
to make. a more detailed statement
before the end of the year.

RAILWAYS AND ROADS

Advertising Signs

1411. Mr SKIDMORE. to the Minister
representing the Minister for Conservation
and the Environment:

(1) Is the Minister aware that it is proposed
to erect a second advertising tower in
the Bridge Street area?

(2) If "~Yes", would the Minister have the
Environmental Protection Authority
investigate the whole ramification of the
hoardings that are appearing on railway
property and on the tower that now
exists at the foot of the Horseshoe
Bridge, with a view to their removal?

Mr O'CONNOR replied:
(1) 1 understand that an application to erect

this tower has been refused by the
MR PA.

(2) No. The erection of such hoardings is a
matter for decision by the MRPA,
Westrail, the Perth City Council. or
other affected local authorities.

TRAFFIC

Mopeds

1412. Mr SKIDMORE, to the Minister for
Police and Traffic:

(1) Would he acknowledge the fact that on
I I August 1980. he wrote to me
regarding the question of the licensing of
powered bicycles and in that letter he
made the following statement: "The
matter is being discussed by the advisory
committee on vehicle performance at a
national level and when a
recommendation is made by this
committee the proposal can be reviewed
at State level"?

(2) In answer to question 1109 of 1980 he
advised me that it is not the function of
the advisory committee on vehicle
performance to discuss the registration
of vehicles. Therefore, would he now
advise me what I am to believe-his first
statement that that committee dealt
with the matter, or his second statement
that that committee did not deal with
the matter?

Mr HASSELL replied:
(1) Yes.

(2) Both statements are correct. In my letter
of I I August 1980 the question raised
on licensing was answered, and thc letter
went on to refer to the definition and
safety specifications of power assisted
bicycles, and not registration.
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
TRAFFIC: DRIVERS

Brea thalyser. Random Tests

412. Mr T. H. JONES, to the Minister for
Police and Traffic:

My question is in connection with the
statement which appeared in today's
issue of the Daily News wherein the
Chief Executive Officer of the RTA
announced that road blocks would be set
up in the metropolitan area and breath
tests would be demanded in all
circumstances.
Will the Minister inform the House of
the difference between road blocks set
up under this provision and road blocks
set up under random breath testing
provisions?

Mr HASSELL replied:
It is my understanding that the Road
Traffic Authority policemen have power
to require motorists to stop and produce
drivers' licences and for other purposes
which may be legitimately checked.
That has been done in the past and it is
proposed that it be done again with the
Christmas campaign.
There is no doubt that there are a
number of people who drive their motor
vehicles whilst they are under suspension
of licence or who drive without a licence.
Quite clearly, it is very important that
there should be a detection of those
people, especially when people have lost
their licences as a result of drink-driving
offences.
The power to require a test to be taken
is contained in section 66 of the Road
Traffic Act. That power entitles a road
traffic patrolman to require a person to
provide a sample of breath for a
preliminary test in three separate
circumstances. They are: where a person
who was in charge of a vehicle was
involved in an accident; where a person
in charge of a vehicle committed an
offence against the Act; and the
third-and this is being referred to now
and it is to be used a little more than it
has been used in the past-is where a
person is driving a vehicle whilst having
alcohol in his body.
If we consider those three
circumstances, that power indicates that
where a patrolman has reasonable

grounds to believe that a person, whilst
driving a motor vehicle, has alcohol in
this body, the patrolman may require
that person to provide a sample of his
breath for a breath test in accordance
with his directions.

I imagine if a patrolman saw a person
leave a hotel and was in a position where
he was not in full control of his
movements and then drove a vehicle,
that patrolman would have reasonable
grounds for believing that person had
alcohol in his body. If he stops that
person to check his licence or the
roadworthiness of his vehicle and smells
alcohol on his breath, again he would
perhaps have reasonable grounds to
believe that person had alcohol on his
breath and could require a test to be
carried out.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
Amendment: Draft Bill

413. Mr PARKER, to the Minister for Local
Government:

I draw the Minister's attention to the
answer she gave, through the Hon. 1. G.
Medcalf in another place, to question on
notice 399 shown on page 3158 of
Hansard. In her answer she revealed
that a new draft of the proposed
electoral amendments to the Local
Government Act is being drawn up. I
ask-

(1) Is it intended that this new draft be
circulated to local government
authorities in the same way as its
predecessor was?

(2) Is it intended that the draft will
represent Government policy?

(3) Will local government authorities
and others be enabled to make
submissions to the Minister on that
new draft formulation since any
legislation will not now be
introduced until, at the earliest, the
next session of Parliament?
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Mrs CRAIG replied:

(1) to (3) I have replied to this question
before. 1 have indicated quite
clearly that there were two
complete rounds of discussions with
all local government authorities.
The First was about 1976 and I
believe that was after a committee
had met for some considerable time
to look at appropriate amendments
to the electoral procedures of the
Local Government Act. Those
recommendations were circulated to
all local government authorities in
Western Australia. As a result of
the submissions received on that
occasion, there were further
discussions and the draft legislation
to which the member has referred
was then sent again in good form to
138 local government authorities in
Western Australia.

At the time the draft proposal was
circulated to the local governmen"t
authorities, a letter was sent
indicating that we would welcome
comments from authorities until a
given date, which I think was
February of this year. It was
indicated that there would be no
opportunity after that date to
further discuss the matter with
local government authorities.

As the member has stated, many
drafts were prepared in order to get
this legislation in good form. We
are almost to the end of that
drafting procedure and the
amendments will be introduced to
the Parliament next year. There
will be no opportunity-after four
years of consultation with local
government authorities-for any
changes to that legislation.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT

Amendment: Dra0 Bill
414. Mr PARKER. to the Minister for Local

Government:

Supplementary to my previous question:
What then is the purpose of the further
draft which the Minister revealed was
currently in the course of preparation?

Mrs CRAIG replied:
It was to ensure that the draft
amendments given to the Parliamentary
Draftsman were correct, because at the
time of checking that draft some points
were incorrect. It was to ensure that the
legislation would come before this
House in proper form.

TRAFFIC: DRIVERS

Breathalyser. Random Tests
415. Mr T. H-. JONES, to the Minister for

Police and Traffic:

Adverting to my previous question to the
Minister: It is my view he did not
answer my question so, I will reframe
the last part of it.
Will the Minister inform the House of
the difference between road blocks set
up under the provisions announced in
today's paper and road blocks set up
under the provisions relating to random
breath testing? In my opinion, the
Minister did not answer my question.

Mr HASSELL replied:
The road blocks are not to be set up
solely for the purpose of testing people
at random for their breath, because even
though a motorist may be stopped at a
road block to check his licence and the
roadworthiness of his vehicle, the
patrolman still has to have-under the
Act-reasonable grounds to believe that
person has alcohol in his body. I would
not have thought that merely stopping a
motorist would provide reasonable
grounds because the patrolman must go
one further step.
He must be convinced of the incapacity
of the motorist to co-ordinate his
movements or he must be convinced of a
smell of alcohol about the motorist.
There are quite significant differences
between section 66 as it now stands and
random breath tests. In the case of a
true random breath test someone on the
road may be stopped for any reason
whatsoever and asked to take a test
rather than being tested at a specific
site. In Victoria the authorities have a
situation where there is a testing station
at a specified site. If we contemplated
such a step, 1 think the only useful
method would be genuinely random
testing, because a system such as the one
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in Victoria requires a great number of
people to go through the test in a very
formal way.
There is a difference between the form
of breath testing and the programme the
RTA will implement over Christmas
time and random breath testing in
general.

FOREIGN INVESTMENT

Western Australia

416. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:

In the light of the recent newspaper
speculation about a rise in the level of
foreign investment in Western Australia,
I ask-
(1) Does the Western Australian

Government favour an open-slather
approach to foreign investment in
Western Australia?

(2) Does the State Government propose
to take any measures to monitor the
areas or levels of foreign investment
in our economy?

(3) Is there any form of foreign
investment in Western Australia of
which the Premier does not
approve?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) The member wishes to know

whether we agree to an open-slather
approach to foreign investment, and
the answer is, "No." There is good
reason for that answer and good
evidence to support what I say.

The honourable member is no
doubt referring to a wide range of
foreign investments, not only those
which were published recently in
respect of farms and certain types
of real estate.
The Government has made the
position clear that it encourages the
maximum Australian component.
At all times, in any negotiations
undertaken, the Minister concerned
has this instruction as a matter of
Government policy. It is at that
point we have to rind out the extent
to which it is practicable to
negotiate an acceptable level of
Australian component, preferably
in excess of 50 per cent. There are

occasions when this is completely
impossible and the project would
not proceed. All projects must be
considered on their merits and a
decision has to be made as to
whether they will be approved and
on what basis.
There may be occasions, for
example, where the project is
allowed to start on a basis of 20 per
cent but with an undertaking that
under certain conditions the
proportion will increase so far as
Australian equity is concerned.
so, far from being an open slather,
it is just the reverse and everyone
understands the position clearly. I
know from my own personal
experience that this point is raised
fairly early in the piece.
In such negotiations one attempts
to arrive at an understanding of
what the other party would be like
to achieve and the other party in
turn indicates how far it wishes to
go.

(2) The member referred to the
measures of control or monitoring
of the levels of foreign investment
by the Government. So far as the
major projects are concerned, these
are absolute and continuing. Those
projects are subject to agreements
or where they have to have some
basic form of authority to function,
such as in mining or some other
form of industry. So, they are basic
and continuing; therefore
monitoring is automatic and
comparatively simple.
With farms and real estate, the
position is much more involved
because it is a matter of dealing
with small transactions when
compared with resource
development and the like. Some are
not small if we are thinking in
terms of the wealth of individuals,
but they are not great when
compared with, say, the mining
ventures.
It has been made clear in London
with the Agent General and the
various firms handling farm
transactions that we have no basic
objection to people coming here and
operating farms. In that way, we
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gain people with farming
backgrounds and their investments
as well. We have made it clear that
we do not favour or seek absentee
owners, although from time to time
there will be some absentee owners.
Some concern was expressed about
farms and the use of land. I think it
is of note that the Governments of
the day are more interested in the
use made of the land than the
actual question of ownership. If the
land is put to good use and in a way
which reflects efficient use of the
land and an understanding of the
standards we have in our country,
then of course it is making a
contribution which we would all
welcome.

(3) The member asked whether there is
any form of foreign investment we
would not allow.
[ think I have answered that in the
other two categories. There are
times when investments have been
rejected because a major resource
project could not make the grade so
far as Australian equity is
concerned. The company involved
could not give a satisfactory
undertaking that in the future it
could contribute sufficient
Australian equity to make the
project acceptable.
I must admit when that stage is
reached in most cases the company
concerned has tried to use its own
devices to correct the situation and
to satisfy the equity participation
provisions. However, just off the top
of my head I could not think of one
particular item to mention. If it
were very undesirable, we would
make very sure it did not proceed.

TRAFFIC: DRIVERS
Brea thalyser: Random Tests

417. Mr NANOVICH, to the Minister for
Police and Traffic:

I would like to ask a question in view of
the questions asked by the member ror
Collie. While it may be said that the
Chief Executive Officer of the Road
Traffic Authority (Mr Larsen) expects

criticism from the public in general,
could the Minister advise whether the
officers of the RTA who will undertake
the exercise referred to in this
afternoon's Press will be instructed to
deal with the public gently?

Mr Davies: No, they will hit them over the
head! What do you think? Do you think
the Minister is going to say, "No"?

Mr HASSELL replied:
It is tremendously important that the
RTA policemen should recognise
individually the position they hold in
dealing with the public. These officers
are the first line of contact between the
Police Force and the public. Often they
deal with people who have committed an
offence. While these offences can be of
varying seriousness, they are not
regarded generally as being criminal.
Therefore, it is enormously important
that these officers should win the
support of the public by the way in
which they handle the public.
We receive a number of letters of
complaint about the way people are
treated by the RTA policemen. Almost
invariably these complaints come from
people who have been caught for some
offence; almost never do they come from
people who have been cautioned rather
than actually booked.
We receive also a steady flow of letters
complimenting the Police Force on its
handling of particular situations. It is a
joy to receive those letters. From my
discussions with the chief executive
officer I can tell the member for
Whitford that it is certainly the aim of
the RTA to ensure that its officers are
very aware of the special standard they
need to adopt in their dealings with
individual members of the public with
whom they come into contact.

HEALTH: DENTAL
Country Parients'Subsidy Scheme

418. Mr HODGE, to the Minister for Health:

Last night the Minister told the House
that he was prepared to reconsider his
decision to suspend the country patients'
dental subsidy scheme. Can the Minister
now advise-
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(1) Has he completed his consideration
of this issue?

(2) If not, when is it likely that he will
make a decision?

(3) When he makes a decision, will he
announce it?

Mr YOUNG replied:
(1) to (3) 1 think even the member for

Melville would realise there would
not have been an opportunity for
me to review a situation like that in
the last 24 hours. I have given him
an undertaking that I will be
looking at the problem, and 1 have
commenced to do that already.

FOREIGN INVESTMENT

Western Australia

419. Mr BRYCE, to the Premier:

I would like to ask the Premier a further
question about foreign investment. I
preface moy question by saying that the
Press reports have been the cause of
some reasonably widespread concern in
the community about speculation
relating to the level of anticipated
foreign investment in Western Australia
in the boom conditions associated with
the development of the North-West
Shelf gas project. I would, therefore, like
to ask him two further questions as
follows-
(1) Is he aware that the Fraser

Government has disbanded the
section comprising 24 specific
officers in the Australian Bureau of
Statistics who were responsible
previously for monitoring the inflow
of foreign capital into Australia?

(2) Will he indicate to this House
which section of the Western
Australian bureaucracy is equipped
and available to monitor the inflow
of foreign capital, and-can I
emphasise-not just in respect of
projects but specifically in respect
of real estate and agricultural
property in the light of the
disbandment of that section of the
ABS by the Fraser G5overnment?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
(1) and (2) 1 cannot imagine that the

particular group of bureaucrats to which
he referred within the Australian

Bureau of Statistics would be all that
effective in this particular process. The
people who would be most effective
would be within the Reserve Bank itself.
It is there that approvals must be given
for money of this type to come into and
lo go out of Australia. So I imagine that
people within that organisation would be
in the best position to know what is
happening.
My understanding is that if the Reserve
Bank thought an undesirable flow was
taking place, it would be very quick to
alert the Commonwealth Government,
and particularly the Commonwealth
Treasury. On top of that we have the
Foreign Investment Review Board which
has a role to play, although admittedly it
does not get involved in the smaller
projects. As well as that, there is the
Federal Treasury.
The State Government has no direct
jurisdiction at that particular level. The
only level where we have some
jurisdiction, except in major resource
development, is when we start to deal
with land transactions through the
Lands Department, and that type of
thing; for example, when documents
have to be stamped. That is the only
a rea where we can have some
supervision.
At the moment, whilst we have a general
watching brief in the matter within the
Treasury, and some other officers are
alerted, I do not propose to set up a top-
level organisation to introduce power
and control superimposed on what exists
already at the Federal level.
The member can be assured that if we
found this was developing into some sort
of avalanche, we would confer with the
Commonwealth, who are the only people
who can intervene so far as the
monetary side is concerned.

INTEREST RATES

Housing

420. Mr BRIAN BURKE, to the Treasurer:

As the Treasurer, by his public
statements, appears to have indicated
that he now realises that what the
Opposition has been saying about the
impending interest rate hike is a reality,
would he inform the House of the
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preparation his Government has made to
ameliorate the effect of increased
interest rates which may cause hardship
to home owners in respect of their
payments?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
The honourable member, with his usual
technique of asking this sort of question,
has completely twisted the facts.
I have been perfectly straightforward in
my comments from time to time
regarding interest rates, and the
successive moves to increase them.

Mr Brian Burke: You are wrong. I did not
say "devious"; I said "correct".

Sir CHARLES COURT: What the member
has said does not happen to be right.
The member has, on occasions, accused
this Government of wanting artificially
to keep interest rates down. I want to
tell the honourable member, whether
artificially or otherwise we will continue
to try to keep interest rates down. That
is why I protested recently at the
increase, which eventually went through
and was approved at the Loan Council
level. But, that did not stop me from
protesting about the policy.
I do not believe we necessarily have to
follow the rest of the world. I
acknowledge the pressures in the market
place, but I do not believe Australia has
to follow the world slavishly.
This applies particularly because we are
one of the few countries in the world
that because of good, strong, economic
policy, has a currency very much under-
valued, and about which we should be
pleased.
Because our currency is under-valued, I
believe that is a strong reason why we
should not be chasing interest rates
which apply throughout the rest of the
world.

FOREIGN IN VESTMENT
Western Australia

421. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Treasurer:

While the level of foreign investment is
coming under attack from the
Opposition, I ask the Treasurer whether
he could give an indication of the effect
of foreign investment policies on the

development of Western Australia
during the reign of th& previous Federal
Labor Government?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
It is now part of the economic and
financial history of Australia that the
policies followed by the Whitlamn
Government, and its absolute distrust
and hatred of overseas investment, was a
disaster, and we are still trying to get
out of the mess.

Point of Order
Mr E. T. EVANS: On a point of order, the

member for Vasse has asked for an
opinion, and the Treasurer is giving an
opinion in reply without any facts and
figures.

The SPEAKER; Order! There is no point of
order.

Questions (without notice) Resumed

POLICE
Irish Club; Complaint about Statement

422. Mr DAVIES, to the Minister for Police
and Traffic:

Has the Minister yet discovered a letter
of protest from the President of the Irish
Club?

Mr HASSELL replied:
Since last night I have had the matter
checked. A letter was received in my
office and, together with other
correspondence, was referred to a senior
officer for checking before being
returned to me.
I have not personally seen the letter
because it is with a senior officer who is
handling the investigation.
The officer has been asked to expedite a
reply.

INTEREST RATES
Housing

423. Mr BRIAN BURKE, to the Treasurer:

My question relates to an oversight on
the part of the Treasurer in failing to
answer the last part of my earlier
question. It requested details of any
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steps the Government was taking to
ensure that hardship from increased
interest rates is ameliorated to the
greatest extent possible. Could the
Treasurer answer the question?

Sir CHARLES COURT replied:
I am sorry I omitted to answer that
point in the question. The best way to
ameliorate the situation is not to let it
happen, and to keep interest rates down.
To my mind, that has always been the
best way to attack this-prevention
rather than cure.
If it happens that ibterest rates have to
be followed up, then of course the whole
economy has to bear its share. There is
no easy way out of our Budget
constraints. We can offer no subsidies or
concessions that would cope with the
situation. Whilst we do our best to
negotiate with all financial institutions
to keep interest rates down-which we

have done in the past and the financial
institutions have performed extremely
well-we cannot go beyond that.

I want to emphasise: The best way to
handle the situation is to try to prevail at
the Federal level to avoid these
increases. I do not think Australia has to
chase interest rates, which there is a
tendency for some people to assume.

Regard has to be had for our currency
and our economic situation. I was
pleased to see that a very well known
and respected financial concern
yesterday was advocating the same
line-admittedly in opposition to most
of the financial market which seems to
assume that our interest rates
automatically have to follow those in the
rest of the world.
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